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Scr\icrs account for around two-thirds of the world economic ou^ut and the total trade ic 
sen ices in 2009 was estimated to be around one-fourth of the world merchandise traa^ 
Despite the service sector s important position in world busmess. research on services 
internationalization lags behind that of manufectunng Professional services are more 
important than other services m toda>"s globalized business scenano and are growing 
rcmarkabh faster than manufacturmg and other service mdustnes in most countnes 
However research on internationalization of professional services does not reflect the 
mdustrv s important position m global business 
Distinctive features of services like mtangibilitv. inseparabilit\. penshabilitv 
hcterogeneitv etc and m particular for professional services like high degree of 
customization, knowledge intensive and people centred nature make international 
marketing of professional services more complex and potentiallv more challenging than 
marketing goods or general services intematonalK 
India's export of engmeenng & technical consultancy services is a fraction of uis. 
i^xpons ot software & IT enabled services (3 8 per cent m 2008 - 09) In spite of the edge 
India enjoys due to its large engmeenng talent pool, lower manpower cost. English 
language and IT capability, it seems majonty of engmeenng consultancv services firms arc 
not marketing their services mtemationally and the sector is under-represented in India's 
services export 
7 . 
There IS no research reported m the literature that bnngs out differences between exporters 
and non-c\porters of professional services taking into account the influence of business 
networks and social nerv\orks / personal contacts of firms senior managers There is m 
general, a paucm of research m the literature on different adjects of internationalization of 
professional service firms in the last decade or so. 
Tins research seeks to examine m^or differences between exporters and nor> 
exporters of knowledge uitensnc professional services and hence understand the major 
impediments that must be overcome to encourage more Indian professional services firms 
to enter foreign maikets Various research hypotheses are developed that may differentiate 
between exporters and non-ex|X)rters and empiricalh examined through a survev of 167 
Indian engineenng consuhmg firms. Principal export motivations among exporters and 
ranking of different external support svstems to may help firms market their services m the 
international arena are also examined 
More than two-thirds of the firms surveyed were not exporting It is found that 
exporting firms mvest greater time, energy and resources to develop mtemational busmess 
relations with an eye on fiiture business potential. This 'proactive intent" or 'emphasis" on 
establishing and developing international business relations is found to be an unportant 
differentiator between exporters and non-exporters. Secondly, it is seen that senior 
managers of exporting firms provide unique network connections through their personal / 
social contacts enabling the firm to exploit foreign business opportimities. Senior managers 
of non-exporting firms seem to have limited international contacts that possibly hamper 
their abilitv to exploit international busmess opportunities 
€<-
Lxporting firms arc on an a\cra^ larger (emplo\ greater number of professionals) le 
imi size diflferendates between extorters and noi>-e\porters However, it is found that 
fimi age (\ears m business) does not differentiate betA\een the exporters and non-
exporters h is also found that senior managers of cxportrng firms are positi\eK mchned 
towards international act]\it\ i e managenal attitude towards exporting differentiates 
between exporters and non-exporters Senior managers of exporting firms perceive benefits 
of exportmg to be higher and nsk / costs imoKed to be lower than noi>e''qx)rters 
Senior managers of exporting firms perceive the bamers to exporting to be lower 
on man\ counts as compared to their non-exportmg counterparts, le managenal 
perception of bamers to exporting differentiates between exporters and noivexportcrs 
"Ps\chic distance is found to be an important barrier to exporting for engineering 
consultanc\ firms Examination of export motivations among the exporting firms shows 
that It IS made up cf both proactive' and reactive elements It seems that the export 
motnation elements are more proactive m nature than reactive However, the conclusion in 
this respect is equivocal It is also found that the export motivation elements are more 
market seeking" m nature than "client following" ones 
Exporting firms were asked to rank various support svstems that will help them to 
market their services in the international arena (i) 'Promoting the Indian service sector 
brand image" secured the top rank followed by others like (u) Foreign market intelligence, 
(ni) Financial support to bid for mtemational projects, (iv) Directory of Indian consulting 
firms arculated m foreign chambers of commerce, (v) formmg Consortiimis to bid for 
international projects etc 
Important implications for managers and theor\ arc drawTi from the research conclusions 
\ lTame\\ork is proposed (see Figure I) to present the \anous differences betv\een 
v^xportcrs and non-exporters of knowledge mtensne and people centered professional 
ser\ices Secondh. an integratne model is proposed for the internationalization of such 
professional service firms (Figure 2) Also ausefiil fi^mewoik is proposed to depict the 
possible sources of managenal contacts for network buildmg (see Figure 3) 
Some of the recommendations suggested are consultanc> firms top management 
should recognize that business network development must be an ongoing activit\ and a 
cntical component of the firm's overall internationalization strateg> Firms senior 
managers should proactneh seek to build overseas busmess networks to aid the 
internationalization of their firms Secondh. firms top management should seek to hire 
those senior managers who b\ virtue ol tncir international expenence and contacts can help 
the firm to obtain mtemational assignments Some novel suggestions are extended for 
network building, like sharing of mtemational business network resources between firms 
on a quid-pro-quo basis, tapping into the Indian Diaspora to enter couitr\ specific business 
/ social networks, and scekingentn into countrv speafic important business networks (e g 
Guanxis m China. Chaebofs in S Korea Keiretsu"s m Japan etc) 
Managers m non-exporting firms are encouraged to view the benefits of e^iporting 
positivel\ and take a measured view of the nsk and costs mvolved m exporting Secondly. 
firm's top management should stnve to inculcate among their managers various facets of 
cultural sensitivitv" to mitigate the effects of cultural differences between home and 
export markets (Psychic Distance) 
- s -
Smaller firms need lo develop domain expertise and offer niche services to miogale the 
disadvantages due to their restricted resources One \\a\ is to hire retired industr\ experts 
with deep knowledge and experience in a particular field Vanous other implications and 
practical suggestions are made m the thesis 
This research examines the differences between exporters and non-exporters within 
one professional services industr> i e engineenng consulting and m one countrv i e India 
Testing the \'alidit> of the findings would idealh necessitate replication of this research 
withm other countncs and/or other professional semce industries ReaJisticalh 
nonetheless, generalizations of the research findings max be applicable to other knowledge 
intensive and contact based professional services, of which there arc manv However in 
spite of these limitations, this research enables us to advance the bod\ of knowledge of a 
relativeh unexplored issue i e differences between the exporters and non-exporters of 
know ledge intensive professional services like engineenng consultancv service 
Keywort^s): Engmeenng Consultancv. Service Export. Professional Service. Business 
Network Social Network. JntemationalizaDor) 
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PREFACE 
Services account for around twro-thirds of the world economic output and the total 
trade m services in 2009 was estimated to be around one-fourth of the worid 
merchandise trade Despite the service sector's important position in world business, 
research on services mtemationalization lags behmd that of manufacturmg 
Professional services are more important than other services in today's globalized 
busmess scenario and are growing remarkably faster than manufactunng and other 
service industnes m most countnes However, research on internationalization of 
professional services does not reflect the mdustry's important position in global 
business 
Distinctive features of services like intangibility, inseparability, penshabihty, 
heterogeneity etc and in particular for professional services like high degree of 
customization, knowledge intensive and people centred nature make mtemational 
marketing of professional services more complex and potentially more challenging 
than marketing goods or general services mtemationally. 
India's export of engmeenng & technical consultancy services is a fraction of 
the ejq)orts of software & IT enabled services (3.8 per cait in 2008 - 09) In spite of 
the edge India enjoys due to its large ragmeenng talent pool, lower manpower cost, 
English language and FT cap^ility, it seems majonty of engmeenng consultancy 
services firms are not maiketmg their services internationally and the sector is under-
represented m India's services export 
n 
There is a paucity of research in the hterature on different aspects of 
internationalization of professional service firms in the last two decades. There is no 
research reported in the literature that brings out differences between exporters and 
non-exporters of professional services taking into account the influence of business 
networks and social networks & persona! contacts of firm's senior managers. Also, no 
research is reported in the Indian or other emerging economy context. 
This research examines the major differences between exporters and non-
exporters of a knowledge intensive & people centered professional service like 
engineenng consultancy and h«ice understand the major impediments that must be 
overcome to encourage more Indian professional services firms to enter foreign 
markets The various factors considered in the research are discussed in brief in the 
subsequent paragraphs. 
The network theory of internationalization argues that international market 
entry is more dependent on a network position than on institutional, economic or 
cultural conditions of the host maiket. A business network serv^ as 'bridges to 
foreign markets'. International business networks improve understanding of new 
markets and how to overcome the institutional and cultural barriers in order to conduct 
business there. They reduce the cost of production or transaction; contribute to tfie 
development of new knowledge and competencies; and serve as bridges to potential 
customers, partners etc. 
Social networks and personal relationships contribute to fte process of 
internationalization of the firm in terms of access to privileged resources such as 
m 
information on business opportunities and potential partners Managers within a firm 
translate their micro personal links with managers in other firms into improved macro 
organizational performance, like mtemational growth 
Larger firms have greater resources (financial and human) making them better 
suited to absorb the risks associated wiA internationalization. Also, older firms are 
usually well established in the domestic market and have specidized managenal 
resources enabling them to do well in the international arena 
Managenal attitude towards exporting plays cntical role m the 
intemationalization of professional service firms given their lower capital requirement 
as compared to manufactunng firms When top management of the firm is positively 
inclined towards exporting they provide the necessary impetus for the firm to 
internationalize 
Earners to trade in services are an important stream of research m the services 
exporting literature. When managers perceive these barriers as great hurdles they are 
not likely to export. Psychic distance (difierraces in language, culture, business 
practices ete. between home and export market) is also considered to be a m^yor hurdle 
m the export of services. 
Domestic environm«ital fectors like competitive intensity and rate of change 
can influence internationalization of service firms When the domestic market outlook 
is not conducive, firm's managers tend to fevour international expansion for growth, 
profit opportunities and risk diversification. 
rv 
Export motivations are mix of both proactive and reactive export motivation elements 
It IS possible that the export motivations may be more proactive in nature than 
reactive Also, firm's export motivations can be market seekmg or client followmg m 
nature. Again, it is possible that the maricet seeking export motivation elements may 
be stronger than the client following ones. 
The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1, Introduction provides a 
Background to the research and an Overview of hidia's Service Exports. Secondly, it 
makes the case why the research is needed, enumerates tiie Research Objectives and 
Questions, provides the Scope and Benefits of the research. Finally it discusses the 
Framework of the research. 
Literature Review (Chapter 2) provides theoretical foundation for the 
research The chapter deals intensively with various topics pertinent to this research 
like Charactenstics of services. Classification of services, bitemationalization of 
services, the various Internationalization Theories - particulariy Network Theory, 
concept of Psychic Distance, Service Quality Perception in an international context 
and finally on the Countiy of Origin effect on Ae internationalization of services. 
Research Methodology (Ch^ter 3) states flie Researdi Cfejectives and 
develops various Research Hypotheses. Later part of the diapter provides tfie 
Research Design like Sampling Scheme, Research Instrument, Measurement of 
Constructs, Method of Data Analysis and its justification. Finally Limitations of the 
research are enumerated. 
V 
Chapter 4 presents Analysis and Interpretation of the research results. Conclusions 
and Recommendations (Chapter 5) presaits Conclusions regarding the different 
research hypotheses as well as the main research problem. A Framework for 
presenting tfie research results is included. Based on research conclusions, 
Implications and Recommendations are suggested. Finally, a Model is proposed for 
the Internationalization of Professional Service Firms. This is followed by the Future 
Research Directions. 
VI 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background to the Research 
The service sector accounts for around 55 per cent of the gross domestic product of 
India and 63 6 per cent of the world economic output (International Monetary Fund, 
2011) Over the last two decades mtemational trade m services has been growmg more 
rapidly than the merchandise trade In 2009, total value of the world trade in services 
was one fourth that of the worid merchandise trade (UNCTAD, 2010) 
Three global meta-dnvers, as summed up by Kni^t (1999) are the main 
reasons for increasing internationalization of services First, multilateral agreements 
such as The General Agreement on Trade m Services (GATS) are providing 
momentum for the internationalization of services In fact, GATS is often referred as 
the starting shot for services intemationalization (e g Javalgi et al, 2003, Clark et al, 
1996) Also, mcreasmg bilateral Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) between countries is 
sustammg this momentum for the mtemationalization of services Trade agreements 
facilitate internationalization of services by significantly reducmg trade bamers 
between tiie participatmg countnes 
Second, developments m mformation and communication technologies (ICT) 
are a major source for increased mtemationalization among professional service firms 
(e g Roberts, 1999, Bryson, 2001) Toivonai (2004) finds that mcreasmg importance 
of ICT leads to increased use of professional services as a result of higher levels of 
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specialisation and opens up new possibilities for electronically delivered services 
export 
Third, globalisation m general surely affects professional services as well 
Global networking developmaits lead to niore emphasis on services, tightening of the 
strategies of client companies and blumng of mdustnal boundanes m professional 
services (Toivonen, 2004) 
Parallel to the meta-dnvers, both demand and supply dnven forces at the firm-
level press towards increased professional services intematonalization (Roberts, 
1999) The most cited motivation m the service literature is 'client following' 
descnbed by Vandermerwe and Chadwick (1989, p 79) 'As producers go global, 
their service suppliers must follow' Even today 'client-following' is a major 
motivation for internationalization (Bryson, 2001, Roberts, 1999) Client-following is 
the ultimate demand dnven motivation for increased foreign operations Besides, an 
increasing demand for one-stop service-combmation offenngs is evident (Bagchi-Sen 
& Kuechler, 2000), and tfie increased focus on core-activities in the manufacturmg 
sector leads to more extemalisation of particulaiiy professional services (Roberts, 
1999) 
Strategies built upon sudi demand-dnven nrativations can be descnbed as 
reactive, wiiile strategies based on supply-dnven motivations can be descnbed as 
proactive (e g Bagchi-Sen & Kuechler, 2000) Today more and more professional 
service firms proactively seek new international maikets Proactive market seekmg 
strategies for mtemationalization of professional service firms seem to ou^erform 
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demand-dnven ones in the long ran (Roberts, 1999) Roberts (1999) ftirthermore 
indicates that as firms are becoming more mtemational m scope, the supply dnven 
forces are getting relatively more important Orava (2005, p 65) importantly adds, 
"seeking and following are not mutually exclusive even if customers are followed to 
foreign markets, it does not necessanly hinder new-customer procurement" 
While internationalization of manufectunng firms has been on the research 
agenda for over 50 years now, comparable research on internationalization of services 
first began to emerge m the mid-1980s (Knight, 1999) So, regardless of the service 
sectors important position in world business, research on services mtemationalization 
lags behind that of manufectunng (Netland and Alfiies, 2007, Contractor et al, 2003) 
and does not reflect its world position (Javalgj et al, 2003, Samiee, 1999, Lovelock, 
I999,Gronroos, 1999) 
Professional services are more important than other services m today's 
globalized busmess scenano (Toivonai, 2004, Peneder et al, 2003, Aharoni, 2000) 
and are growing remarkably faster than manu&ctunng and other service mdustnes in 
most countnes In addition, beouise the professional service product is an input into 
other service or manufacturmg firm's production chains, innovations m service 
processes is likely to positively affect other mdustnes as well 
Today professional service firms are mcreasmgly entermg new mtemational 
markets However, research on mtemationalization of professional services does, by 
no means, reflect the industry's important position m global busmess 
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In their review of literature from 1999 to 2005, Netland and Alfiies (2007) mention a 
total of only 31 articles dealing with different aspects of internationalization of 
professional service firms or seivice firms in general (see Table 1.1). 
Table 1.1; Journals ranked by number of Professional or Gaieral Services 
Internationalization articles firom 1999 - 2005 
Journal Name 
Journal of Services Marketing 
The Services Industries Journal 
Journal of International Business Studies 
Management International Review 
European Journal of Marketing 
International Journal of Service Industry Management 
Journal of Worid Business 
Number of articles 
11 
10 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
Source; Netland and Alfiies (2007) 
1.1.1 Professional Services 
'Professional Services' is a widely used term that refers to knowledge based and 
people centred services. Others terms used for professional services are 'knowledge 
intensive business services' (KIBS); 'knowledge based business services'; 'contact 
based services'; 'intaisive throu^put technologies'; and 'information intensive 
business services' (Netiand and Alfiies, 2007). Examples of professional services are 
R&D services, CTgineering and mmagem^t consultancy, financial services, legal 
services, architectural and desi^ services, IT services, healfli services, auditing and 
accounting, education, advertising and marketing services, personnel recruitment 
services and so on 
Several key differences between manufactured goods and services are now 
well accepted in die literature. The differences have been classified into four genenc 
types (a) Simultaneity of production and consumption (insqiarability), 
(b) Intangibility, (c) Heterogeneity (variability) and (d) Perishability of output 
(Knight, 1999, Langford and Cosenza, 1998; Clark et al, 1996, Zeithaml, 1981, 
Berry, 1980) Two of these characteristics are especially relevant in an export context, 
namely inseparability and intangibility. 
Silvestro etal. (1992) outline some related distinctive features of professional 
services. They have a high level of people commitment relative to equipment, they 
demand high people mteraction, in most cases face-to-face, they have relative long 
interachon times and h i ^ level of discretion, most of the value added is earned out in 
the front office, they are characterised by process rather than product, and they have a 
high degree of customisation. In addition, professional services have a low volume of 
customers, measured by number processed by a typical unit per day. Finally, 
professional services are heterogoieous or unique. No service product is exactly alike 
the other, and standardisation is therefore difficult to obtain. 
Summmg up, the researcher found that professional services have several distinctive 
charactenstics as shown m Table 1.2. 
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1 Table 1.2 Distinctive Features of Professional Services 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Knowledge-intensive 
People-centred 
Intangible 
Customized 
Penshable 
- Professional knowledge constitutes both the mam 
input and output 
- Professional service firms usually do not have 
any significant assets other than knowledge 
to explam their success 
- high level of people mteraction 
- high degree of face-to-face interaction 
- high level of inseparability 
- high level of cultural sensitivity m an international 
context 
- process / activity rather than product 
- difficult to evaluate quality 
- low degree of standardization 
- high degree of uniqueness 
- cannot be stored, inventory holding not possible 
These distinctive features make intemationai marketmg of professional services more 
complex and potentially more diallaiging than maiketing goods or general services 
This research focuses on mtemationalization of professional services m general and 
seeks to bring out Ae diflferences between exporters and non-exporters of a knovdedge 
based and people centred professional service like engineering consultancy service 
1.1.2 Indian Consultancy Service Industry 
In an export promotion paper for consulting industry in India, Ministry of Commerce 
(2006), classifies consulting firms as Engineering consultancy organizations. 
Management consultancy organizations and others, like Legal, Financial, 
Environmental and Socio-Economic consultancy organizations The development of 
consultancy capabilities and busmess is directly proportional to growth in economic 
and industrial development Over the past decade, Indian consultancy business has 
expanded, not only m terms of size, but also m terms of service oflFenngs 
Accordmg to Ministiy of Commerce (2006), it is estimated that consultancy 
business in India engages about 100,000 persons in about 5,000 consulting firms The 
current size of the consulting industry in India is about Rs 10,000 Crores includmg 
exports and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 25% in next few years As per 
Consultancy Development Centre (2006), the largest concentration of consultancy 
organizations is m the four metropolitan cities, Delhi (25 7 per cent) followed by 
Mumbai (25 5 per cent), Chennai (12 1 per cent) and Kolkata (9 1 per cent) Analysis 
of consultancy organizations m terms of tedinical professionals enq)loyed mdicates 
that 68 3 per cent of them have up to 10 tedinical professionals, 14 3 per cent have 11 
to 25 technical piofessKHials jmd only 1 5 per c«it of Ae firms have nwre than 1000 
technical professionals 
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1.2 Overview of India's Service Exports 
India was the tenth largest exporter of services in the world m 2008 with its services 
export estimated at US Dollars 104 2 billion and a share of 2.7 per cent in world 
services export (Reserve Bank of India, 2010) 
Traditionally, while services relating to trade in goods, such as transportation 
and financing were the major constituents, the rapid developments m 
telecommunications and information technology has facilitated the emergence of 
business and computer services as the main dnvers of the growlh in invisibles receipts 
Thus, the focus of services trade has shifted from facilitatmg trade in goods to trade in 
services as an independent entity m itself Reflecting these factors, the importance of 
service exports in India has grown significantly, with the services export to GDP ratio 
nsing fi^om 1 4 per cent in 1990-91 to 8 8 per cent m 2008- 09 (Reserve Bank of India, 
2010) 
An important feature of services exports of India has been a structural shift 
since 2003-04, driven by the emergence of new avenues of services exports attributed 
to a rapid expansion in international trade md investment fticihtated by an increased 
liberalization and the use of technology. According to the latest data published by the 
International Monetary Fund (in RBI, 2010), fodia's share in world exports of services 
has more Aan doubled between 2003 and 2008 to reach 2 7 per cent 
At a disaggregated level, tiie trade in services has been dominated mainly by 
software services and non-software miscellaneous services, which include business 
and professional services (see table 1 3) Exports of software and IT-enabled services 
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(ITES) increased to US $ 46.3 billion in 2008- 09 as compared to US $ 40.3 billion 
during 2007- 08, with its share m total services exports in 2008-09 being 45,5 per cent. 
Table 1 J : Composition of India's Services Exports (Receipts) 
-
Travel 
Transport 
Insurance 
Govt. Services 
Software Services 
Non-software 
Miscellaneous Service 
Total 
2004-05 
15.4 
10.8 
20 
09 
40 9 
29 9 
100.0 
2005-06 
13.6 
110 
1.8 
0.5 
40.9 
32.1 
100.0 
2006^07 
12.4 
10.8 
16 
0.3 
42.4 
32.4 
100.0 
2007-08 
12.6 
11 1 
1.8 
0.4 
44 6 
29.6 
100.0 
(Per cent) 
2008-09 
10.7 
11 1 
14 
0.4 
45.5 
30.9 
100 0 
Source Reserve Bank of India (2010), p. 562 
Within tiie non-software services exports, the nsing prominence of business 
services reflect the higji skill intensity of the Indian work force (see table 1.4). 
Business, professional and technical services is a thriving services sector in most 
developed countries and some emerging countries like Brazil and India, These 
services range from legal to management services and from architectural to advertising 
services. India's non-software services constituted almost 31 per cent of total services 
exports m 2008- 09. Within the non-software services exports, the share of business 
and professional services constituted around 52 per cent in 2008-09. 
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Table 1.4: Break up of Non-Software Miscellaneous Receipts 
(US $ million) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Iteip., . _ 
Communication Services 
Constniction 
Financial 
News Agency 
Royalties, Copyrights & License Fees 
Business Services 
Personal, Cultural & Recreational Services 
Others 
Total (i to 8) 
imi^m , 
2,408 
764 
3,217 
503 
157 
16,772 
562 
2,327 
26,710 
^008-09 
2,172 
867 
3,948 
800 
132 
16,445 
729 
6,298 
31,391 
Source: Reserve Bank of India (2010), p. 565 
The major constituaits of business services are management consultancy, 
architectural engineering and other technical services, maintenance of offices abroad 
and trade-related services (see table 1.5). With the rising demand for infrastructure and 
as a favourable destination for international con^aiies for meeting the FT needs, India 
is emerging as an important country for trade in engineering services. Engineering 
services mainly include consultancy in designing and detailed designing services in 
areas like civil work & construction, automotive & transport, oil refining & 
petrochemicals, energy & power, mining & metallurgy, industrial & chemical 
processes etc 
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Tabk 1^: Break-up of Business Services Receipts 
(US $ million) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Trade Related 
Business & Managemwiit Consultancy 
Architectural, Engineering and other 
Technical Services 
Maintenance of Offices abroad 
Others 
Total {1 to 5) 
2,234 
4,433 
3,145 
2,861 
4,099 
16,772 
^108-09 
2,016 
5,017 
1,766 
2,984 
4,662 
16,445 
Source: Reserve Bank of tidia(2010), p. 566 
1 J Need for the Research 
First Argument: India was the tenth largest exporter of services in the world in 2008 
with its services export estimated at US Dollars 104.2 billion and a share of 2.7 % in 
world services export (Reserve Bank of India, 2010). Export of architectural, 
engineering and otiier technical services was a mere 3.8 % (US Dollars 1.76 billion 
from April 2008 to Mardi 2009) as compared to export of software services, estimated 
at US Dollars 46.3 billion during the same period (Reserve Bank of India, 2010). 
Corresponding export figures fiom April 2007 to March 2008 was US dollars 3.14 
billion for architectural, engineering and other technical services as compared to US 
dollars 40.30 billion for software services. 
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India has the single largest pool of engineenng talent among emerging countnes 
According to a study by Booz Allen Hamilton for National Association of Software & 
Service Companies (2006), India accounts for 28 % of all the available Engmeenng 
services outsourcing (ESO) and Business process outsourcing (BPO) talent in low-cost 
countnes The next largest sources of low-cost supply, Russia and China, contnbute 
only 11 % and 10 % respectively There are only two Indian firms as compared to 22 
Chinese firms listed m the 'Top 200 International Design Firms in 2009 \ an annual 
list of intemational engineenng design firms based on revenues from projects outside 
home country by Engineenng News Record (2010) 
Despite tfie edge India enjoys due to its lat^e engineenng talent pool, lower 
manpower cost, Enghsh language and IT capability, it seems majonty of engineenng 
consultancy services firms are still not marketing tiieir services internationally and the 
sector IS under-represented in India's services export 
Second Argument; It is important to understand the factors that may deter some 
consultancy service firms ftom exporting whereas enable oflier firms to export tfieir 
services, botfi firom a research as well as a managenal perq)ective To the knowledge 
of the researcher, no study has been reported m the literature that bnngs out the 
differences between exporters and non-exporters of professional services like 
engmeenng consultancy services except Wmsted and Patterson (1998) and that too 
withm a country specific context i e USA 
Wmsted and Patterson (1998) study Ae U S engmeenng consultmg industry 
and report some differences between exporters and non-exporters of engmeenng 
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consultancy services These differences pertain to firm size, managerial attitudes 
toward exporting, domestic competitive intensity, and perceived bamers to exporting 
The study does not take into account the emphasis placed by firms on establishmg and 
developing busmess international busmess relations i e 'proactive intent of building 
international business networks' as a possible differentiator of exporters and non-
exporters of professional services 
Second, the paper does not take into account influence of social networks, 
personal contacts and mtemationai expenence of firm's senior managers as a possible 
differentiator of exporters and non-exporters of professional services 
Third argument Existing literature in the last two decades provides some articles 
that take a 'network perspective' on the internationalization of professional service 
firms However, none of tfie articles given below try to question tfie nature of 
differences between tfie exporters and non-exporters of professional services The 
article bnefe are mentioned below for reference 
• Karantmou and Hogg (2009), investigate the charactenstics of relation 
development m managemait consultancy 
• Chandra et al (2009), find fliat firms with extensive pnor mtemationai 
expenence and knowiedge were found to deliberately search and discover 
mtemationai business opportunities In contrast, firms with little or no pnor 
knowledge tend to make use of opportunity discovery 
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Eismgench and Bell (2008), explain how social network theory can help in 
understanding vA\y some services firms manage to reinvent themselves and 
continue to succeed in a busmess-to-busmess environment 
Freeman and Sandwell (2008) identify key bamers to internationalization in 
emerging markets (EMs) for professional services firms (PSFs) fi"om 
developed markets and how these PSFs use social networks to participate 
withm EMs of Asia and overcome these banners Key bamers identified were 
face-to-face communication, language, culture, work practices and government 
regulations 
Evers and Knight (2008) elucidate that trade shows go well beyond being a 
marketing and information platform and make an important contnbution to 
establishment and enhancement of a network mfi'astructure for enabling such 
firms to grow and expand internationally 
Owusu et al (2007) propose that network and relationship based project 
business approach is viable as a strategic alternative for internationalization on 
Its own or in combmation with other modes 
Gluckler (2006) demonstrates that social networks are the most fi^equent cause 
of international market entry for European management consultancy firms 
Loane and Bell (2006) suggest international growth takes place ihrou^ the 
extension of the firm's network ihrou^ mvestmait in network positions and 
Ae development of network relationships 
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According to Scholl (2006) social networks and personal relationships 
contnbute to the process of internationalization in terms of access to privileged 
resources such as information on business opportunities and potential partners. 
Prashantham (2006) discusses the role of network relationships in the 
mtemationalization of small knowledge intensive firms (SKIFs) by citing four 
case studies from tiie Indian software industry. Three effects of foreign 
network relationships viz opportunities, information and advice are noted in 
the article 
Lindsay et al (2003) study five international service firms and contend that the 
individual plays a critical role in the process of knowledge transfer and that 
relationships form an integral part of tfiis process. 
Chetty and Holm (2000) propose networks can help firms expose themselves 
to new opportunities, obtain knowledge, learn from ejqjenences and benefit 
fi-om the synergistic effect of pooled resources 
Peng and Luo (2000) assert that managers within the focal firm translate their 
micro personal links with maaageis in other firms into improved macro 
organizational performance, in this case international growth 
Coviello and Martm (1999) conclude that intemationdization is heavily 
influenced by the firm's network of formal and informal relationsliips 
mvolvmg clients, competitors, colleagues, govemment, fiiends and so on 
Coviello and Munro (1995) contend that foreign market selection and entry 
initiatives emanate from opportunities created ftrough netwoik contacts, rather 
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than solely from the strategic decisions of managers in the firm These contacts 
may be formal (i e business-related) or informal (family, friends, etc ) 
Fourth Argument: It should be noted tfiat the existmg literature does not report any 
India (or any other emergmg market) specific research in this area It is important to 
consider this since research on internationalization of professional services from the 
west (developed countnes) may not be rephcated for professional services firms in 
India or other emergmg markets 
Fifth Argument: There is in general, a paucity of research in the literature on 
different aspects of internationalization of professional services firms dunng the last 
decade In their review of literature firom 1999 to 2005, Netland and Alfiies (2007) 
mention a total of only 9 articles dealing with different aspects of internationalization 
of professional service firms Contractor et al (2003), Javalgi et al (2003), Samiee 
(1999), Lovelock (1999) and Gronroos (1999) are nght when they state that theory 
lags considerably behind practice m professional service's internationalization 
Reviewmg the literature from 2006 to 2010, the researcher has come across not 
more than 10 articles that deal with different aspects of intemahonalization of 
professional service firms It is clear tfiat researdi on mtemationalization of 
professional services does not reflect the mdustry's important position m global 
business. The researcher firmly believes Aat present research will address this 
shortcommg, contnbute to fte literature and enhance knowledge about the differences 
between e}q)orters and non-exporters of engmeenng consultancy services m specific 
and professional services in general 
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Sixth Argument: Existing literature provides few influencing vanables that may 
differentiate between professional services exporters and non-exporters. These include 
factors such as 
(i) firm size (Javalgi et al. 2003, Aaby and Slater 1989, Winsted and Patterson 
1998,0'Farrell etal. 1998, Katsikeas 1994, Erramilli and Rao 1993) 
(ii) managerial attitude towards exporting (Javalgi et al. 2003, White et al 
1999, Winsted and Patterson 1998, Axinn 1998, Kediaand Chhokar 1986) 
(in) export stimuli (Katsikeas 1996; Leonidou 1995; Katsikeas and Piercy 
1993, Czinkota and Johnston 1981) 
(iv) barriers to exporting (Nguyen-Hong 2000, Winsted and Patterson 1998, 
Ramaswami and Yang 1990) etc 
The above articles do not take a hohstic approach to bring out differences between 
exporters and non-exporters of professional services. Also, these do not take into 
account (i) proactive intent of building international business networks and (ii) social 
networks, personal contacts and international oqjerience of firm's saiior managers as 
possible differentiators betwe«i exporters and non-exporters of professional services. 
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1.4 Objectives of the research 
1.4.1 Broad research objectives 
It IS important to understand the factors that m ^ deter some consultancy service firms 
from exportmg whereas enable odier firms to export their services, bolh from a 
research as well as a managerial perspechve 
1. The main objective of the research is to investigate the major differences 
between professional service exporters and non-exporters by studying the 
Indian engineering consultancy industry and seeking empirical support for 
various research hypotheses in this context 
2. As an outcome of the mam objective, the research seeks to identify and 
understand major impediments that must be overcome to encourage more Indian 
professional services firms to enter foreign markete 
3. The second objective of the research is to study the principal motivations for 
ejq)orting among the consultancy services exporters and to detenmne v^ether 
these export motivations are mainly proactive or reactive m nature This will 
have important managenal imphcations 
4 The third objective of the researdi is to study and rank the vanous external 
support systems that may help the consultancy export firms to market their 
services m the intemational arena, again wiA important pohcy and managenal 
implications 
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1.4.2 Research Questions 
Specific research questions that follow from the broad research objectives have been 
developed after an extensive review of the literature. The important research questions 
that the research will enquire and seek empirical support for are; 
1. Does the emphasis placed by firms on establishing and developing intemational 
business relations differentiate between exporters and non-exporters? 
2. Do social networks and personal contacts of senior managers assist the firms to 
seek and exploit intemational business opportunities? 
3. Does firm size and age differentiate between exporters and non-exporters? 
4. Does management attitude towards exporting differentiate between exporters and 
non-exporters? 
5. Does tiie managerial perception of barriers to exporting differentiate between 
exporters and non-ejqwrters? 
6. Does the managerial percq)tion of competitive intmsity and rate of change in the 
domestic environment differentiate between ejqwrteis and non-exporters? 
7. Are the export motivations more prosK t^ive than reactive in nature? 
8. Are the export motivations more market seeking tfian client following in nature? 
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1 ^ Scope of the Research 
As mentioned the main objective of the research js to understand the major differences 
between professional service exporters and non-exporters. As an outcome, the 
research seeks to identify and understand major impediments that must be overcome 
to encourage more Indian professional services firms to enter foreign markets For this 
the research develops and seeks empirical support for vanous research hypotheses that 
may differentiate between exporters and non-exporters of engineering consultancy 
services in India 
Engineering consultancy is a service industry for which there is significant and 
growing demand m fi)reign markets, but for which exporting is still a small portion of 
business done It is a higji contact, complex, highly customized and interactive service 
demanding significant commitment to enter a foreign market 
The research intends to empirically investigate a sample of Indian engineermg 
consultancy service firms and analyze the differences between exporteis and non-
exporters focusing on Actors such as; (i) emphasis on establishing & developing 
international business rebitions; ^i) influence of socio/ networks & personal 
contacts of senior managers; (iii) firm specific characteristics like firm size and 
age; (iv) managerial attitudes towards exporting; (v) perceived barriers to 
exporting; and (vi) influence of domestic business environment (competitive 
intensity and rate of change). 
According to Dunning (1977,1988,2000), m order to enter a foreign market, a 
firm must have certain specific oxwiership advantages (competitive advantages) that 
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compensate for the general liability of foreignness of the firm Such competitive 
advantages may be of two types (i) unique resources and / or (u) distmctive skills, like 
technology & know-how, brand name, patent nghts, economies of scale, exclusive 
nghts to scarce natural resources etc The capability to acquire, process and analyze 
information, combining human and physical resources to produce specific "know-
how" may be distinct competence of many services especially consulting services 
In the Indian context the researcher feels that there is not much in terms of 
technology, know4iow, specialized persormel, shlls, brand name etc that separates 
the top engineenng consultancy firms from each oti\er This may be because most of 
the engineering consulting firms have access to sitrular levels of technology & know-
how, the same manpower talent pool, do not carry out much in-house R«&D, level of 
differentiation existing between the firms is low and so on Furthermore, interaction 
v^th industry experts led the researcher to conclude that firm's perceived competitive 
advantages may not be an important differentiator between exporters and non-
exporters Hence, firm's perceived competitive advantage has not been included m this 
research as a possible dififerentiator betwe«i engmeenng consultancy service exporters 
and non-e}qx)rters 
For purposes of tins research, exporting is defined m the survey questionnaire 
as 'all those business activities involved wiioi an organization markets its services 
outside Its main domestic base of operation' for example (i) an offshore consulting 
assignment, (ii) a consultmg assignment camed-out by firms overseas branch ofifice or 
throu^ a jomt venture", (in) workmg as a subcontractor for an organization carrying 
out a foreign assignment etc 
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For the survey, a structured questionnaire was sent to the to the senior 
executives of engineering consulting firms in India with more than ten professional 
employees hsted in the members directory of Consultmg Engineers Association of 
India (CEAI), an apex body of Consulting Engineers m India and Consultancy 
Development Centre, a non-profit registered society, supported by Department of 
Scientific & Industnal research (DSIR) and Ministry of Science and Technology, 
Government of India It is expected most of the small firms (i e with less than ten 
professional employees) are local or regional in their onentation and are not expected 
to be involved in exports Earher research (Javalgi etal, 2003, Winsted and Patterson, 
1998, OTarrel et al, 1998, Katsikeas, 1994, Eiramilli and Rao, 1993 etc ) in the 
literature shows that small professional service firms are not much mvolved m exports 
due to lack of resources (like financial, specialized technical manpower etc ) and their 
consequent lower nsk-taking ability 
1.6 Benefits of the Research 
India's export of engmeenng & technical consultancy services is a fiaction of the 
exports of software & IT cabled services (3 8 per c«it m 2008 - 09) h spite of the 
edge India enjoys due to its laige engmeermg talent pool, lower manpower cost, 
English language and IT capsd}ility, it seems mjyority of engineering consultancy 
services firms are not marketing iheir services internationally and the sector is under-
represented m India's services export 
The research seeks to examme xaa^ox differences betwe«i exporters and non-
exporters of a knowledge mtensive professional service like engmeenng consultancy 
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and hence understand the major impediments that must be overcome to encourage 
more Indian professional services firms to enter foreign markets 
It is important to understand the factors that may deter some consultancy 
service firms from exporting whereas liable otfier firms to export their services, both 
ft-om a research as well as a managenal perspective The research implications will 
enable both practicing managers and policy makers to offset the mitigating factors that 
inhibit Indian professional service firms from entenng international markets 
Moreover, the research will advance the body of knowledge in a relatively unexplored 
area i e differences between professional service exporters and non-exporters 
1.7 F ramewo rk o f the Thesis 
The research thesis is divided into five chapters Chapter 1, Introduction provides an 
Overview of India's Service Exports and a Background to the research Secondly, it 
makes tiie case why the research is needed, enumerates the Research Objectives and 
Questions, provides the Scope and Bwefits of the research 
Literature Review (Chapter 2) provides required Aeoretical foundation for 
the r^earch The chapter deals mtensively witfi vanous topics pertment to tins 
research hke Characteristics of services. Classification of services, btemationalization 
of services, the vanous Internationalization Theones - particularly Network Theory, 
the concept of Psychic Distance, service Quahty Perception in an International 
Context and finally on the Country of Origin effect on the Internationalization of 
services 
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Research Methodology (Chapter 3) states the Research Objectives and develops 
vanous Research Hypotheses Later part of the chapter provides the Research Design 
hke Sampling Scheme, Research histrument. Measurement of Constructs, method of 
Data Analysis and its justification Finally Limitations of the research are enumerated 
Chapter 4 presents Analysis and Interpretation of tihie research results 
Conclusions and Recommendations (Chapter 5) presents Research Conclusions 
about the different research hypodieses as well as the main research problem A 
Framework for presenting the research results is mcluded Research Implications and 
Recommendations are suggested Fmally, a Model is proposed for the 
Internationalization of Professional Service Firms This is followed by the Future 
Research Directions 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Characteristics of services 
Services are defined as 'an activity or senes of activities of a more or less intangible 
nature that normally, but not necessanly, take place in interactions between the 
customer and service employees and / or physical resources or goods and / or systems 
of the service provider, which are provided as solutions to customer problems 
(Gronroos, 1990, p 27) An analysis of this definition shows (hat services are 
characterized by intangibility, and inseparability of production and consumption, 
which, in turn, are related to penshability and heterogeneity These four charactenstics 
are central to the analysis of the mtemational operations of service firms (Bouquet et 
al, 2004, Aharoni, 2000) 
Several key differences between manufectured goods and services are now 
well accepted m the literature The differences have been classified mto four generic 
types (a) Simultaneity of production and consumption (inseparability), 
(b) Intangibility, (c) Heterogeneity (variability) and (d) Pendiability of output 
(Knight, 1999, Langford and Cosenza, 1998; Zeithaml, 1981, Berry, 1980) Two of 
these charactenstics are e^ecially relevant in an e}qx)rt context, namely mseparabihty 
and intangibility 
The inseparability nature of services means production and consumption often 
take place simultaneously Advismg the technical aspects of a new manufecturmg 
process, machme design etc, for example, illustrates how the core service 
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(customized, complex technical advice) is 'consumed' by the client at the same time it 
IS 'manufactured' by the consultant It also means a degree of frequent and intimate 
contact is required between the service provider (e.g project manager, engineering 
consultant) and the client for the service to be 'manufectured' Such services are 
frequently referred to as higji contact services. A h i ^ degree of provider-client 
contact often requires the service firm to have a local presence on foreign soil, and to 
deal first-hand with significant business and personal cultural issues (e g language, 
customs, communications symbols, bureaucratic hurdles) 
The second key characteristic, intangibility, refers to the fact that unlike 
manufactured goods, w^ich are physical objects, services are performances 
(engmeenng consulting project) or experiences (sport, tourism, concert), or some form 
of intellectual property encased in a physical package (software, online training 
programme). FurAermore, they may be equipment based (telecommunications) or 
people based (project management) In most cases, the service cannot be touched, 
physically transported or stockpiled in invaitory This 'intangible / ephemeral' nature 
of most services, combined with tfie complex technical / scientific nature of most 
professional services (engineering, IT, mining, consulting, project management, etc.), 
means many cli«its do not possess the technical / scientific 'know-how' to confidently 
evaluate the quality of the advice they purchase. Thus clients in high contact services 
often evaluate quality and satisfiiction based on tangible cues (i e surrogates) such as 
brand reputation, country of ongm, relational skills exhibited by an individual service 
provider during the delivery of tiie service, and ttie degree of cultural sensitivity 
displayed 
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Services with a high degree of intangibility and buyer-seller interaction 
frequency, and simultaneous production and consumption, are location-bound and 
must be available m-fiiU from the day of foreign market entry (Anand and Delios, 
1997, Vandermerwe and Chadwick, 1989) Physical display is often impossible, and 
demonstration nsks givmg the service away Because services are to a large degree 
expenence-based and dependent on individual perceptions in time and space, they are 
difficult to evaluate before and even after consumption, tfius it is difficult to perform 
quality control in traditional ways (Darby and Kami, 1973) With customer as co-
producer, service outcomes are hi^ly vanable, making provision of service 
guarantees difficult (Nayyar, 1993) Finally, because many services cannot be stored, 
buffenng demand fluctuations through holding inventory is impossible 
2.2 Classification of Services 
Not only are there important differences between manufactured goods and services, 
there are also significant differences withm the service sector In recognition of this, a 
number of classification schemes have been developed that distinguish between 
service firms Various methods of classifying services are presoit in the literature, for 
example Lovelock's (1983) classification scheme to serve common marketing 
strategies, Erramilli's (1990) hard service / soft service scheme. Lovelock and Yip's 
(1996) people processmg, possession-processmg and mformation processing services 
scheme etc 
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22.1 Four cell typology of service types by Patterson and Cicic 
Patterson and Cicic (1995) offer a useful classification scheme for internationally 
traded services \\4iich highlight different charactenstics among services based on two 
key dimensions degree of tangibility and degree of face-to-fece contact required for 
service manufacture and delivery 
The result is a four cells typology of service types (see Figure 2.1) location-
free professional services (I), location-bound custonuzed services (11), standardized 
service packages (HI), and value-added customized services (IV) 
The firms m Cell I (Figure 2 1) are location-free m the sense that the market 
entry strategy involves key personnel (civil engineer, project manager, environmental 
scientist) traveling to a foreign country for a relatively short penod to complete a 
project and then returning home A permanent preswice (foreign direct mvestment) is 
not required on foreign soil Such services are generally low-medium contact, less 
customized (e g short-term management or aigmeenng consultancy assignments, off-
the-shelf marketing research surveys, some financial services) as opposed to hi^ly 
customized services Thus these services can be said to be 'exported' in a traditional 
sense 
Firms in Cell II are m y^or bid and trader projects (eg longer-term 
engmeenng, project management, business consultancy project) wiiere the service is 
highly customized to client needs and there is considerable personal interaction 
required between client and service provider over an extended period of time They 
tend to be professional services requinng a h i ^ degree of executional latitude and 
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situational adaptation Because of the longer-term nature of these projects and the 
amount of face-to-face contact, these firms mvanably are required to estabhsh a 
permanent presence in the foreign market 
Degree of 
Tangibility 
Degree of face-to-face contact-
Low 
Pure 
Services 
Services 
Bundled 
with 
Goods 
High 
Low 
(I) Location-Free Professional 
Services 
Typical examples Executive 
recruitment. Finance & Insurance, 
Information technology. Product 
design service. Market research 
High 
(III) Standardized Service 
Packages 
Typical examples; Software 
developm^t, InstaUation / testing 
of new hardware / equipmait. 
Distance education 
(II) Location-Bound 
Customized Services 
Typical examples Engineering & 
Management consulting. Project 
management. Legal services. 
Human Resource consultng etc 
(rV) Value -Added Customized 
Service 
Typical examples: On-site 
training. Facilities management. 
Catering, Software training and 
support 
Figure 2.1: Types of Intemational Services based on Degree of tangibility 
and Degree of face-to-face contact Source Patterson and Cicic (1995) 
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22.2 Three groups classification by Lovelock and Yip 
Lovelock and Yip (1996) propose the classification of services into three groups 
(a) People-processing services are those that involve tangible action to customers (e.g 
restaurants, health care), thus necessitating a local presence by the international 
marketer 
(b) Possession-processing services involve intangible actions to merchandise m an 
eflfort to enhance the value of the merchandise to the customer (e g transportation, 
appliance repair), and the customer is not involved in the process 
(c) Information-based services are those that provide some value for the customer as a 
result of the collection, analysis and manipulation of data (e.g. accounting, insurance) 
and only minimally involve the customer. 
Accordmg to Samiee (1999) the above classification method is articulate and 
thought provoking, but these categories are not mutually exclusive and exhaustive for 
all services. For example, conv^tional retail trade and custom tailor services are 
difficult to classify under tiliis scheme. Store-type retailing is an action that involves 
the customer but tfie customer is not tran^wited, diagnosed with a disease or fed. The 
retail process merely ^tables the customer to take possession of the goods or services. 
Of course, there are social and entertainmoit aspects of store-type retailing, and if 
these were the pnmary motivations for patronage, then retailing mi^t qualify as a 
people-processing service. 
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223 Four category classification proposed by Clark et aL 
Clark et al (1996) offer a classification method for services based on four categories 
The four categones descnbed by them are. 
(1) Contact-based services - these are services w^ere direct contact between service 
provider and client is required but no permanent physical presence is established 
(e g consulting, accountancy, temporary labour) 
(2) Vehicle-based services - a service dehvered via an 'international' vehicle (e g TV 
broadcasting, telecommumcahons) 
(3) Asset-based services - services physically located in die overseas market (e g 
bank branches, hotels, restaurants) 
(4) Object-based services - services embedded m a physical object (e g CDs, 
machmery repairs, etc). 
As per Samiee (1999) there are cleariy many overl^s in this classification 
system, since one firm may offer services Mling into two categories. For example a 
firm may offer an "object-based" service in Ae form of computer software plus a 
contact service in Ae form of a help line. In this case a third option of delivery via the 
Internet - a vehicle service - is also possible. 
22 A Hard and Soft services 
Erramilh (1990) makes a distinction betweai hard and soft services. This hard and soft 
service classification scheme meaningfiilly reduces the large diversity of the service 
sector and uncovers usefiil msi^ts about internationalization process of service firms 
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In order to understand this distinction we once again review the important 
charactenstics of services 
Hard services are those wiiere production and consumption can be decoupled 
For example, software services and architectural services can be transferred m a 
document, a CD, or some other tangible medium They can often be standardized, 
making mass production feasible. With soft services, w^ere production and 
consumption occur simultaneously, decoupling is not viable The soft-service provider 
must be present abroad fi'om Aeir first day of foreign operations As Palmer and Cole 
(1995) note, suppliers of soft services are an integral part of their product, requiring 
higher control over the production process For example hotels, management 
consultancies, and hospitals require local proximity of service providers and service 
buyers 
22S Other classification schemes 
For the purpose of classifying international transaction in services the most commonly 
used classification is provided by Sampson and Sn^>e (1985) and modified by Sapir 
and Wmter (1994) This classification, vMch is based on the constraints on the 
physical location of producer and consumer in realising the transaction, has been 
adopted by World Trade Organisation (WTO) under the General agreement on Trade 
m Services (GATS) The Agreemait q)pUes to four "modes of supply" 
• Mode 1: cross-border sii^iy of service (i.e, not requiring the physical 
movement of supplier or customer) 
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• Mode 2 Provision implying movement of the consumer to the location of the 
supplier, 
• Mode 3 services sold m the territory of a Member by (legal) entities that have 
established a presence there but onginate in the territory of another Member, 
and 
• Mode 4 provision of services requinng the temporary movement of natural 
persons 
Bhagwati (1984) argues that services can be divided into two categones, first, those 
that necessanly require the physical proximity of the user and the provider, and 
second, those that do not essentially require this thou^ it may be useful Services that 
require essential physical proximity have been further categonsed into three groups 
that are 
a) Mobile provider and immobile user, e g , shifting labour to the construction 
site in other country 
b) Mobile user and immobile provider, e g , hospital services 
c) Mobile user and mobile provider, e g , lectures, haircuts, etc 
2 3 Internationalization of services 
Internationalization is considered to be the process throu^ w^ich a firm moves fi^om 
operating solely m its domestic marke^lace to international markets (Andersen, 1993, 
Buckley and Casson, 1998; O'Farrell, 1998) Welch and Luostannen (1988, p 36) 
define mtemationalization as 'the process of mcieasing involvement m international 
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operations', whereas Calof and Beamish {1995, p 116) define internationalization as 
'the process of adapting firm's operations (strategy, structure, resources, etc ) to 
international environments' 
Vandermerwe and Chadwick's (1989) observe that traditional ways of thmkmg 
about intemationahzmg services are falling aw^ and new, hybrid modes of market 
entry are in evidence According to Coviello and Martin (1999) "consultancy service 
firm's pnmary mechanism for internationalization was to export knowledge and 
expertise by actmg as tfie contractor to a foreign client or, occasionally, as 
subcontractor for otfier organizations (i e , piggybackmg) Although die traditional 
view of exporting implies physical movement by the service provider, this form of 
market entry continues to be the most common method to service foreign markets" 
Consultancy service firms may export by achieving a temporary market presence 
through exporting key personnel (and know-how) on a term basis, personnel vsiio 
ultimately return to the home country after completion of specific projects 
Accordmg to Sampson and Snape (1985) consulting is a location-bound 
service that requires physical co-presaice of consultant and client Services with a 
high degree of intangibility and buyer-seller interaction fi-equaicy, and simultaneous 
production and consumption, are location-bound and must be available m-full from 
the day of foreign market aitiy (Vandermerwe and Chadwick, 1989) As a 
consequence, technical consulting services are hard to trade internationally and 
exports may not rqjresent a sustamable form of intemational opetahoD (Vandermerwe 
and Chadwick 1989, Buckley. Pass, and Prescott 1992, ErramiUi and D'Souza 1995) 
Only the travel of consultmg professionals permits a temporary provision of services 
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across borders Vandeimerwe and Chadwick (1989) propose that consulting and 
engineenng firms, as an example of a pure service with a high degree of consumer-
producer interaction, will favor a fully integrated mode of international operation, such 
as FDI, mergers, acquisitions, or the establishment of subsidiary operations 
2.4 Theories oflntemationalization 
Efforts to understand the intemationahzation concept have been many, and as 
summanzed by Johanson and Vahlne (1990), three general research areas have 
emerged in the literature namely (I) FDI theory, (2) The establishment chain or stage 
models of internationalization and (3) The network perspective 
2.4.1 FDI Theory 
The general body of FDI theoiy has emerged from several different theoretical 
developments For example, the theones of monopolistic advantage / market 
imperfections (Caves 1971) and mtemalization (Rugmai 1981) have led to flie use of 
transaction cost analysis to explam internationalization This view aigues that firms 
choose their optimal structure for eadi stage of production by evaluating the costs of 
econonuc transactions Firms Aerefore choose tfie oi^anizational form and location 
for which overall transaction costs are nunimized Transactions perceived to be high 
nsk and requinng significant managemmt time or otiier resource commitments are 
more likely to be mtemalized as part of a hierarchically structured organization 
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The Eclectic Paradigm (Dunning 1980, 1988) suggests that economic costs are 
not the only factor influencing internationalization This theory argues that for a firm 
to invest m a foreign market (undertake FDI), internalization, ownership-specific, and 
location-specific advantages must be present 
The eclectic paradigm, most pronunCTtly associated with the work of Dunning 
(1977, 1988, 2000) His OLI-model is eclectic because it integrates distinct 
explanatory approaches fi"om different iheones mto one single framework The 
concrete form of international operation that a foreign firm takes in a particular target 
market is the result of a combination of three advantages 
First, a firm must have specific ownership or 0-advantages that compensate 
for the general liability of foreignness as well as competitive position of nval domestic 
firms m the target maricet Such Firm Specific Advantages (FSAs) may be in the form 
of technology / know-how, economies of scale and scope, patent nghts, brand name, 
exclusive nghts to scarce natural resources ete These Firm Specific Advantages either 
generate higher revenues and / or lower costs as compared to nval domestic firms that 
offeet the cost of operatmg at a fi)reign location 
Second, location or L-advantages of the teiget maiket have to be identified and 
to be evaluated with respect to tiie finn strategy (Dunning 1977) The target maiket or 
Country Specific Advantages (CSAs) may be (1) economic - quantity and quality of 
the factors of production, size and scope of the market, transport and communications 
costs, and so on, (2) Social / Cultural advantages mclude psychic distance between die 
home and host country, general attitude towards foreigners, language and cultural 
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differences, and so on, (3) Political advantages include government policies, non-tanff 
barners, regulations regarding repatnation of earnings, and so on 
Third, It has to be assessed whether the 0-advantages m ^ best be realized 
througji internalization (I-advantages) or througjh external cooperative or market 
transactions The OLI model argues that external, arm's laigth markets are either 
imperfect or in some cases nonexistent As a result, the Multi National Enterpnse 
(MNE) can substitute its own internal maiitet and reap some efficiency savings For 
example, a firm can go abroad by simply exportmg its products to foreign markets, 
however, uncertainty, search costs and tariff bamers are additional costs tiiat will deter 
such trade Similariy, the firm could licCTse a foreigner to distnbute the product but 
the firm must worry about opportunistic behavior by the licensee 
The OLI model predicts that the hierarchy (the vertically or honzontally 
integrated firm based on internal markets) is a supenor method of organizing 
transactions tfian the market (trade between unrelated firms) whenever external 
markets are nonexistent or imperfect 
Given the market imperfections of imperfect gaod and fector markets, positive 
transportation costs, heterogeneity of demand and increasmg returns to scale, 
internalization is an alternative oiganizational strategy in order to reduce transaction 
costs (Coase 1937) The internalization of 0-advantages is more efficiait than trade, 
whenever the transaction costs of Ae market are higher than the costs of hierarchical 
organization (Rugman 1980) 
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Export Licensing Franchising Minonty Joint Venture WOS 
-* • 
100% External Market 100% Internal Market 
(Low Level of Control) (High Level of Control) 
(High Transaction Cost) (Low Transaction Cost) 
Figure 2.2 Modes of entry based on the dimensions of Control and Transaction Cost 
Source Dunning, (1980) 
We can think of modes of entry as along a line (see figure 2 2) On the left end is the 
100% external market (exporting at arm's length between unrelated parties) where 
governance costs and the firm's control level should be low but transactions costs high 
At the other extreme is the 100% internal market, the wholly owned subsidiary 
(WOS), where governance costs and control are high but transactions costs are low 
Moving from left to nght, the modes of entry become more expensive m terms of 
comrmtment levels but ofifer more control Transactions costs fall and governance 
costs nse as we move fi^om left to nght 
2.4 J The establishment chain or stage theory of internationalization 
A second area of mtemationalization research is estE^lishment cham theory 
(commonly referred to as the "stage models" of mtemationalization) Research in this 
area argues that mtemationai expansion is influaiced strongly by managenal learning 
One of the most commonly cited theories suggests that mtemationalization begms 
with low-nsk, indirect exportmg to "psychically close" or similar markets (Johanson 
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and Vahlne 1977) This first step to internationalization improves the firms' foreign 
market knowledge Over time and through expenence, firms increase their foreign 
market commitment and expand to more "psychically distant" markets This e^ansion 
further enhances maricet knowledge, which leads to additional commitment, mcludmg 
equity investment m offshore manufactunng and sales operations 
Stage theory argues diat psychic distance affects the geographical pattern of 
international expansion Psychic distance is defined as "the sum of factors preventmg 
the flow of information firom and to the market" (Johanson and Vahlne 1977, p 24), as 
for example, differences m language, education, busmess practice, culture or mdustnal 
development (Gertler 1997) Given the uncertainty of an operation in a market with 
cultural, legal and business institutions very different from the home country, early 
intemational activity will head for more similar, often nei^bounng markets Hence, 
stage theory conceives an expansion of international activities from countnes with a 
high level of psychic proximity to those with more psychic distance (Bell 1995, 
Buckley and Casson 1998) 
Other versions of Ae stage model approach have found that 
mtemationalization is reflected m diflferences m the attitudmal and behavioral 
commitment of managers For example, Cavusgil (1984) empmcally identifies five 
stages (pre-involvement, reactive / opportunistic, experimental, active, and committed 
involvement) Andersen (1993) summarizes this incremental approach as a result of 
innovation adoption bdiavior m vAuch manager's perceptions and behefe both 
influence and are shaped by foreign market mvolvemait 
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In the so-called UppsaJa School (Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul 1975, Johanson and 
Vahlne 1977, 1990, 1992), Johanson and Vahlne (1977) conceive of firm 
internationalization as a process of gradual increase of commitment to a foreign 
market. Based on empincal observations from the early 1970s, they argue that local 
experiential knowledge causes incremental advances of market knowledge and thus 
provokes an establishment chain of mtemational organization The process of 
internationalization unfolds as a sequence of stages, where firms stepwise gain 
expenence, build management competence, and reduce uncertainty m order to 
incrementally mcrease mvestments "in a target market (Johanson and Vahlne 1977, 
Erramilh 1991) 
The theory suggests that firms follow a number of sequential stages m their 
process of internationalization The first contact widi foreign markets is initiated 
throu^ direct orders from the foreign market but still there may not be regular export 
activities With the increasing number of orders, firms start to make agreements with 
agents or use licensing to maintain supply to the new market and to keep the costs and 
commitment ft>r the involvemait low. TTie third step describes the establishment of 
sales subsidiaries before finally advancing to the last stage of starting manufecturing 
activities in the foreign market 
The individual stages and sequences of stages are concq)tualized differently m 
a number of approaches. However, most approaches to stage tiieory claim a gradual 
intensification of operations from indirect expoTt to direct export and licensing 
arrangements to own international production. 
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In conclusion stage theory focuses on the process of an international engagement It 
emphasizes learning and expenence and suggests an incremental increase of activities 
as a consequence of market specific knowledge that can only be acquired through 
expenence and not through reading or consulting 
2.4 J . Network perspective 
A third area of internationalization research draws on tfie theones of social exchange 
and resource dependency and focuses on firm behavior in the context of inter-
organizational and interpersonal relationships Referred to as the "network 
perspective," this view argues that organizational boundaries incorporate both formal 
and informal relationships (Johanson and Mattsson 1988) As a result, it offers an 
altemative conceptual view of internationalization, because FDI theory does not 
account for the role and influence of social relationships in business transactions 
(Johanson and Mattsson 1987) 
The Network Model of internationalization proposed by Johanson and 
Mattsson (1988) is based on the underlying view that the mdustrial system is a 
network of direct and mdirect relation^ps betweai firms, mcludmg tiieir suppliers 
and customers, in which firms are dependent on each oflier and the required 
coordination maintamed throu^ interaction These relationships mfluence the 
decision for market strategies as well as Aey ensure the fiinctionmg of the market in 
general 
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According to Johanson and Mattsson (1988) internationalization of firms takes place 
in a business network setting. Johanson and Mattson's (1988) define business networks 
as long-term business relationships that a firm has with its customers, distributors, 
suppliers, competitors and govemment - the actors in a business network. They regard 
a business relationship to be a relationship between firms diat jointly conduct business, 
and which is of mutual benefit to those involved in it. Indeed, a large amount of 
internationalization activity is associated with networking because it involves building 
relationships with foreign intermediaries, customers, alliance partners, suppliers, and 
govemment officials. 
The model assumes that firms are dependent on the resources controlled by 
others and accesses them throu^ their position in the network. Establishing a position 
is time and resource consuming but determines fixture opportunities and constraints. 
Therefore, Johansson and Mattson (1988) describe Ae position of a firm in tiie 
network as a "market assef \ 
The Network perspective cotisiders internationalization to be the attempt of a 
firm to estabUsh and develop its position in the network through international 
ejctension, penetration, and intemational integration. This model deteimines Ae degree 
of intemationalization by the extait to whidi Ae company holds certain positions in 
different national networks, and the degree of relevance and integration of Aose 
positions. Intemationalization means an increase in the number and strength of 
relationships between different parts of Ae global network. 
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This perspective views the market as a network of exchange relations between 
producers, supphers, customers and competitors These relations may serve very 
different intentions (Johanson and Mattsson 1987, p 37) They may reduce the cost of 
production or transaction, contnbute to the developmait of new knowledge and 
competencies, lead to at least partial control over an actor, serve as bridges to 
unrelated third actors, or help to mobilize partners against a third party 
The role of information and knowledge is important m the in the 
internationalization process Use of business networks (Johanson and Vahlne, 1990) 
improves understanding of new markets and how to overcome the institutional and 
cultural barriers in order to conduct business there If a firm is not involved m a 
network then it has little knowledge about actors, relations, structures and processes in 
It Since a firm's main channel for learning about its network is through its partners, it 
has to interact with them to gain this knowledge (Andersson, 1997) Networks 
provide access to various sources of information, thus ofFenng more opportunities to 
learn than relying on knowledge from within the firm 
In contrast to internationalization Aeoiy the network approach pnontizes 
external relations over internal ccMiditions and assets fti line with the concept of 
resource dq)endence tfie access to other firms' resources is considered at least as 
important to realize market opportunities as mtemd competoicies and competitive 
advantages Consequently, a firm's position m a network takes a specific strategic 
value ft becomes a speafic, mtangible resource The network approach, then, argues 
that mtemational market entry is more depaidait on a network position than on 
institutional, economic or cultural conditions of the host market A busmess network 
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serves as bndges to foreign markets" (Sharma and Johanson 1987, p 22) and the form 
of market entry is now conceived as a consequence of evolved patterns of business 
relationships rather tiian a result of rationally selected optimal solutions (Blankenburg 
, Enksson, and Johanson 1996) 
The network perspective assumes that extensive knowledge is required on tfie 
counterpart in terms of trustworthiness, resources, organization and development 
possibilities Large number of mdividuals interacting is a time consuming effort and 
explams why many relationships are established over years Exchanges are normally 
performed between existing relationships and are thus considered to be stable 
Nevertheless, the autfiors recognize that tfiese relationships are changing and 
companies try to maintain, develop or change them to maximize their own needs and 
objectives suitable for the survival and growth of the firm Entering a new market 
means building new relationships and eventually breaking existmg ones The extent to 
which the entry into the new market is successful depends on the position of the firm 
m the network and the strength of the relationship with the counterpart 
2^ Psychic distance 
Stage theory argues that psydiic distance affects the geogr^hical pattern of 
intemational expansion Psychic distance is defined as "the sum of factors preventing 
the flow of information fi^om and to the market" (Johanson and Vahlne 1977, p 24), as 
for example, dififerences m language, education, business practice, culture or industrial 
development (Gertler 1997) Given the uncertainty of operatmg in a market with 
cultural, legal and business institutions very different from the home country, early 
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international activity will head for more similar, often nei^bounng markets Hence, 
stage theory conceives ai expansion of international activities from countnes with a 
high level of psychic proximity to those with more psychic distance (Bell 1995, 
Buckley and Casson 1998) 
Empirical studies on different business service sectors question this argument 
(Sharma and Johanson 1987; Bell 1995; Coviello and Martin 1999, Quckler 2004) 
They show that actual geographical patterns of expansion do not necessanly follow a 
gradient of psychic distance. Instead, their evidaice suggests that those markets 
promising highest growth or sales potential are often targeted first 
In the case of technical, engineering and management consulting firms the 
argument of psychic distance may prove to be ambivalent On the one hand, Sharma 
and Johanson (1987) argue that the market selection of business service firms is 
independent from the problem of psychic distance because the necessary investments 
are lower and less market specific when compared with manufactunng While 
manufacturing firms have pronounced sunk costs thtou^ the installation of machinery 
and production fecilities, a consulting firm may start operation with some rented office 
space The limited specific invretments lower the risk of a local market operation and 
thus also permit international operation in more remote markets with hi^er psychic 
distance 
On the otfier hand, fte marketing and provision of management services 
requires fundamental knowledge of local business culture, local and sectoral market 
conditions and management methods (Wood 2002). Therefore, market specific 
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adaptation is far more decisive for consulting firms than for standardized 
manufactunng products. " Offering an advanced management service in another 
country requires perfect knowledge of the cUent and environment, in order for this 
service to be unique and its success or failure will be influenced considerably by the 
success or failure of the process of CUIIUTBI adaptation carried out" (Rubalcaba 1999, p 
290). 
Consequently, it m ^ be expected that psychic distance could indeed play an 
important role m consulting internationalization (Gluckler 2004). Indian service firms 
have pronounced international consulting activities m nei^bouring countries like 
Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh as well as in tfie Middle East and African 
countries UK and France have major international consulting activities in countries of 
former colonies, German consulting firms are particularly present in Austria and 
Switzerland and Spanish consultants have engaged quite intensively in South 
American markets. 
However, these incidents are not aiougji to analyze the logic of market 
selection as a fiinction of psydiic distance. Bell (1995) found that business service 
firms choose their markets only indirectly (m the back of dieir clients. In die course of 
following a clirait, many business service firms reacted to the internationalization path 
of their existing clients or new offers of foreign chaits in their re^ective markets. In 
turn. Bell could not confirm the gradient of psychic distance as explanatory for market 
selection (Belli 995, p 67). 
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2.6 Barriers to Trade in services 
Since services trade often requires (temporary) movement of provider or consumer, 
restnctions on services mostly arises from regulations and discnminatmg requirements 
regarding fliis movement Most service mdustnes are highly regulated by national 
governments so that non-tanff bamers m ^ be inadvertent and also specifically 
designed to exclude foreign competition Alternatively, foreign suppliers may have to 
pay an "entry fee" or may be subject to market share restnctions Policy instruments 
that restnct trade m services may include measures such as quotas, local content 
restrictions, prohibitions, subsidies, tariffs, taxes, technical standards, licensing and 
procurement 
Hoekman and Braga (1997) discuss some of the important bamers to trade in 
services In case of some services, trade is prohibited while m others there are 
important restrictions imposed Prohibitions to trade occur m case where foreign 
access to service markets is completely forbidden, e g, in case of transportation of 
goods withm a country and basic telecommunication service providers But 
restrictions to trade take the following forms: 
(a) Quantity -based bamers, 
(b) Price-based barriers 
(c) Bamers that impose physical or corporate presence m a domestic market 
(d) Procedures of govemmait procuremoit and subsidisation 
(e) Bamers related to standards, certifications and mdustry-specific regulations 
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Quantitative restnctions (QRs) are often used to restnct international trade in services, 
but unlike in the case of goods they are applied to providers of services rather than 
services per se Along with QRs, pnce controls are also used to ensure that prices are 
not set at either market clearing levels or at the monopoly level Some of the servaces 
subject to pnce controls in many countries are financial services, telecommunications 
and air transportation 
Alternatively, tanffs are imposed to restnct trade in services that occurs via the 
cross-border movement of natural persons, e g, visa fees, entry-exit taxes, or port 
taxes etc But tanffs form a potential trade bamer for those services that are either 
embodied in goods e g , films, teleusion programs, etc or for goods that are necessary 
inputs into the production of services, eg , computers, telecommunication equipment, 
etc Along with tanffs, service industnes are also sometimes supported through 
explicit or implicit subsidies, especially m constmction, communication and transport, 
which make it difficult for trade to occur 
Other important bamers to trade are standards, provision of licensing and 
procurement In the service context, standard-type restnctions include non-
recognition of imported services or services procured abroad (eg , diplomas or 
degrees obtained from foreign country) Certification or licensing may required in 
case of professionaJ and certain business services These licensees are generally 
accorded by the government or professional business bodies and may limit entry into 
the industry The government procurement policy may also be designed to 
discnmmate m favour of domestic service providers Examples of such services are 
education, data processing and non-medical professional services 
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2.7 Role of Social Networks and Personal Relationships 
An important aspect is the role of social networks and personal relationships of the 
senior managers contributing to the mtemationaUzation process of the firm. SchoU 
(2006) acknowledges the role of personal relationships m the internationalization of 
firms According to Scholl (2006, p 22), social networks and personal relationships 
contnbute to the process of internationalization in terms of access to pnvileged 
resources such as information on business opportunities and potential partners In this 
respect School (2006, p.24) provides a framework for the initiation of 
internationalization as a result of social networks (refer figure 2 J). In the search for 
new mtemation^ business partners, decision-makers seek to avoid high search costs, 
due to uncertainties and complexity, and try to minimize these costs by relying on 
their personal network, which also seems to be "the line of least resistance' Ellis 
(2000, p 462) 
Peng and Luo (2000) assert that managers within the focal firm translate their 
micro personal Imks with managers in other firms into improved macro organizational 
performance, in diis case international growth. Loane and Bell (2006) suggest "firms 
internalize new network connections by acquiring additional management team 
members \\ho had particular network resources required by the firm". Usually, senior 
managers have pnor work experience m multinational corporations and leverage their 
personal contacts and expenence to facilitate the firm's entry into international 
markets (Axinn, 1988; Ellis, 2000). 
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Figure 2.3 The Initiation of Internationalization as a result of Social Networks 
from School (2006, p 24) 
In his study of management consulting firms Gluckler (2006) demonstrates 
that social networks are the most frequent cause of international market entry 
Gluckler (2004) refers to tfiree types of relational (foreign market) entry contexts for 
consultmg firms "the first being client following, second being business referrals by 
current or fonner employees, and the third type through the so-called piggybacking In 
this case, consulting firms enter a market on the back of strategic partners and 
collaborators" 
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2.7.1 Prior Personal & Social ties and International experience of managers 
An tmportant aspect is the roie of the entrepreneur or die owner-manager of the 
professional service firm as well as the management in general contnbuting to the 
internationalization process with Aeir prior personal / social ties (Ellis 2000, Scholl 
2006) Owner-managers or other members of management develop personal contacts 
and expenence through foreign travel or work expenence m foreign markets Usually 
owner-managers or senior members of management have prior work expenence in 
multinational corporations and leverage their personal contacts and expenence to 
facilitate the firm's entry into international markets (Axinn 1988, Ellis 2000). 
Oviatt and McDougall (1994, 1995) note that there are a lot of well-trained 
professionals who have had extensive experiences with mtemational operations in 
otiier multmational companies. These experiences are usefiil m assembling resources, 
gaining access to existing international networks, and configuring firm's value chain 
Researchers (eg, Reuber and Fisdier, 1997) have identified other benefits of 
mtemational expenmce, such as gaining access to strategic partners. This ^cess is 
conducive to hi^er foreign sales. 
According to Oviatt and McDougall's (1994, 1995) prior international 
experience makes managers more aware of the challenges associated wiA conducting 
busmesses on a global scale. Consistait with this proposition, McDougall et al (2003) 
empincally find that intematicMial experience is conducive to eariy 
internationalization. No doubt some msiagers become aware of ftese issues and leam 
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a great deal about the international business environment and how to structure their 
operations to create value 
2.8 Export motivations 
An important stream of research concentrates on mvestigating whether or not firms 
take the mitiahve to seek, identify and exploit export market opportunihes In this 
regard, a distinction has been pursued between proactive and reactive export stimuli 
(Johnston and Czmkota, 1982, Leonidou, 1988, Katsikeas, 1996) Study of export 
stimuli can explain to a large extent vsiiy some firms are involved and succeed in 
exporting, as opposed to others that do not export at all and remain inactive The 
research intends to investigate the pnnciple motivations among Indian engmeenng 
consultancy service firms who are already exporting 
(i) Proactive stimuli are tiiose associated with the firm's aggressive behaviour 
and deliberate search for export opportunities (pull factors) The review of the export 
motivation empincai literature reveals a wide range of factors that can play an 
important role m stimulating export activity These fectois pertam to attractive profit 
and growfli opportunities overseas, managenal commitment, export promotion 
programmes, export mcaitives, existaice of transferable competitive advantage / pnce 
advantage and so on 
(ii) Reactive stimuli are those connected with the firm's reaction to changmg 
conditions and reflect a passive attitude m lookmg for foreign market opportunities 
(push fiictors) Major factors of this type m ^ be adverse domestic market conditions. 
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f^-Jf/^ 
opportunity to increase the number of country markets and reduce the market-related 
nsk, globalization of existing clients, favourable currency movements and so on 
The services exporting literature also distinguishes motivations for exportmg 
as client following where firms internationalize by following clients who have 
internationalized, building upon domestically developed cooperation or market 
seeking where firms choose to internationalize m search of new markets by services 
firms (ErramiUi and Rao, 1990, Majkgard and Sharma, 1998) 
Accordmg to Johnston and Czmkota (1982) "firm's export decision making 
may be dnven by both proactive and reactive elements simultaneously" Empirical 
evidence indicates tfiat regular exporters develop better capability not only to look for 
attractive foreign market opportunities, but also to respond effectively to a wider range 
of signals that can stimulate export activity, as contrasted with firms that are non-
exporters or involved in sporadic exportmg Therefore, accordmg to Katsikeas (1996) 
it IS possible that the factors stimulatmg the export decision of regular exporters are of 
a more proactive / less reactive nature 
2^.1 Cfient followii^ and Market seeking motives 
There are two types of motives of mtematKmalization m services- clirat fijllowmg and 
market seekmg (Sanue 1999) While tfie latter suggests proactive strategies and 
systematic procedures to select a target market and choose an entty form, Ae former 
often implies reactive decisions to follow a chait into a predeteimined market 
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The theory of FDI sees international market selection largely as efficiency led rational 
decision Firms identify their specific competitive advantages and then look for those 
location specific advantages of a market that provide the best production (or sales) 
conditions Hence, markets are systematically screened, compared and assessed with 
respect to efficiency gains Fmally, a firm always chooses the market that facilitates 
the best realization of goals, eg hi^est sales potential, lowest labour cost, highest 
concentration of specific technological knowledge etc 
Also, m the stage theory market selection is the resuh of independent rational 
decision-making In order to prevent higji levels of uncertainty, firms choose to 
expand in culturally proximate and often nei^bourhood markets because the lack of 
specific market knowledge is easier to compensate than in more remote markets Here, 
market nsk represents the key parameter of market selection Increasing expenence 
conveys specific knowledge, which m turn allows for gradual mtensification of market 
commitment FDI as well as stage theory are normative accounts of optimal or rational 
market selection Firms compare potential target markets, assess location advantages 
and choose the best matdi Further, bofli approaches are atomistic (GHuckler 2004, p 4) 
smce market selection is explained dirough conditions within the firm and general 
market characteristics (external firm-specific conditions) are ignored 
Empincal studies do not provide strong support fijr these concepts (Coviello 
and Martin 1999) In a study on Bntish consulting firms O'Farrell and Wood (1998) 
found that service firms hardly pursued any form of systematic market assessment or 
formal process of decision-making. Market selection as well aitry form was mainly 
constrained by inter-firm relations with cheats or strategic partners Only 6 per cent of 
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the firms had active strategies of comparative market selection (O'Farrell, Wood, and 
Zheng 1996, p 114) Reactive internationalization implies that market selection is not 
the result of rational decision-making processes but of contextual busmess relations A 
study on German medium sized manufacturing firms showed that social networks and 
personal relationships rather than rational market screening procedures were decisive 
for the actual choice of a target market (Quckler 2004, p 7) These findmgs suggest 
that conventional theories underestimate the relevance of concrete social networks 
2.9 Service quality perception in an international context 
Services are to a large degree experience-based and dependent on individual 
perceptions in time and space, they are difificult to evaluate before and even after 
consumption, thus, it is difficult to perform quality control m traditional ways (Darby 
and Kami, 1973) Physical display is often impossible, and demonstration risks giving 
the service away With customer as co-producer, service outcomes are highly variable, 
making provision of service guarantees difficult (Nayyar, 1993). 
For services such as professional consultancy services that are high in credaice 
properties, consumers endeavour to judge a service by its tangible cues (Lovelock et 
al, 2001), be it tiie service-scape, tfie physical ^peaiance of Ae service personnel or 
the personality and behavior of individual professionals (Ellis and Watterson, 2001) 
Service marketers attempt to create abstract association and enhance "realities" by 
manipulating tangible cues (Berry, 1980) and then link diese abstractions to physical 
items (Shostack, 1977). For services with a low degree of tangibility, a well managed 
service-scape (e.g. the professionalism exuded by the engineering consultancy office 
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or the thoroughness of their technical drawings) and physical evidence will influence 
the client's perceptions of the firm, which in turn will yield more positive perceptions 
of performance (Ellis and Watterson, 2001) 
Cultural sensitivity (i e "a general open-mmdedness with respect to dififerent 
cultures and the willingness to understand the w ^ s m which cultures differ", Hanch 
and LaBahan, 1998) has an impact on the perceived performance of the service 
personnel 
Thus the tangible cues provided by a professional service firm may include 
professionalism, mdividual consultant's knowledge and personality, quality of 
presentations to the client, cultural sensitivity, communication messages, existing 
client references and so on While physical items such as service personnel's 
appearance and office design mi^t be easy to duplicate, service-scape and tiie 
individual professionals' personahty are not 
Important tangible cues can generally be considered non-imitable due to their 
uniqueness Accordmg to La er a/ (2005, p 386) "Tangible cues associated with 
services (charactenzed by a low degree of tangibihty) are a significant determinant of 
export performance" Hence it is expected that tangible cues provided by small and 
medium Indian professional consultancy service firms greatly influences client's 
service quality perception regardmg them and haice is a sigmficant determinant of 
their success in an international market 
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2.10 Country of Origin effect on internationalization of services 
Highly intangible services are mostly performances (eg management consultancy 
project, engineenng services, environmental intact study), where it is difficult for the 
potential buyer (importer) to assess quality in advance of purchase, and sometimes 
even post-purchase Since tfie buyer carmot mspect or sample the service before 
purchase, they are forced to rely on the exporter's track record, country of ongin 
image, reputation, word of mouth, and other communication messages to assess 
prospective quality For example Tata Consulting Services have won many overseas 
government consultancy contracts largely on the basis of its corporate image and track 
record m certain areas of consulting With highly mtangible services it is also much 
more difficult to achieve meanmgfiil product differentiation It is not as easy for 
Accenture or KMPG to differentiate themselves from Ernst & Young as it might be 
for IBM to distinguish itself from Honeywell where the potential buyer can compare 
not only their reputations, but also technical specifications and performance 
characteristics 
Many researchers have suggested tfiat the country of origin (COO) effect is a 
salient factor m consumer product evaluation and cme of the potential cues mfluaicmg 
product perceptions and puidiase intentions (Peterson and Jolibert, 1995; Tse and 
Gom, 1993, Roth and Romeo, 1992) COO can serve as "a usefiil extnnsic cue and as 
a surrogate for difficult-to-evaluate mtnnsic charactenstics such as quality and 
performance" for services (see Han and Teipstra, 1988; Parameswaran and Pisharodi, 
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1994) After reviewing the existing literature Javalgi et al (2001) conclude that 
country of ongin research applies to services besides manufactured goods 
Although the influence of country stereotyping effect on a corporate 
performance has not been examined in the literature, country of ongm may play a 
significant role m providing tangible cues to shape the service perception and to assess 
Its quality in an international context, especially for credence services like consultmg 
that are often mtnnsically difficult to evaluate This quality perception is tiien a key 
antecedent for improved export performance This contention is also based on the 
findings of Peterson and Joltbert's (1995) study in which COO had a stronger impact 
on quality perception than on purchase intention In general, consumers do link some 
nations' expertise in producing certain type of products, such as French wines and 
perfumes, Italian feshions, Japanese consumer electronics etc These kinds of 
associations are also relevant m Ae services field, e^ecially when brand names are 
not well known 
Accordmg to La et al (2005, p 385) "A positive coimtry of ongm effect 
enhances the firm's image, w^idi m turn straigtfaais perception of performance" ff 
country of ongm plays a significant role m providing tangible cues to shape the 
service perception and to assess its quality in an international context, then Indian 
professional consultancy service firms may be at an advantage This is because India 
has acquired an image of bemg service providers to the world (mainly m mformation 
technology areas) with a large pool of E n ^ i ^ speaking, tedmically qualified 
personnel Also this view is reinforced due to presence of large e?q)atnate Indian 
population m tiie west (especially USA) engaged m hi^-end professions like software 
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development, engineenng, R&D, medicine, higher education, legal etc On the other 
hand India as a nation is perceived by the worid at large, as a developing nation that 
does not have access to state of tilie art technology and business practices 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Need for the research 
India's export of engineenng and technical consultancy services is a fraction of the 
ejqjorts of software & FT enabled services (3 8 per cent m FY 2008 - 09) In spite of 
the edge India enjoys due to its large engineering talent pool, lower manpower cost, 
English language and FT capability, it seems majonty of engineenng consultancy 
services firms are not mariceting their services in tfie international arena and the sector 
IS under-represented in India's services export 
It IS important to understand the factors that may deter some consultancy 
service firms from exporting vdiereas enables otfier firms to export their services, both 
from a research as well as a managenal perspective The research seeks to examine 
major differences between exporters and non- exporters of a knowledge intensive 
professional service and hence understand the ma}or impediments that must be 
overcome to encourage more Indim professional service firms to enter foreign 
markets 
There is in goieral, a paucity of researdi m the literature on different aspects of 
intemationalization of professional service firms m the last decade or so To the 
knowledge of tfiis researcher, there is no research reported in the services exporting 
literature that bnngs out the differences betweai e)q)orters and non-ejqx)rters of 
professional services, firstly in the India) context, and secondly that takes mto account 
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the influence of international business networks as well as the social networks / 
personal contacts of firm's senior managers 
3 ^ Objectives of the research 
1. The main objective of the research is to investigate the major differences 
between professional service exporters and non-exporters by studying the 
Indian engineering consultancy industry and seeking empirical support for 
various research hypotheses in this context 
2. As an outcome of the mam objective, the research seeks to identify and 
understand major impediments that must be overcome to encourage more Indian 
professional services firms to enter foreign markets 
3. The second objective of the research is to study the prmcipal motivations for 
exporting among the consultancy services exporters and to determine whether 
these export motivations are mamly proactive or reactive m nature This will 
have important managenai imphcations 
4 The tiiird objective of the researdi is to study and rank the vanous external 
support systems that may help the consultancy export firms to market their 
services in the international arena, again with inportant policy and managenai 
implications 
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33 Research questions 
Specific research questions that follow fix>m tfie broad research objectives have been 
developed after an extensive review of the literature. The important research questions 
that this research will enquire and seek empirical support for are" 
1 Does the emphasis placed by firms on establishing and developing international 
busmess relations differentiate between exporters and non-exporters'' 
2 Do social networks and personal contacts of senior managers assist the firms to 
seek and exploit international busmess opportunities'' 
3 Does firm size and age differentiate between exporters and non-exporters'' 
4 Does management attitude towards exporting differentiate between exporters and 
non-exporters'' 
5 Does tiie managerial perception of barriers to exporting differentiate between 
exporters and non-exporters? 
6. Does the managerial percq)tion of competitive intaisity and rate of change in tiie 
domestic environment differentiate between exporters and non-e?q)orters? 
7. Are the export motivati<Mis more pios^tive than reactive m nature? 
8 Are the export motivations more market seeking than client followmg in nature*^ 
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3.4 Research Hypotheses 
3.4.1 Emphasis on Establishing and Developing International Business 
Relations 
A large amount of international activity is associated with networking because it 
involves building relationships v^th foreign intermediaries, customers, alliance 
partners, suppliers, government officials and so on According to die network model of 
internationalization (Johanson and Mattsson 1987, 1993), firms internationalize 
through the establishment of business relationships m country networks that are new 
to the firm (international extension), through the development of relationships in those 
networks (penetration) and through connecting networks in different countnes 
(international mtegration) Firms exploit their established network positions to gam 
entry into foreign markets 
The model assumes that firms are dep^ident on the resources controlled by 
others and accesses them througji their position in the network Establishing a position 
IS time and resource consuming but detemunes fiiture opportunities and constraints 
Hence, Johansson and Mattson (1988) descnbe the position of a firm m the networic as 
a market asset The network per^>ective views Ae market as a network of exchange 
relations between producers, suppliers, customers and competitors These relations 
may serve very different intentions (Johanson and Mattsson 1987) They may reduce 
the cost of production or transaction, contnbute to the development of new knowledge 
and competencies, lead to at least partial control over an actor, serve as bndges to 
unrelated third actors, or help to mobilize partners against a third party 
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The role of information and knowledge is important in the mtemationahzation 
process Use of business networks (Johanson and Vahlne, 1990) improves 
understandmg of new markets and how to overcome the institutional and cultural 
bamers m order to conduct business there If a firm is not involved in a network then 
it has little knowledge about actors, relations, structures and processes in it Since a 
firm's main channel for learning about its network is through its partners, it has to 
interact with tiiem to gain this knowledge (Andersson, 1997) Business networks 
provide access to vanous sources of information, thus offenng more opportunities to 
learn than relying on knowledge from within the firm According to Yli-Renko, Autio 
and Tontti (2000, p 19) "tfie higher the level of a firm's external social capital, the 
higher is the amount and quality of market knowledge available to it" 
In their study of New Zealand based engineering consulting firms, Coviello 
and Martin (1999) conclude that internationalization is heavily influenced by the 
firm's network of formal and mformal relationships involving chents, competitors, 
colleagues, government, fiiends and so on In their study of higji-technology firms 
Coviello and Munro (1995) state "fiareign market selection and entry initiatives 
emanate from opportunities created throu^ network contacts, radier than solely from 
the strategic decisions of mans^ers in the firm These contacts may be formal (i e 
business-related) or infoimal (femily, friends, etc)" 
Visits to foreign markets, negotiations, and learmng about foreign cultures 
provide expenaice and courage to initiate foreign business activities or relations that 
result m direct orders from foreign companies (Forsman et al, 2002, p 4) It has been 
observed that foreign market opportunities are discovered m trade feirs wiiere face-to-
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face encounters by individuals initiate the start of international business activities 
(Ellis 2000, p 448) and provide information on the market and its competition (Chetty 
and Campbell-Hunt, 2000) Evers and Knight (2008) elucidate that trade shows go 
well beyond being a marketing and information platform and make an important 
contnbution to establishment and enhancement of a network infrastructure for 
enabling such firms to grow and expand intemationally 
In a cross-national study of intemationalizmg firms Loane and Bell (2006) 
suggest 'international growtfi takes place through the extension of the firm's network 
through investment in network positions and the development of network 
relationships Network development or building appears to have much more strategic 
intent than heretofore observed and this issue urgently requires further investigation' 
They conclude 'firms should recognize that network development must be an ongoing 
core activity that is firmly embedded in the firm's overall internationalization 
strategy' 
It is expected fliat consultancy service firms that export their services will 
show a proactive mt^t for developing international busmess networks. In other words 
consultancy service exporters will tend to place gjeater emphasis (i e make greater 
effort and commit higjier resources) on est!d)li^ing and developing mtemational 
busmess relationships as compared to the non-exportmg firms 
Research Hypothesis 1: Emphasis placed on establishing and developing 
international business relalioiis will difTerenfiate between consultancy service 
exporters and non-exporters. 
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Research Hypothesis lA: Emphasis placed on establishing and developing 
international business relations will be reflected under two dimensions, first 
efTort made by the firm and the other in commitment of resources. 
3.4.2 Social networks and personal relationships 
An important aspect is the role of social networks and personal relationships of the 
senior managers contnbutmg to the internationalization process of the firm Scholl 
(2006) acknowledges the role of personal relationships m the internationalization of 
firms According to Scholl (2006, p 22), social networks and personal relationships 
contnbute to die process of internationalization in terms of access to pnvileged 
resources such as information on business opportunities and potential partners In the 
search for new international business partners, decision-makers seek to avoid high 
search costs, due to uncertainties and complexity, and try to minimize these costs by 
relying on iheir personal networic, which also seems to be 'the Ime of least resistance' 
(Ellis, 2000, p 462) 
Peng and Luo (2000) assert that managers withm the focal firm translate Aeir 
micro personal Imks with managers m other firms into improved macro organizational 
performance, m Ais case mtematKMial growth Loane and Bell (2006) suggest "firms 
internalize new network cormections by acquiring additional management team 
members v^o had particular networic resources required by the firm" Usually, senior 
managers have pnor work expenaice in multmational coiporahons and leverage Iheir 
personal contacts md expenaice to fiacditate the firm's entry mto mtemational 
markets (Axmn, 1988, Ellis, 2000) Coviello and Munro (1995) contend that foreign 
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maricet selection and entry initiatives emanate from opportunities created through 
network contacts, rather than solely from the strategic decisions of managers in the 
firm These contacts may be formal (i e busmess-related) or informal (family, fnends, 
etc) 
In his study of management consulting firms GHuckler (2006) demonstrates 
that social networics are the most frequent cause of mtemational market entry 
Giuckler (2004) refers to three types of relational (foreign market) entry contexts for 
consultmg finns 'the first bemg client following, second being business referrals by 
current or former employees, and the third type through tfie so-called piggybacking In 
this case, consulting firms enter a market on the back of strategic partners and 
collaborators' Hence, it is expected that w i^en a firm gets a foreign consultmg 
assignment, it is more likely as a result of referral by foreign business associates, 
individuals known to senior managers, past cli^te or employees 
Reseaixh Hypothesis 2 It is likely that when a firm gets a foreign consulting 
assignment, it is as a result of referral by fore^n business associates, individuals 
known to senior managers, past clients or employees. 
3 A3 Firm specific characteristics 
Previous research indicates tfiat (he probability of mtemational activity mcreases with 
firm size (Aaby and Slater, 1989, Erramilli and Rao, 1993, Katsikeas, 1994) Resource 
tiieoiy IS used to explam relationship between firm's size and its internationalization 
(Aaby and Slater, 1989, Bonaccorsi, 1992) 
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Aaby and Slater (1989) argue that international expansion requires a great deal of 
resource conimitment by the expanding firm They indicate that the larger a firm 
becomes, the greater its abihty to effectively engage in export activity, and tiiat larger 
firms appear to be better suited to absorb the nsks associated with internationalization 
O'Farrell et al (1998) found fliat, as the resources (le financial and human) of a 
service firm mcreased, its ability to absod) the risks associated with 
internationalization increased Thus, human capital reduces a firm's nsk of failure 
through the increased probability of employing those with skills necessary to 
internationalize 
In a study of engmeenng consulting firms in the United States, Winsted and 
Patterson (1998) had found that service firm charactenstics like size are associated 
with their propensity to export and that exporting firms m general were larger than the 
non-exporting firms In their study Javalgi, Gnffith and White (2003) found that firm 
size plays a critical role in influencing managenal attitude towards international 
activity 
Another firm characteristic - firm age (number of years m business) may have 
a bearing on export propaisity of consultmg service firms Several studies have 
detected fliat older firms are more likely to export their goods or services abroad (All 
and Swiercz, 1991, Westhead, 1995, Burgel et al, 2001) Accordmg to Samiee and 
Walters (1991) larger and older firms tend to have specialized managenal resources as 
well as make more effective use of economies of scale 
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Stage model theory of internationalization (Johanson and Vahlne 1977, 1990) suggests 
that older firms are likely to be more effective exporters i e older the firm more 
successful It will be m die internationalization process An examination of the 
accounting and management consultmg industries supports this contention firms that 
have been in business long enou^ to become well established domestically and who 
have many employees also tend to operate internationally (White, Griffith and Ryans 
1998) Thus, it IS expected that both firm charactensties firm size and age may 
differentiate between exporters and non-exporters of consulting services 
Research Hypothesis 3: Larger and older engineering consultancy service firms 
are more likely to be involved in consultancy service exports. 
3.4.4 Managerial attitudes toward exporting 
Previous research shows managerial attitudes and perceptions toward 
exporting affect the exporting decision In her study of manufactunng firms, Axirm 
(1988) finds manager's attitudes toward operating internationally to be the smgle most 
significant indicator of firm's export performance. In an earlier study, Kedia and 
Chhokar (1986) also found that managerial attitudes towsuds exportmg strongly 
correlate with the mtemational performance of the fiim. 
In a study of engineering consulting firms in the United States, Winsted and 
Patterson (1998) had found that managerial attitudmal fectors discnmmate between 
service exporters and non-exporters. White et al (1999) had found that managenal 
attitude towards the mtemational marke^lace was a key discriminating vanable 
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differentiating exporting from non-exporting service firms They suggest that, given 
lower capital requirement in the service industry, managenaJ attitude may play a 
stronger role m internationalization Similarly, in their study Javalgi et al (2003) 
found that service firm's managem«it attitude positively relate to its mtemational 
activity 
Hence, it is expected that perceptions of senior management of consultancy 
services firms towards exporting will differentiate between exporters and non-
exporters It IS also expected that consultancy service non-exporters will view 
exporting as more costly, with higher nsks and as less profitable Due to the 
difficultes m exporting which are magnified by the unique charactenstics of services 
discussed earlier m the literature review section, risk concerns are expected to be 
paramount m service exporting decisions 
Research Hvpoihesis 4: Managerial perceptions toward exporting will 
differentiate between consultancy services exporters and non-exporters. 
Research Hypothesis 4A: Consultancy service non-exporters wiD view exporting 
as more costly, with higher risks, and as less profitable. 
Research Hypothesis 4B; As an attitudinal determinant, risk perceptions wiU 
exhibit the largest variation between exporters and non-exporters of consultancy 
services. 
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3.4^ Barriers to Exporting 
Another important area examined in the exporting literature is perceived barriers to 
exporting. Ramaswami and Yang (1990) point out that there are four sources of export 
barriers that affect a firm's export performance; export knowledge, internal resource 
constraints, procedural barriers and exogenous variables. 
^Export knowledge' barriers refer to lack of information and knowledge about 
foreign markets and difficulties in identifying opportunities in foreign markets 
Aharoni (1966) became one of tfie pioneers of export barrier analysis when he 
established that the lack of knowledge about foreign markets constitutes a bamer to 
increased commitment to international activity within a company Pavord and Bogart 
(1975) and Bilkey and Tesar (1977) found that firms starting export activity face 
difficulties in identifymg opportunities in foreign markets. 
Second, internal resource constraints' refer to the need for a firm to possess a 
series of resources (like finance, manpower etc.) in order for it to be able to initiate 
export activity. This type of barrier is relevant, as it has been hi^lighted as one of the 
main reasons why many firms, particularly smail or medium-sized ones, prefer to 
cling on to a domestically orientated strategy (e.g. Bilkey, 1978). In particular, the 
following aspects have been underlined as internal resource barriers: lack of financial 
resources, regarding Ae difficulty of obtaining the necessary fimds required to initiate 
or finance export operations (e.g. Bauerschmidt et al., 1985; Bilkey, 1978; Keng and 
Jiuan, 1989); the need to use honouring letters of credit (Rabino, 1980; Barker and 
Kaynak, 1992); lack of persotmel to devote time to export activities (Rd)ino, 1980), 
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and lack of production capacity (Bauerschmidt et ai, 1985) Furthermore, a company 
requires a senes of external support resources such as banks prepared to foster firms' 
international activities (Yang, 1988) or local trading firms that enable indirect export 
operations of manufacturers (Root, 1994) 
'Procedural burners' refer to the obstacles pertaining to the export activity 
Itself (e g documentation, non-tanff barners etc) According to Ramaswami and 
Yang (1990), procedural bamers can be subdivided into two types (a) controllable, 
those which can be easily solved given the nght expenence (e g documentation), and 
(b) not controllable, requinng case-by-case decisions, independent of the routme 
which has been acquired through expenence (eg non-tanff bamers) Among 
procedural bamers can be highlighted the following aspects of export activity red 
tape and documentation, import tanflfe, non-tanff bamers, such as the establishment of 
vanous quaJity control and safety standards, transportation and distnbution difficulties 
and so on 
Finally, ''exogenous barriers'' have their ongins m the uncertainty of 
international maikets, largely due to ttie activities of other players m the marfcet - such 
as competitors, foreign govemmoits, supply and demand—meanmg that this type of 
vanables transcaid tfie control of the ejqportmg company (Yang, 1988) Factors such 
as the powerful competition faced m foreign markets, pohtical mstability m foreign 
markets, nsk of vanation in exchange rates ete are included 
In his study 'Restnctions on Trade in Professional Services', Nguyen-Hong 
(2000) found that foreign bamers to est^hdiment and ongpmg operations are 
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significant and positive determinants of the pnce-cost margins of engineenng service 
firms The results suggest that restnctions on foreign supply of engineenng services 
tend to protect domestic firms fiom competition and directly raise business costs of 
foreign firms These costs stem from qualification requirements, compulsory 
membership of professional bodies, and to a lesser extent from restnctions on 
incorporation 
In their study of engineenng consulting firms in the United States, Wmsted and 
Patterson (1998) have examined number of vanables as perceived bamers to services 
exporting and point out that the perceived level of these bamers serve as determinants 
of whether a service firm will export or not They report that most of the bamers to 
exporting were perceived to be significantly greater obstacles by the non-exporters 
than by exporters They also point out that foreign market knowledge and resource 
limitations are perceived to be the most significant bamers to exporting for such 
professional service firms 
It is expected that perception of bamers to exporting will differentiate between 
exporters and non-exporters of consultancy services Furthermore, it is expected that 
the non-exportmg consultaicy service firms will perceive these bamers to be 
significantly hi^er tfian consultancy service exportog firms It is also expected that 
non-exporters will view foreign market knowledge and resource limitations as the 
most important bamers to exportmg 
Research Hvpotihesis 5: Perceived levels of barriers to exporting will differentiate 
between consultancy service exporter and non-exporters. 
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Research Hypotfaesis 5A: Non-exporters will perceive ail the barriers to 
exporting to be significantly higher than exporters of consultancy services. 
Research Hypotfiesis 5B: Non-exporters of consultancy service will in particular 
view foreign market knowledge to be the most significant barriers to exporting. 
Psychic distance is de6ned as "the sum of factors preventing die flow of 
information from and to the market" (Johiutison and Vahlne 1977, p 24), as for 
example, differences m language, education, business practice, culture or industrial 
developn\ent (Gertler 1997). Given the uncertainty of operating in a market with 
cultural, legal and business institutions very different from the home country, eariy 
international activity will head for more similar, often neighbouring markets. Hence, 
stage theory conceives an expansion of international activities from countries with a 
high level of psychic proximity to those with more psychic distance (Bell 1995; 
Buckley and Casson 1998). 
Empirical studies on different business service sectors question this argument 
(Sharma and Johanson 1987; Beil 1995; Coviello and Martin 1999; Gluckler 2004). 
They show that actual ^ographical patterns of expansion do not necessarily follow a 
gradient of psychic distance. Instead, Aeir evidence suggests that those maritets 
promising highest growth or sales potential are oftax targeted first 
In the case of technical, engineering and managemoit consulting firms the 
argument of psychic distance may prove to be ambivalent. On one hand, Shanna and 
Johanson (1987) argue that the market selection of business service firms is 
independent from the problem of psychic distance because the necessary investments 
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are lower and less market specific when compared with manufactunng While 
manufactunng firms have pronounced sunk costs throu^ the installation of machinery 
and production facilities, a consulting firm may start operation with some rented office 
space The limited specific mvestments lower the nsk of a local market operation and 
thus also permit international operation in nwre remote markets with higjher psychic 
distance 
On the other hand, the marketmg and provision of management services 
requires fimdamental knowledge of local busmess culture, local and sectoral market 
conditions and management metiiods (Wood 2002) Therefore, market specific 
adaptation is far more decisive for consulting firms than for standardized 
manufactunng products " Offenng an advanced management service m another 
country requires perfect knowledge of the client and environment, m order for this 
service to be unique and its success or failure will be influenced considerably by the 
success or failure of the process of cultural adaptation earned out" (Rubalcaba 1999, 
p 290) 
Hence, it is expected that 'Psychic distance' or differences in language, 
culture, business practices, legal institutions, industrial (tevelopment etc. between 
Indian and export market will be an impoitant barrier to exporting for both exporters 
as well as non-exporters 
Research Hypothesis 5C: Psychic distaoce will be an important barrier to 
exporting for consultancy service firms. 
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3.4.6 Domestic Environmental factors 
High competitive intensity and rapid change m the domestic environment are the 
important factors found in the exporting hterature to have an impact on exporting of 
manufactured goods. High competitive intensity and rapid change in the domestic 
environment typically serve as an incentive for foreign expansion 
All and Camp (1994) have suggested that when the domestic industiy outlook 
of firms IS not attractive, decision makers tend to fevour foreign markets that allow 
them to reduce their resource commitments at home. Westhead (1994) examined 
decision maker's perceptions of the domestic market environment and compared two 
classificatory groups' exporters and non-exporters He reported significant differences 
across a number of environmental variables and concluded that non-exporters 
perceived their environments as more munificent and resource rich, which implies that 
they were content to remain bound to the domestic maiicet. 
Other findings suggest tiiat domestic market orientation is a major obstacle to 
a firm's export involvematit and commitment. Moreover, a negative lelationsiiip has 
been reported between tiie attractivraess of the domestic market and export growth 
(Madsen, 1989). Patterson and Cicic (1995) in their study found domestic conpetition 
as a significant motivator for exporting. In Aeir study of engineering consulting firms 
m the United States, Winsted and Patterson (1998) report than domestic competitive 
intensity is perceived as significantly higher by the exporting firms. They also point 
out a high degree of disparity found in the percq)tions of conq>etitive intensity within 
a single mdustry 
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In a conceptual study, Morgan (1999) suggests that (i) competitive intensity, (n) 
technological turbulence and (iii) product-market turbulence may mfluence the export 
strategy development of a firm The rate of change of environmental vanables induces 
turbulence which can be a significant source of environmental uncertainty (Hartman et 
al, 1995) The cycle of technological mnovation / obsolescence is shorter and faster, 
fuelled by the pace of growth m knowledge and its proliferation (Achrol, 1991, p 81) 
Organizations that operate in more turbulent markets are likely to have to modify their 
products and services contmually in order to satisfactonly cater to customers' 
changing preferences (Jaworski and Kohli 1993, p 57) 
Hence, it is expected that perceptions regarding competitive intensity and rate 
of change in the domestic environment will differentiate between consultancy service 
exporters and non-exporters Also, it is expected tfiat those exporting consultancy 
service firms will perceive a h i ^ con^etitive intensity and rate of change in die 
domestic environment 
Research Hypotfaesis 6: Perceptions regarding competitive intensity and rate of 
change in the domestic environment will differentiate between consultancy 
service exporters and non-exporters. 
Research Hypotfaesb 6A: Exporting consultancy service firms wiD perceive a 
higher competitive intensity and rate of change in the domestic environment 
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3.4.7 Export Motivations 
An important stream of research concentrates on mvestigating whether or not firms 
take the mitiative to seek, identify and exploit export market opportunities In this 
regard, a distinction has be«i pursued between proactive and reactive export stimuli 
(Johnston and Czinkota, 1982, Leomdou, 1988, Katsikeas, 1996) Study of export 
stimuli can ejqilam to a large extent vA\y some firms are involved and succeed m 
exporting, as opposed to others that do not exf>ort at all and remain inactive 
Proactive export stimuli are those associated with the firm's aggressive 
behaviour and deliberate search for export opportunities (pull factors) The review of 
the export motivation empincal Irterature reveals a wide range of factors that can play 
an important role m stimulating export activity These factors pertain to attractive 
profit and growth opportunities overseas, managenal commitm«it, export promotion 
programmes, export mcentives, existence of transferable competitive advantage / pnce 
advantage and so on 
Reactive export stimuli are those connected with the firm's reaction to 
changmg conditions and reflect a passive attitude in lookmg for foreign market 
opportumties ^ u ^ factors) Major fectois of this type m ^ be adverse domestic 
market conditions, opportimity to increase tfie number of country markets and reduce 
the market-related risk, globalization of existing chaits, fiivourable currency 
movements and so on 
In a study of fectors stimulating cxmesaX exportmg activities of European 
manufactunng firms, Czinkota and Johnston (1981), suggest that both proactive and 
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reactive factors stimulate these firm's decisions to continue and maintain exporting. 
According to Johnston and Czinkota (1982) 'firms export decision making may be 
dnven by both proactive and reactive elements simultaneously' Empincal evidence 
indicates that regular exporters develop better capability not only to look for attractive 
foreign market opportunities, but also to respond effectively to a wider range of 
signals that can stimulate export activity, as contrasted with firms that are non-
exporters or involved in sporadic exporting. 
In an investigation of differences m ongoing export motivators between two 
distinct group of exporters namely regular and sporadic, Katsikeas (1996) reports that 
out of five export stimulus items held in relatively high regard by respondents three 
were proactive in nature and other two were reactive m nature Therefore, it is possible 
that the factors stimulating die export decision of regular exporters may be of a more 
proactive and less reactive in nature. 
It is expected that ejqwrt motivation / stimuli elements for consultancy service 
exporters will consist of both proactive and rej^tive elements. It is also likely that the 
export stimuli elem^its for consultancy service exporters may be more proactive m 
nature tiian reactive. 
Research Hypofl^sfe 7; Export motivation dements for consultancy services 
exports will consist of boA proactive and reactive elements. 
Research Hypothesis 7A: Export motivation elements for consultancy services 
exports will consist of more proactive elements rather than reactive elements. 
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The services exporting literature also distinguishes motivations for exporting as client 
following where firms internationalize by following clients who have 
mtemationalized, building upon domestically developed cooperation or market 
seeking where firms choose to intemationaitze m search of new markets by services 
firms (ErramiUi and Rao, 1990, Majkgard and Sharma, 1998) The most cited 
motivation m the service literature is 'client following' descnbed by Vandermerwe 
and Chadwick (1989, pg 79) 'As producers go global, their service suppliers must 
follow' Even today 'client-foUowmg' is a major motivation for internationalization 
(Bryson, 2001, Roberts, 1999) Client-following is the ultimate demand driven 
motivation for increased foreign operations 
Strategies built upon such demand-dnven motivations can be descnbed as 
reactive, wdbile strategies based on supply-dnven motivations can be descnbed as 
proactive (e g Bagchi-Sen & Kuechler, 2000) Today more and more professional 
service firms proactively seek new international maikets Proactive market seeking 
strategies for mtemationalization of professional service finns seem to outperform 
demand-dnvOT ones m the long run (Roberts, 1999) Roberts (1999) furthermore 
indicates that as firms are becoming more mtemational m scope, the supply dnven 
forces are gettmg relatively more important Hence, it is expected 
Research Hypotfaesis 7B: Market seeking motivations for exporting are more 
likely to be stronger than client following export motivations. 
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3 ^ Summary of Research Hypotheses 
Research Hypothesis 1: Emphasis placed on est^lishing and developing 
international business relations will differentiate between consultancy service 
exporters and non-exporters 
Research Hypothesis lA: Emphasis placed on establishing and developing 
international business relations will be reflected under two dimensions, first effort 
made by the firm and tfie other m commitment of resources 
Research Hypothesis 2 It is likely diat when a firm gets a foreign consulting 
assignment, it is as a result of referral by foreign business associates, individuals 
known to senior managers, past clients or employees 
Research Hypothesis 3: Larger and older aigmeenng consultancy service firms are 
more likely to be involved m consultancy service exports 
Research Hypothesis 4: Managerial perceptions toward exportmg will differentiate 
between consultancy services exporters and nwi-ejqxjrters 
Research Hypothesis 4A; Consultancy service non-exporters will view exporting as 
more cosdy, witii higher nsks, and as less profitable 
Research Hypothesis 4B; As an attitudinal deteimmfflit, nsk perceptions will exhibit 
tiie largest variation between exporteis and non-exporters of consultancy services 
Research Hypothesis 5: Perceived levels of bamers to exportmg will differentiate 
between consultancy service exporters and non-exporters 
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Research Hypothesis SA: Non-exporters will perceive all the barriers to exporting to 
be significantly higher than exporters of consultancy services 
Research Hypothesis 5B: Non-exporters of consultancy service will in particular 
view foreign market knowledge to be the most significant barriers to exporting 
Research Hypothesis 5C: Psychic distance will be an important bamer to e?qK)rting 
for consultancy service firms 
Research Hypothesis 6: Perceptions regarding competitive mtensity and rate of 
change m the domestic environment will differentiate between consultancy service 
exporters and non-exporters 
Research Hypothesis 6A: Ejqwrting consultancy service firms will perceive a higher 
competitive intensity and rate of change m the domestic environment 
Research Hypothesis 7: Export motivation elements for consultancy services exports 
v»all consist of both proactive and reactive elements 
Research Hvpiothesis 7A: Export motivation eiemaits for consultancy services 
exports will consist of more proactive elements rather dian reactive elemoits 
Research Hypotheas 7B: Maiket seeking motivations for exporting are more hkeiy 
to be stronger than client following export motivations 
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3.6 Research Design 
3.6.1 Sampling Scheme 
The hypotiieses developed are examined by studying engineering consulting finns m 
India A structured survey questionnaire was mailed to the CEO / senior executive of 
engineenng consulting firms in India witfi more than ten professional employees listed 
in the members directory of Consulting Engineers Association of India (CEAI), an 
apex body of consulting engineers in India (wwwceamdiaorg) and Consultancy 
Development Centre, a non-profit registered society, supported by Department of 
Scientific & hidustnal research (DSIR) and Ministiy of Science and Technology, 
Government of India (www cdc org in). 
A total of 350 questionnaires were mailed during June - July 2009 This was 
followed up by telephonic reminder calls and personal visits mainly fi)r respondents in 
NCR and Mumbai / Pune 172 responses were received withm cutoff date of lOtfi 
October 2009, out of which 167 were complete and usable. As an incentive to reply, 
respondents were promised a o^y of the researdi brief Also, complete confidentiality 
of the infijrmation's provided in Ae survey questiormaire v/as assured to all 
respondents. Responses were received from all tfiroug^out India National Coital 
Region (Delhi, Gui^aon, NOIDA) 63, Mumbai & Pune 50, Chennai, Kolkata & 
Bangalore 33 and others 21 (see Figure 3.1 for a description of the survey sample) 
Others mclude Hyder^ad, Ahmedabad, Vadodra, Kanpur, Lucknowand Jaipur 
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Figure 3.1: Survey Sample Description 
H Respondents 
a Exporters 
D Non-exporters 
DELH/NCR 
63 
22 
41 
MUMBAI& 
PUNE 
50 
17 
33 
CHENNAI, 
KOLKATA & 
BANGALORE 
33 
24 
H Respondents 
a Exporters 
Q Non-exporter; 
OTHERS 
21 
15 
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According to Consultancy Development Centre (2006), largest concentration of 
consultancy firms is m the four metropolitan cities, with Delhi and Mumbai together 
accounting for around 52 per cent of the firms In the sample around 67 per cent of the 
consultancy services firms are ftom Delhi - NCR region and Mumbai - Pune region 
Thus, the research sample is not far off fi"om simulatmg the actual dispersion of 
engineering consultancy firms in India, It is expected most of the small firms (i e with 
less than ten professional employees) are local or regional in their onentation and are 
not expected to be mvolved in exports Hence, only consultancy service firms with 
more than ten professional employees have been considered m the research 
It IS important to keep in mmd that tfie size of the engineenng consulting 
industry in India is much smaller as compared to western countnes Majonty of the 
firms are small m size as only around 30 per cent of the firms employ more than 10 
technical professionals and only 17 per cent of the firms employ more than 25 
technical professionals (Consultancy Development center, 2006) 
The member's directory of Consulting Engmeers Association of India and 
Consultancy Developmait Centre provide around 350 aigmeenng and mdustnal 
consultancy firms witfi more than 10 profesaonal employees Hence, population for 
the research is 350. It was decided to go for 100 per cent sampling since tiie size 
of population is not veiy large. 
The estimated population for the research is around 350 and number of 
respondents l e sample for the research is 167 Bartlett et al (2001) describe 
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procedures for determining sample size using Cochran's (1977) formulas. Sample size 
estimation is made below using the procedures described by Bartlett et al (2001). 
(t)^ X (sf (1.96f (0.83)^ 
no = = = 118 
(d)^ (5 X 0.03f 
Where 
t = 1.96 for selected alpha level of 0.05 (0.025 m each tail) 
s = estimate of standard deviation in the population = 5 / 6 = 0.83 
5 point scale / 6 (number of SDs that includes approximately 98% of the 
possible values in the range), 
d = acceptable margin of error for mean being estimated = 015 
(Points on primary scale i.e. 5 * acceptable margin of error i.e. 0.03) 
Therefore, for a population of 350, the required sample size is 118. Since this sample 
size exceeds 5% of the population, Cochran's (1997) formula is used to calculate the 
final sample size. 
n« (118) 
n = = = 88 
(1 + no / Population) (1 + 118 / 350) 
The above procedure returns tfie ai^ropriate sample size as 118 and a minimum 
sample size of 88. The actual number of reqwndaits in this research i.e. sample size 
used is 167. This indicates sample size for this researdi and hence Ae results rq)orted 
will have acceptable level of accuracy. 
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For a Population of size = 350, with Confidence Level = 95 per cent and Confidence 
Interval = 5 5 the Sample Size needed is 167, given that sampling is done randomly 
Similarly, for a Population of size = 350, with Confidence Level = 95 per cent and 
Confidence Interval = 5 0 tfie Sample Size needed is 183 
For the data used in the research, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) statistic was 
used to measure sampling adequacy The overall KMO statistic for each factor 
extracted dunng Pnncipal Components Analysis is greater than 0 70 The Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) statistic measures sampling adequacy and predicts if data are 
likely to factor well, based on correlation and partial correlation (Statnotes, 2009) 
There is a KMO statistic for each individual vanable, and their sum is the KMO 
overall statistic KMO vanes fi^om 0 to I 0 and KMO overall should be 0 60 or higher 
to proceed with factor analysis If it is not, indicator vanables with the lowest 
individual KMO statistic values are dropped, until KMO overall nses above 0 60 The 
concept is Aat the partial correlations should not be very large if one is to expect 
distmct factors to emerge fi'om factor analysis (Hutcheson and Sofi'oniou 1999, p 224) 
3.6 J! Research Instnunent 
A structured survey questionnaire was used for the researdi data gathenng Most of 
the questions were asked usmg five-pomt Likert and Likert type rating scales or bi-
polar scales A few questions like number of professional employees, number of years 
in busmess, number of overseas consultancy assigpmoits earned out m last two years 
etc were asked on a contmiwus scale (required a number response) 
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For purposes of this research, exporting is defined in the survey questionnaire as 'all 
those business activities involved when an organization markets its services outside its 
main domestic base of operation' for example (i) an offshore consulting assignment, 
(ii) a consulting assignmait canied-out by firm's overseas branch office or through a 
joint venture; (iii) working as a subcontractor for an organization carrying out a 
foreign assignment etc. 
The questionnaire enquired about number of full time professionals employed, 
number of years in business, number of overseas consulting assignments m last two 
years, firm's emphasis on establishing & developing international business relations, 
influence of social networks / personal relations on exports, perceptions towards 
exporting, bamers to exporting and domestic environment. 
Factor and Reliability analyses were used to assure construct validity of the 
measures (see section 3.6 4) Feedback from a pilot survey (N=IO), carried out prior to 
the main survey was used to redraw and / or modify the questions in the survey 
questionnaire During the pilot survey all measures were examined and verified for 
face validity by industry executives and academics expQiieac&i in international 
mariceting. 
3.63 Measurement of Constructs 
To determine influence of firm characteristics on export propensity, respondents were 
asked to indicate their finn siie (number of ftill time professionals employed by the 
9 1 -
firm), firm age (number of years m business) and firm's exporting behaviour 
(number of overseas consulting assignments in the last two years) 
Firm's emphasis on establishing and developing international business 
relationships was measured on five point rating scale varying fiom (1) 'never' to 
(5) 'always' by asking questions about firm's effort and commitment of resources 
towards establishing and developing international business relationships The number 
of Items included (questions asked) under die heading is ei^t. The scale used was 1 == 
'never', 2 = "occasionally', 3 - 'fairly many times', 4 = 'very often' and 5 = 'always' 
Ritter et al (2002) have defined 'Network Competence' as the ability of a firm 
to develop and manage relations with key suppliers, customers and other 
organizations Some of the shove measurement constructs have been adapted and 
modified fi"om a standardized questionnaire to measure firm's Network Competence 
'NetComp Test scale items', proposed and validated by Ritter et al (2002). 
To measure the influence of social network / personal contacts of senior 
managers on die intemationalizati(»i of engineering consultancy firms, the e>qx)itiiig 
firms were asked to indicate on a five point rating scale, 'When your firm gets a 
foreign consulting assignment, how likely it is as a result of referral by foreign 
business associates, individuals known to senior managers, past clients or employees'. 
The scale ranged from 1 = 'un-likely' to 5 = 'highly likely' 
To determine managerial attitudes toward exporting, re^ondents were 
asked to indicate on a five^)oint Likeit scale, Ae ej^nt to vAich they agree or 
disagree witfi various attitudinal statements. The scale ranges fi^om 1 = 'strongly 
-92-
disagree', to 5 = 'strongly agree'. The number of items included under die heading is 
eight. Measuring managerial attitudes towards exporting typically compnse of 
constructs such as perceived attractiveness of exporting and perceptions of benefits, 
costs and risks associated with international marketing. 
Perceived barriers to exporting were measured using five-point rating scales. 
Respondents were asked, "to what extent has each of the fi)llowing fectors hindered 
your organization fiom exporting your consultancy services" with scale I = 'not 
hindered at all', to 5 = 'hindered to a great extent'. The number of items included 
under the heading was eighteen. 
Perceived barriers to exporting typically comprise of constructs like (a) lack of 
knowledge and expertise in researching and developing strategies to penetrate foreign 
markets, insufficient knowledge of marketing opportunities abroad, lack of contacts m 
foreign markets (Eshghi, 1992; Welch and Luostarinen, 1993); (b) resource limitations 
(financial, manpower etc.); (c) adjustmoits, costs and uncertainties associated with 
entering foreign markets; (d) prohibitive or restrictive foreign government regulations, 
travel and work^rmit restrictions in foreign countries, regulations goveming 
professional services; (e) intensity of foreign conq)etition, lack of govemment support; 
(f) differences in language, culture, business practices, legal institutions, industrial 
development etc. "Psychic Distance" (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977) and so on. 
Perceived conditions in the domestic environment were measured using 
questions about perceived competitive intensity and rate of change in the domestic 
maiket. Respondents were asked to indicate perceived levels on a five-point scale 
- 9 3 -
from 1 = 'high' to 5 = 'low' Measurement constructs mclude firm's perception of 
competitive intensity, rate of technological change, service obsolescence etc Number 
of Items included under the heading m the questionnaire is seven 
In order to measure the principal motivations for exporting, respondents 
who were exporting were asked to indicate the importance level of different possible 
motivators in their organization's decision to export on a five-point scale ranging fi-om 
1 = 'not important', 2 = 'somewhat important', 3 = 'moderately important', 4 = 
'important' and 5 = 'hi^ly important' The number of items included under the 
heading in the questionnaire is sixteen 
The respondents who were exporting were asked to indicate on a five point 
rating scale the importance of certain external support activities / systems that will 
help them to market their consultancy services m the international arena The five 
point rating scale ranged from 1 = not important', 2 = "somewhat important', 3 = 
'moderately important', 4 = 'important' and 5 = 'highly important' The number of 
Items included under the heading in the questonnaire is sixteen 
All the above measuring constructs are pnmanty based on measures used previously 
in the services exportmg literature 
• Service firm size is operationalzed as number of professional employees (e g 
Javalgi et al, 2003, Wmsted and Patterson, 1998, White etal, 1998) 
• Managenal Attitudes towards Exporting. Perception of Bamers to Exporting, 
Perceptions about Domestic Enviionment were captured using multi-item five 
94-
point Likert or Likert type scales (eg Javalgi et al, 2003, Winsted and 
Patterson, 1998, Whitee/a/, 1998) 
To measure Emphasis on Establishing and Developing International Business 
Relations, some of the Network Competence scale items (Ritter et al, 2002) 
were adapted, suitably modified and measured by a multi-item five point rating 
scale 
Motivations for export were measured using multi-item five point rating scale 
ranging from 1 = 'not important' to 5 = 'highly important' (e g Katsikeas, 1996) 
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3.6.4 Method of analysis and justification 
To examine each of the research propositions, factor analysis was used to group the 
measures appropnately for the situation being examined Principal Components 
Analysis with Varimax rotation was used for the extraction of factors, each 
consisting of items that load (factor loading > 0 5) on only one factor To determine 
the number of factors four cntena were used, namely (i) Kaiser Criterion of retaining 
components with Eigen value > 1, (ii) Cattell's Scree Test Plot, (iii) 
Comprehensibility i e limiting the number of factor to those w^ose dimension of 
meaning is readily comprehensible (usually the first two or three factors), and (iv) 
Variance explained criterion of using the rule of keeping those factors that account 
for most or certain part of the of the vanance Only factors with acceptable 
Cronbach's Alpha coefficient (> 0.7) were retained Factor means were examined to 
determine relative importance of the different factors 
Communalities across the set of vanables were checked Communality 
measures the per cent of vanance in a givra vanable explained by all the fectors 
jomtly and may be interpreted as the reliability of the indicator When an indicator 
vanable has a low communality, the fector model is not working well for that indicator 
and possibly it should be removed from the model (Statnotes, 2009) The statistical 
software package used for factor analysis was SPSS ~ Version 18 
Principal components analysis is reconim«ided whoi Ae pnmary concern is to 
determine the minimum number of factors Aat will account for the maximum variance 
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in the data for use m subsequent analysis (Statnotes, 2009) Varimax rotation is an 
orthogonal rotation of the factor axes to maximize the variance of the squared loadings 
of a factor (column) on all the variables (rows) m a factor matnx, vAiich has the effect 
of differentiating the original vanables by extracted factor Each factor will tend to 
have either large or small loadings of any particular variable A vanmax solution 
yields results which make it as easy as possible to identify each vanable with a single 
factor This is the most common rotation option m factor analysis 
Kaiser criterion is a common rule of thumb of dropping all components with 
Eigen values < 1 0 The Kaiser cntenon is the default in SPSS and most other 
computer programmes A Scree plot compnses of plotting the components on X axis 
against that of Eigen values on the Y axis, with the practice of choosing only those 
components before elbow of the plot 
The resuhmg analysis was tabulated showing 
(i) The items included in each factor 
(ii) Factor loadings 
(iii) Percent variance explained by each factor 
(iv) Cronbach's alpha for each factor 
(v) Means for each factor. 
Factor means were examined to determme relative importance of the different factors 
Items that loaded heavily on more tfian one fiictor and those with low correlatton with 
99-
other Items were dropped All factors had acceptable Cronbach's alpha coefficient 
(i e > 0 7) 
Cronbach's alpha is a tool used for assessing the Rehability of Scales Alpha 
coefficient ranges in value from 0 to 1 and may be used to describe the reliability of 
factors extracted from dichotomous (that is, questions with two possible answers) 
and/or multi-pomt formatted questionnaires or scales (i e , rating scale I = poor, 5 = 
excellent) The higher the score, the more reliable the generated scale is Nunnaly 
(1978) has indicated 0 7 to be an acc^table reliability coefficient but lower thresholds 
are sometimes used in the literature 
Differences between exporters and non-exporters were explored, using 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) and /-tests where appropnate 
MANOVA tests were used to compare the means of each factor mdividually to see 
which ones were significantly different between the two groups i e exporters and non-
exporters Mean scores of each fector for the two groups (exporters and non exporters) 
were also computed Since five-point rating scales were used for each item in the 
survey, the calculated fiictor means scores dso have die same range 
MANOVA tests were used to see whether the groups of factors identified, all 
together, significantly differentiated between the exporters and non-exporters for the 
situation bemg exammed Hotelling's Trace is the most common and traditional test 
when there are two groups formed by the mdependent vanable (James and Maxwell, 
1985) The larger the Hotellmg's Trace, the more the given effect contnbutes to the 
model Wilk's Lambda and Pillia's Trace are also reported in MANOVA analysis 
100 
Multivanate Analysis of Vanance (MANOVA) is used to see the main and 
interaction effects of categoncal vanables on multiple dependent interval vanables 
MANOVA uses one or more categoncal mdependents as predictors, like ANOVA, but 
unlike ANOVA, there is more than one dependent variable Where ANOVA tests tiie 
differences in means of the interval depOTdent for vanous categones of the 
mdependent(s), MANOVA tests the differences m the centroid (vector) of means of 
the multiple interval dependents, for vanous categones of the independent{s) 
The mam assumptions to carryout MANOVA (Statnotes, 2009) are (i) the 
observations are independent of one another, (u) the independent vanable(s) is / are 
categoncal, (iii) the dependent vanables are continuous and interval, and (iv) group 
sizes are more or less equal, (v) sample size is adequate etc The research data satisfies 
all the main assumptions for carrying out MANOVA tests 
The /-test is appropnate when there is a single dependent vanable, whether 
interval or ratio (m this case Firm Size and Age) and a dichotomous independent 
vanable (m diis case Exporter and Non-exporter), and wish to test tfie difference of 
means 
Likert scal^ and five point rating scales are veiy commonly used vwth 
interval procedures, provided the scale item has at least 5 categones A number of 
reasons account for this use of likert scales First, tiiese scales have been found to 
communicate mterval properties to the respondent, and therefore produce data that can 
be assumed to be mtervally scaled (Schertzer & Keman 1985) Second, in the 
101 
marketing literature Likert scales are almost always treated as interval scales (for 
example, Javalgi e/ al 2003) 
Likert and other five point rating scales are ordinal but their use in statistical 
procedures assuming interval level data is commonplace in marketing research 
literature In regard to use of MANOVA in this research, which assumes interval data, 
with ordinal Likert scale items, m a review of the literature on this topic, Jaccard and 
Wan (1996, p 4) summarize, 'for many statistical tests, rather severe departures (from 
mtervalness) do not seem to affect Type I and Type n errors dramatically' 
3.7 Limitations of the research 
When interpreting the results of this research, practitioners should be aware of certain 
factors that might limit the inferences that may be drawn Notably, the research 
exammes the differences between exporters and non-exporters within one knowledge 
intensive professional services industry i e engineering consultmg and m one country 
1 e India Testmg the validity of the finding?; would ideally necessitate replication of 
tfiis research withm other countnes and/or other professional service industnes 
Realistically, nonetheles, generalizations of the research findmgs may be applicable 
to other knowledge mtensive and contact based professional services, of which there 
are many Also, the cross-sectional nature of the data limits our ability to rule out 
cause-effect inferences 
Furflier research is required to gaieralize the findmgs to other services industnes and 
m other countnes Patterson and Cicic (1995) have developed a classification scheme 
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for internationally traded services (see figure 2 I) which highhght different 
charactenstics among services based on two key dimensions degree of tangibility and 
degree of face-to-face contact required for service manufacture and delivery, resulting 
m a four cells typology of service types Typically engineenng consulting is a location 
bound customized service (cell 2) 
Furthermore, the research is based on the opinions of a single respondent 
(CEO, senior manager) m each firm when it is assumed that decisions on 
internationalization are usually made by several people m the firm 
However, in spite of these limitations, the research results enable us to advance 
the body of knowledge of a relatively une>q)lored issue i e differences between the 
exporters and non-exporters of knowledge intensive professional services like 
engineenng consultancy service 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION 
4.1 Overview 
42 Emphasis on Establishing & Developing International 
Business Relationships 
4 3 Influence of Social Networks & Personal Relationships 
4.4 Firm Specific Factors 
4.5 Managerial Attitudes towards Exporting 
4.6 Barriers to Exporting 
4.7 Domestic Environment 
4.8 Motivations for Exporting 
43 External Support Systems 
4.10 Summary of Results 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION 
4.1 Overview 
Around one third of the respondents (32.6 per cent) had carried out three or more 
overseas consulting assignments in the last two years and hence considered as 
exporters in the research. Majority of the firms sampled (67.4 per cent) were not 
exporting their consulting services. This clearly supports the main research 
premise that majority of the Indian engineering consultancy firms are not 
exporting and the sector is underrepresented in India's service exports. It should 
be kept in mind that small firms (with ten or less professional employees) have not 
been considered as they are more likely to be not involved in exports. 
Figure 4.1: Exporters & Non-exporters in the sample 
• Expoitcis 
Noii-expoitcrs 
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The vanous sectors served by the engineenng consultancy firms in the research 
sample are enumerated in Table 4 1 The vanous types of firms m the research sample 
1 e Indian or Foreign or Jomt Venture and Pnvate or Government owned is given m 
Table 4 2 Preferred mode of export by the respondent firms rn order of importance is 
given m Table 4 3 
Table 4.1: Different Sectors served by the Respondent Firms 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Civil construction & infrastructure 
Manufacturing 
Energy 
Environment 
Transport 
Mining & metalurgy 
Multidisciplinary i.e. serving various sectors 
Table 42: Type of Respondent Firms 
1. Indian private owned consulting firms 
rams 
3. Wholly owned subsidiaries of foreign consulting firms 
4^ Swat vasMtre^w. £^^SB^Bi fn^^n €e^dtsi|g &m& 
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Table 43: Preferred Mode of Export by Respondent Firms 
1. Achieve a temporary market presence through exporting 
key personnel (and know-how) on a term basis 
2. Provide services through overseas branch office. 
3. As a subcontractor for other organizatwns 
4. Through joint ventures with foreign consulting firms. 
42 Emphasis on Establishing & Developing International Business Relations 
Factor analysis groups tfie items under two fectors; (i) Effort and (ii) Resource 
commitment made by firms. Table 4.4 provides a description of the factors like items 
mcluded with factor loadings, percent of variance explained, alpha and sample means. 
Both factors have reliability of 0.86 and above. When ranked on the basis of mean 
scores of items included, the factor 'Effort' has a hi^er mean score than the factor 
'Resource commitment'. 
The two factors 'Effort' and 'Resource commitmenf clearly reflect the 
twin dimensions of this 'Proactive Intent' of consultancy service firms to 
establish and develop international business netwoiie. This provides empirical 
support for Research Hypothesis lA that contends emphasis placed on establishing 
and developing mtematicmal business relations will be reflected under two 
dimensions, first effort made by the firm and the other in commitment of resources. 
107-
MANOVA analysis (Table 4^) shows that both the factors individually as well as 
taken together differentiate between consultancy service exporters and non-
exporters, supporting Research Hypothesis 1. It is seen that consultancy service 
exporters make greater effort and commit higher resources i e place greater emphasis 
to estabhsh and develop international business relations as compared to the non-
exporters 
The factor 'Effort' shows the widest difference between exporters and non-
exporters It includes items like regular communication with potential clients, 
assigning responsibility withm organization for business development, attendmg 
conferences & seminars for networking, using foreign journals & trade publications 
for business development 
The other factor 'Resource commitment' shows a comparatively narrower 
difference in mean scores between exporters and non-exporters h consists of items 
like visit to foreign markets, industnai feirs & exhibitions, advertising m foreign 
joumals, usmg services of third party organizations etc 
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4 J Influence of Social Networks and Personal Relationships 
Exporting firms were asked to indicate on a five point rating scale, 'When your firm 
gets a foreign consulting assignment, how likely it is as a result of referral by foreign 
business associates, individuals known to senior managers, past clients or employees' 
The scale ranged from 1 = "un-likely" to 5 = "higjily likely" Mean score of 
exporters (N = 54) is 3^3 with SD 0^ indicating that the above statement is quite 
likely, thus supporting Research Hypothesis 2. 
4.4 Firm Specific Factors 
Research Hypothesis 3 regarding the influence of firm size and age on their 
propensity to export is partly supported by the findings. A /-test shows the average 
number of fiill-time professional employees (used as a measure of firm size) to be 
significantly different between exporters and non-exporters at p < 0 000 (F = 96, 
dof = 165) However, a /-test shows the average number of years in business (used as a 
measure of firm age) not to be significantly different between exporters and non-
ejqjorters 
Exportmg firms are on an averj^e laiger l e en^loymg more number of 
professional employees than non-exportmg firms However, this not to say that all 
smaller firms are not exporting There are quite a few smaller firms in the sample vMo 
are exporting their consultancy services in the mtemational arena These firms usually 
have specialized domain e?q)ertise and provide unique and / or niche services 
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4 ^ Managerial Perceptions towards exporting 
Factor analysis groups the items into two factors fliat descnbe managenal perceptions 
toward exporting namely (i) Benefits and (ii) Risk / Cost Table 4.6 provides a 
descnption of the factore Both factors have reliability of 0 79 and above When 
ranked on the basis of mean scores of items included, the factor 'Risk / Cost' has a 
higher mean score than the other factor 'Benefits' 
MANOVA analysis (Table 4.7) shows that both the attitudinai factors 
individually as well as taken together significantly diflerentiates between 
consultancy service exporters and non-exporters, supporting Research 
Hypothesis 4. 
Mean score of non-exporters for the factor 'Risk / Cost' is 4 34 on a scale 
ranging from 1 = 'strongly disagree' to 5 = 'strongly agree' Non-exporting 
respondents tend to agree more with attitudmal statements such as 'exporting involves 
higher cost' and 'exporting involves hi^er nsk' Thus non-exporters of consultancy 
services tend to view exporting as costly and with higher nsks 
Mean score of non-exporters for the fector 'Benefits' is 2 42 on a scale ranging 
from 1 = 'strongly disagree' to 5 = 'strongly agree' Non-exporting respondaits tend 
to disagree more with attitudinai statements such as 'exporting is potentially more 
profitable' and 'exporting can make a major contribution to my firm's growth' etc 
Thus non-exporters of consultancy services tend to view exportmg as less profitable 
Mean score of exporters for Ae fector 'Benefits' is 4 20 on a scale ranging from 1 = 
'strongly disagree' to 5 = 'strongly agree' Exporting respondents tend to agree more 
-112-
with attitudmai statements such as 'exporting is potentially more profitable' and 
'exporting can make a major contribution to my firm's growth' etc Thus exporters of 
consultancy services tend to view exporting as a potentially more profitable, a 
desirable task that is good for die firm's reputation / image, can make major 
contnbution to firm's growth etc 
Mean score of exporters for the factor 'Risk / Cost' is 3 02 on a scale ranging 
from 1 = 'strongly disagree' to 5 = 'strongly agree' Exporting respondents tend to 
disagree more with attitudmai statements such as 'exporting involves higher cost' and 
'exportmg involves higher nsk' Thus exporters of consultancy services do not view 
exporting as costly and with higjier risks as compare to the non-exporters 
Consultancy service exporters view benefits fi'om exporting to be higjier and 
nsk & costs associated with exportmg to be lower as compared to non-exporters 
Whereas, non-exporters view exporting as more costly, with higher risks and as 
less profitable, thus supporting Research Hypothesis 4A. 
Perceptions regarding the 'benefits' of exporting show the widest difference 
between exporters and non-exporters (i e 4 20 - 2 42 = 1 78) Comp^atively, 
perceptions regardmg the 'Risk / Costs' associated with e5qx)rting shows a narrower 
difference betwe«i exporters and non-exporters (4.42 - 3 02 = 1 40) This does not 
support the contention that 'As an attitudinal determinant, risk perceptions will 
exhibit the lai^est variation between exporters and non-exporters of consultancy 
services'. Hence, Research Hypotfaesb 4B is not supported. 
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4.6 Barriers to exporting 
Factor analysis groups the items under four fectors (i) Know-how Umitations & 
Restnctions (u) Risk, Costs & Differences, (in) Resource hmitations and (iv) Lack of 
support & Competition Table 4.8 provides a descnption of the factors All factors 
have reliability of 0 80 and above When ranked on the basis of mean scores of items 
mcluded, the factors Risk, Costs & Differences (3 47) and Know-how limitations & 
Restnctions (3 35) have higher mean scores compared to Resource limitations (2 90) 
and Lack of support & Competition (2 35) 
MANOVA analysis (Table 4.9) shows that all the factors individually as 
well as taken together significantly differentiates between consultancy service 
exporters and non-exporters thus supporting Research Hypothesis 5. 
All the barriers to exporting are perceived to be hi^er by non-exporters as 
compared to the exporters However, Research Hypothesis 5A contending 'non-
exporters will perceive all the barriers to exporting to be s^nificantly higher than 
exporters is not completely supported. 
Non-exporters view the bamers grouped under the factors *Risk, Costs & 
Differences' and 'Know-how limitations & Restrictions' to be much higher tfian tfie 
exporters However, there is not a wide deviation m the views of exporters and non-
exporters regarding tfie bamers grouped under the fectors 'Resource limitations' and 
'Lack of support & Competition' Thus the support for the Research Hypothesis 
5A is ambiguous at best 
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The factor "Risk, Costs & Differences" (3 89) presents the largest perceived obstacle 
for non-exporters The factor consists of items hke pohtical and financial risk, 
adjusting to foreign business practices, high cost of international business 
development, legal difficulties and different language & culture 
This is closely followed by the factor "Know-how limitations & Restnctions" 
(3 86) including items like travel & work restnctions, lack of knowledge about 
business opportunities, lack of foreign contacts, lack of state-of-art technical know-
how, restnctive foreign government regulations, lack of expertise to access foreign 
markets and prejudice against foreign consultancy firms 
Though, lack of foreign market knowledge (consisting of items like lack of 
knowledge about foreign business opportunities and lack of expertise to access foreign 
markets) is an important bamer to exporting However, it is not the single most 
important bamer to exporting for the non-exporters Hence, Research Hypothesis SB 
that 'non-exporters will in particular view foreign market knowledge to be the 
most significant barrier to exporting^ is not supported. 
It is important to note Aat the factors "Resource limitations" (2 67) and "Risk, 
Costs & Differences" (2 61) presait the largest perceived obstacle for exporters 
The factor "Risk, Costs & Differences" presents ti\e largest perceived obstacle 
for both exporters and non-exporters of consultancy services taken togetiier (mean 
factor score 3 47 from Figure 4 7) The factor consists of items like political and 
financial nsk, adjustmg to foreign business practices, h i ^ cost of international 
business development, legal difficulties and different laiguage & culture 'Psychic 
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distance' refers to differences m language, culture, business practices, legal 
institutions, industnal development etc between home and export markets This lends 
support to Research Hypothesis 5C that 'Psychic distance will be an important 
barrier to exporting for consultancy ser^ce firms'. 
4.7 Domestic environment 
Factor analysis groups the items under two factors (i) Competitive intensity and (u) 
Rate of change Table 4.10 provides a descnption of the factors All factors have 
reliability of 0 70 and dbove When ranked on the basis of mean scores of items 
included, the factor 'competitive intensity' has a higher mean score compared to the 
factor 'rate of change' 
MANOVA analysis (Table 4.11) shows that only the factor 'competitive 
intensity' significantly differentiates between consultancy service exporters and non-
exporters thus only partly supporting Research Hypothesis 6. MANOVA analysis 
shows difference between exporters and non-exporters for the factor 'rate of change' 
IS not significant 
There is a wide difference in the perceptions of engineenng consultancy 
service e>qx)rtere and non-exporters concerning 'competitive intensity' m the domestic 
environment (4 30 - 2 53 = 1 77 on a five point rating scale witfi 1 = 'low' and 5 = 
'high') However, the difference is quite less in the perceptions of exporters and non-
exporters concemmg 'rate of change' m the domestic environment (3 13 - 2 71 = 0 42 
on a five point rating scale with 1 = 'low' and 5 = 'high') 
120 
This indicates perceptions about competitive intensity show a relatively wider 
difference than perceptions about rate of change in the domestic environment, 
and only partly supports the contention that exporting consultancy service firms 
will perceive a high competitive intensity and rate of change in the domestic 
environment (Research Hypothesis 6A). The consultancy service exporters view 
competitive intensity in the domestic market to be quite higher than the non-exporters 
However, consultancy service exporters view rate of change in the domestic market to 
be slightly higher than the non-exporters 
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4^ Motivations for exporting 
Factor analysis groups the items under three factors (i) Globalizing clients & 
opportunities, (ii) Incentives & Mgmt desire and (ui) Contacts & information 
Table 4.12 provides a description of the fectors All factors have reliability of 0 80 
and above 
When ranked on the basis of mean scores of items included, the factor 
'Contacts & mformation' (3 69) has the highest mean score The factor includes items 
like foreign business contacts and information about potential business opportunities 
The factor 'Incentives & Mgmt desire' (2 72) has the second highest mean 
score and includes items like export incentives and programmes, management's 
commitment to exporting, eased foreign government regulations and to be known as 
an international service provider 
The factor "Globalizing clients & Growth opportunities" (2 50) follows closely 
and includes items like following globalizing client base, attractive profit and growth 
opportunity, intensifying domestic competition and transferable competitive 
advantage 
A close study of the pnncipal export nwtivations for the exportmg respondents 
(Table 4.13) shows that the export motivations mentioned are a combination of botii 
proactive and reactive elements This supports Research Hypotfaesis 7 that 
contends 'export motivation elements for consultancy services exports will consist 
of both proactive and reactive elements'. 
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Proactive stimuh are those associated with the firm's aggressive behaviour and 
deliberate search for export opportunities Review of export motivation empincal 
hterature reveals a wide range of factors that can play an important role m stimulatmg 
export activity These factors pertain to" attractive profit and growth opportunities 
overseas, managenal commitment, export promotion programmes, export incentives, 
existence of transferable competitive advantage / price advantage and so on 
Reactive stimuli are those connected with the firm's reaction to changing 
conditions and reflect a passive attitude in looking for foreign market opportunities 
Major factors of this type may be adverse domestic market conditions, opportunity to 
increase the number of country markets and reduce the market-related nsk, 
globalization of existing clients, favourable currency movements etc 
Close analysis of the items under each factor (Table 4.13) shows the proactive 
and reactive elements pertaining to the respondents export motivations In the factor 
'Contacts & information' botfi items are proactive in nature. In the factor 'Incentives 
& Mgmt desire' out of the five items included four are proactive m nature and only 
one item is a reactive motivational element. In the factor 'Globalizing clients & 
Growth opportunities' out of the six items, only two are proactive and rest four are 
reactive motivational elements Out of the thirteai items considered eight are 
proactive motivation elements whereas five are reactve motivational elements 
This shows that perhaps the underlying reasons stimulating export 
decision of consultancy service exporter's maybe of a more proactive and less 
reactive in nature. This supports Research Hypothesis 7A that contends 'export 
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motivation elements for consultancy services exports will consist of more 
proactive elements rather than reactive elements'. However, the number of 
proactive motivational elements is not substantially greater than the reactive elements 
(eight against five among thirteen items) Hence, support for the Research Hypothesis 
7A is not unequivocal 
The services exporting literature also distinguishes motivations for exporting 
as 'client following' where firms internationalize by following clients vAio have 
internationalized, buildmg upon domestically developed cooperation or 'market 
seeking' where firms choose to internationalize m search of new markets by services 
firms 
Close analysis of the items under each factor (Table 4,12) shows the 'market 
seeking' export motivations (six items) outnumber the 'client following' export 
motivations (two items) and not applicable (five items) This supports Research 
Hypothesis 7B that contends 'market seeking motivations for exporting are likely 
to be stronger than client following export motivations'. 
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43 External support systems 
Respondents who were exporting were asked to indicate the importance level of 
different external support systems that will help their firm's to market its consultancy 
service in the mtemational arena on a five-point scale ranging from 'not important' = 
1 to 'extremely important' = 5 A total of twelve possible support activities & systems 
were given in the questionnaire (see Figure 4.2) 
The top SIX external support activities and systems indicated by the consultancy 
service exporters (ranked in descending order of mean scores) are 
(i) Promoting the Indian service sector brand image (4 65) 
(ii) Foreign market intelligence reports (4 24) 
(in) Financial support to bid for international projects (4 17) 
(iv) Directory of Indian consulting firms circulated to foreign chambers of 
commerce (3 89) 
(v) Mechanism for formmg consortium to bid for specific international 
projects (3 85) 
Strong association with R&D organizations (3 85) 
(vi) Marketing & Legal consultants (3 70) 
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Figure 4.2: Different External Support Systems that will help firms to market their 
consultancy service m the international arena (five-point scale) 
Support to get financial guarantees to 
bid for international projects 
Marketing & Legal consiJtar^s 
Strong association with R&D 
organizations 
Promoting the Indian sendee sector 
brand image 
Arranging overseas seminars and 
business interface on a regiiar basis 
Foreign market intelligence reports 
Subsidy for travel to foreign trade fairs — ; - ^ ^_ 
and exhibitior^ - -j- - ^ 
Services export training programmes 
and workshops 3 . ^ 
.rJ 
Financial export incentives by r ~ " ' — * T ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ""^ —1""""« 
government h ' - f . ^ * 'S ,43v _ ^ > , 
Directory of Indian consulting firms 
circulated overseas 
Mechanism for fomrBng consortium to 
bid for specific jxojects 
Rating of consultancy service firms by a 
national apex txxly 
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions for Research Hypotheses 
5.2 Framework presenting the main research conclusions 
5.3 Conclusions about the Main Research Problem 
5.4 Proposed model for the IntemationalKation of 
Professional Service Firms 
5.5 Implications & Recommendations 
5.6 Future R^earcb Directwns 
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CHAPTER 5: CO^CLlJSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions for Research Hypotheses 
5.1.1 Emphasis on Establishing and Developing International Business 
Relations 
Empincal support for Research Hypothesis I (refer chapter 4, section 4 2) indicates, 
a proactive intent or emphasis placed on establishing and developing international 
business relationships differentiates between exporters and non-exporters of 
engineenng consultancy services 
Engineering consultancy service exporters understand that international 
business network development is critical to their internationalization. Unlike 
non-exporters they invest greater time, effort and resources to establish and 
further develop international business networks with an eye on future business 
opportunities. 
Similarly, support for Research Hypothesis lA, indicates that the two factors 
'Effort' (time & energy spent by (he firai) and 'Resource commitment' reflects the 
two dimensions of this 'Proactive Intent' of engineenng consultancy service firms to 
establish and develop intemationaJ business networks (see Figure 5.1) 
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Engineering consultancy service exporters regularly communicate with potential 
international clients, assign responsibility within the organization for mtemational 
business development, attend international conferences & semmars for networking, 
and scan foreign journals & trade publications for business development Exporters 
place much higher emphasis on these activities than non-exporters (MANOVA test 
shows significant difference between exporters and non-exporters) 
Secondly, consultancy service exporters commit higher resources for 
international business network building Senior managers regularly visit foreign 
countries for business development, regularly visit international industnal fairs & 
exhibitions, advertise in foreign journals, and make use of the services of third party 
organizations like chambers of commerce, industry associations, government 
organizations, consultants etc to identify potential clients and business associates in 
foreign markets Exporters place much higher emphasis on these activities than non-
exporters (MANOVA test shows significant difference between exporters and non-
exporters) 
To die knowledge of the researcher tfiis is a new contnbution to the literature 
on the internationalization of professional service finns and attempts to provide a 
better understanding regarding the difference between exporters and non-e?q)orters of 
a knowledge intensive professional services, based on the 'network perspective' Since 
there is no similar precedent m the literature it is not possible to compare or contrast 
the conclusion reached here with other research articles 
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However, there is strong support in the literature that, 'access to international 
business networks and exploiting these network positions is an important 
prerequisite for the internationalization of professional service firms' For e g 
Loane and Bell (2006) suggest international growtfi of professional service firms takes 
place through the extension of the firm's network through investment m network 
positions and the development of network relationships Chetty and Holm (2000) 
propose networks can help firms expose themselves to new opportunities, obtain 
knowledge, leam fi-om expenences and benefit from the synergistic effect of pooled 
resources Coviello and Martin (1999) conclude that internationalization of 
professional service firms is heavily mfluOTced by the firm's network of formal and 
mformal relationships Coviello and Monro (1995) contend that foreign market 
selection and entry initiatives emanate fi^om opportunities created through network 
contacts 
Business networks are important for the internationalization of the firm in 
various ways Use of business networks (Johanson and Vahlne, 1990) improves 
understanding of new markets and how to overcome the mstitutional and cultural 
barriers in order to conduct business diere. They reduce the cost of production or 
transaction, contribute to the developmOTt of new knowledge and competencies; and 
serve as bridges to potential customers, partners etc (Johanson and Mattsson 1987) 
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5.1.2 Social Networks and Personal Relationships 
Empincal support for Research Hypothesis 2 (refer chapter 4, section 4 3) provides 
valuable insight regarding the importance of social networks and personal 
relationships in the internationalization of engineenng consultancy service firms 
Engineering consultancy service exporters indicate, 'when our firm gets an offshore 
consulting assignment, it is quite likely as a result of referral by foreign business 
associates, individuals known to senior managers, past clients or employees' 
There is strong support m the literature that 'social networks' and 'personal 
relationships' contnbute to the process of firm's internationalization m terms of access 
to privileged resources such as mformation on business opportunities and potential 
partners (Scholl, 2006, Loane & Bell, 2006, Gluckler, 2006, Ellis, 2000. Peng & Luo, 
2000, Axinn, 1998, Coviello and Munro, 1995 etc ) 
It is concluded that managers within the exporting consultancy service 
firms are able to translate their micro personal links with managers in 
international firms (potential customers, partners etc.) into improved macro 
organizational performance (for e^. international growth). Non-exporting firms 
are not able to do this, mainly due to timited or a complete lack of international 
personal contacts among their senior managers. Hence, it is surmised that non-
exporting consultancy service firms are unable to exploit foreign business 
opportunities due to the absence or lesser number of such personal contacts, 
besides other mitigating factors discussed in this research. 
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5.1.3 Firm Specific Characteristics 
Partial empincal support for Research Hypothesis 3 (see chapter 4, section 4 4) 
indicates, firm size (number of professional employees) differentiates between 
exporters and non-exporters of engineenng consultancy services 
It seems that larger consultancy firms have a greater propensity to export 
their services. This may be because larger firms have greater financial resources 
and specialized human capital at their disposal which reduces the risk associated 
with internationalization. There is strong support for this m the services exporting 
literature (eg Javalgi etal. 2003, O'Farreli elal. 1998, Wmsted & Patterson 1998, 
Aaby & Slater, 1989) However, the sample provides quite a few examples to the 
contrary. There are a number of medium and large consultancy service firms 
that do not export their services. On the other hand a number of smaller firms 
are regularly engaged in exporting. These smaller firms have specialized domain 
expertise and offer niche services like industrial design and project consultancy 
services in specific product areas. 
There is no empincal support for a part of Research Hypothesis 3 (see ch^ter 
4, section 4 4) which indicates, firm age (number of years in business) differentiates 
between exporters and non-exporters of engineering consultancy services Stage 
model theory of internationalization (Johanson and Vahlne 1977, 1990) suggests that 
older firms are likely to be more effective exporters i e older the firm more successful 
it will be in tfie mtemationalization process Some studies in the literature have 
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detected that older firms are more likely to export their goods or services abroad (All 
andSwiercz, 1991, Westhead, 1995, Burgel e/a/, 2001) 
However, this research does not find any support for the contention that 
older consultancy service firms will have a greater propensity to export. Infact a 
number of studies have questioned the wider applicability of stage model theones 
(McDougall el al, 1994, Leonidou and Katsikeas, 1996) because they have detected 
that some firms, particularly knowledge and technology-based firms, are 'bom global 
firms" (Knight and Cavusgil, 1996) or 'International New Ventures' (INVs) Evidence 
in the literature exploring the relationship between firm age and the ability of a firm to 
be an exporter is mixed 
5.1.4 Managerial Attitudes towards exporting 
Empincal support for Research Hypothesis 4 (see chapter 4, section 4 5) indicates, 
managenal attitudes towards exporting differentiates between engineenng consultancy 
service exporters and non-exporters 
As brought out by the support of Research Hypothesis 4A, it seems senior 
managers of the exporting and non-e?qportmg consultjuicy service firms perceive the 
benefits and risk associated with exporting quite differently. Consultancy service 
exporters perceive benefits from exporting to be higher and risk / costs associated 
with exporting to be lower as compared to the non-exporters. 
Exporters tend to agree more widi attitudinal statemaits such as 'exporting is 
potentially more profitable' and 'exporting can make a major contnbution to my 
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firm's growth' etc Thus exporters of consultancy services tend to view expoiting 
as a potentially more profitable, a desirable task that is good for the firm's 
reputation / image, and as a task that can make a major contribution to firm's 
growth etc. 
Conversely, exporters tend to disagree more with attitudinal statements such as 
'exporting involves higher cost' and 'exporting involves higher nsk' Thus, exporters 
of consultancy services do not view exporting as costly and associated with higher 
risks relative to the non-exporters. 
It is interesting to note that risk perceptions do not exhibit the largest 
variation between engineering consultancy service exporters and non-exporters 
(Research Hypothesis 4A). It is the perceptions regarding the benefits of 
exporting that show the widest difference l)etween exporters and non-expoiters 
of engineering consultancy service firms. 
There is strong support in tfie literature that service firm's management attitude 
positively relates to its international activity (Javalgi et al, 2003, White et al, 1999, 
Winsted & Patterson 1998, Axmn, 1988, Kedia & Chhokar, 1986 etc ) 
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5.1.5 Barriers to exporting 
Empincal support for Research Hypothesis 5 (see chapter 4, section 4 6) indicates, 
perception of bamers to exporting differentiates between engineering consultancy 
service exporters and non-exporters 
As brought out by the support of Research Hypothesis 5A, it seems senior 
managers of the exporting and non-exporting consultancy service firms perceive 
the barriers to exporting quite differently. In general, senior managers of non-
exporting firms perceive the all the barriers to be higher than the exporting 
firms. However, not all bamers show a wide difference between the exporters and 
non-exporters Hence, it should not be thought as sacrosanct tfiat non-exporters will 
find these barriers to exporting as insurmountable 
Group of Items like political and financial nsk, adjusting to foreign business 
practices, high cost of international business development legal difficulties, and 
different language & culture present the largest perceived obstacles for non-exporters 
The second largest group of perceived bamers for non-exporters compnse of 
Items like travel & work restnctions, lack of knowledge about business opportunities 
m foreign markets, lack of foreign contacts, lack of state-of-art technical know-how, 
restnctive foreign government regulations, lack of expertise to access foreign markets 
and prejudice against foreign consultancy firms 
This is in Ime with earlier studies m the literature like Ramaswami and Yang 
(1990) who report tfiat exporters perceive fewer bamers than non-exporters and 
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Winsted and Patterson (1998) vv+io report that most of the bamers to exporting were 
perceived to be sigjiificantly greater obstacles bv the non-exporters than by the 
exporters 
Foreign market knowledge is not the most important bamer to exporting for 
the non-exporters of engineenng consultancy services (Research Hypothesis 5B) 
However, it is the factor 'Risk, Costs & Differences' that shows the widest difference 
between exporters and non-exporters engineenng consultancy service 
As brought out by the support of Research Hypothesis 5C, 'Psychic 
distance' is an important barrier to exporting for engineering consultancy service 
firms. Psychic distance is "the sum of fectors preventing the flow of information from 
and to the market" (Johanson and Vahlne 1977, p 24), as for example, differences in 
language, education, business practice, culture etc between the home and export 
market 
Empmcal studies on different business service sectors question this argument 
(Sharma and Johanson, 1987, Bell, 1995, Coviello and Martin, 1999) They show tiiat 
actual geographical patterns of exp^sion do not necessanly follow a gradient of 
psychic distance Instead, their evidence suggests that those markets promising hi^est 
growth or sales potential are often targeted first 
However, this research finds support for the contention that Tsychic 
Distance' is an important barrier for engineering consultancy service exporter. 
There are a number of examples to support this cootenfioa. Indian service firms 
have pronounced international consulting activities in neighbouring countries 
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like Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh as well as in the IVliddle East and East 
& South African countries. UK and France have major international consulting 
activities in countries of former colonies, German consulting firms are 
particularly present in Austria and Switzerland and Spanish consultants have 
engaged quite intensively in South American markets (Gluckler, 2004, p. 9). 
5.1.6 Domestic Environment 
Partial empincal support for Research Hypothesis 6 (see chapter 4, section 4 7) 
indicates, managenal perception about competitive intensity in the domestic market 
differentiates between engineenng consultancy service exporters and non-exporters 
Also, partial support of Research Hypothesis 6A (ch^ter 4, section 4 7) indicates, 
exporters of engineering consultancy services perceive competitive intensity in flte 
domestic market to be higher than the non-exportere 
This shows that engineering consultancy services exporters feel that many 
firms in the domestic market are vying for the same project Consequently there 
may be price undercutting leading to lower profitability. Also, it may be difficult 
for the engineering consulting firms to successfully differentiate themselves from 
the others. It is not as easy for sz^ TCE Consulting Engineers to differentiate itself 
from L&T Engineenng as it m i ^ t be for GE to distmguish itself from BHEL (in 
power generation equipment), where die potential buyer can compare not only tfieir 
reputations, but also technical specifications aid performance charactenstics 
Competitive pressures m ihe domestic markets motivate the consultancy service firms 
to look for growth opportunities m foreign markets 
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Earlier studies that researched the effect of domestic market forces reported mixed 
findings For example, Katsikeas et al (1996) reported a non-significant effect for 
domestic market pressure Madsen (1989) reported a negative influence of domestic 
market attractiveness on export sales Patterson and Cicic (1995) found domestic 
competition as a significant motivator for exporting 
Perceived rate of change in the domestic environment as a differentiator 
between engineering consultancy service exporters and non-exporters finds no 
support (chapter 4, section 4.7). Exporters view rate of change in the domestic 
environment as slightly higher than the non-exporters There is not much support in 
the goods or services exporting literature linking perceived rate of technological 
change to export propensity Perceived rate of change m the domestic environment 
signifies technological turbulence which can be a significant source of uncertainty 
(Hartman et a/, 1995) The cycle of technological innovation / obsolescence may be 
shorter and faster, fiielled by the pace of growth in knowledge and its proliferation 
(Achrol, 1991, p 81) This research shows that perceived rate of change in the 
domestic environment le technological turbulence does not differentiate between 
engineenng consultancy service exporters and non-exporters 
5.1.7 Motivations for exporting 
Empmcal support for Research Hypothesis 7 (see chapter 4, section 4 8) indicates, 
export motivation elements for engineenng consultancy service exporters consist of 
both proactive and reactive elements 
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As brought out by the support of Research Hypothesis 7A, it seems that the export 
motivation elements are more proactive in nature than reactive However, the number 
of proactive motivational elements is not substantially greater than the reactive 
elements (eight against five among thirteen items Refer Table 4 13) Hence, the 
conclusion m this respect is equivocal 
Some firms become involved in international activities because they have been 
pressured by a foreign agent, though they do not truly consider internationalization as 
an objective However, there are a numbei of firms who are deliberately motivated 
towards international markets Internationalization demands an active, committed, and 
entrepreneunal management From these arguments, it seems logical to expect that 
firms with different export aspirations will adopt a different internationalization 
process Therefore, firms with higher international onentation can be expected to 
pursue more new opportunities in foreign markets than firms with a reactive 
onentahon In accordance with this senior management who subscnbe to proactive 
motivations will transmit a global strategic vision within the firm that will increase the 
likelihood of adopting an accelerated internationalization process 
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53 Conclusions about the main research problem 
The main objective of the research is to bring out the ina|or differences between 
professional service exporters and non-exporteis by studying the Indian engineering 
consultancy industry and seeking empirical support for various research hypotheses in 
this context 
Conclusions reached for each research hypothesis discussed in die earlier 
section, provides a complete picture regarding the differences between engineering 
consultancy service exporters and non-exporters. The main variables that 
differentiate between the consultancy service exporter and non-exporter are: 
1 'Proactive Intent' or 'Emphasis' on establishing and developing 
international business relations (i.e networks) • exporters spend 
greater time, energy and resources to establish and develop international 
business networks than the non-exporters 
2. Social networks and personal contacts of the firm's senior managers • 
Non-exporting firms are unable to exploit international business opportunities 
due to a possible absence or lesser number of such social & personal contacts 
of senior managers besides other mitigating factors. 
3. Size of the firm (humai capital i.e. number of professional employees) 
• Larger firms are more likely to export. 
4. Managerial attitude towards exporting • management attitude 
positively relates to tiie firm's export propensity. 
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5 Perceived barriers to exporting • senior managers of exporting 
firms perceive lower barners to exporting than their non-exporting 
counterparts 
6 Competitive intensity in the domestic market • senior managers of 
exporting firms perceive higher competitive intensity m the domestic market as 
compared to non-exporting fimis 
7 Motivations for exporting - Proactive or Reactive • senior 
managers of exporting firms have more proactive motivations for exporting 
5.4 Model proposed for the Internationalization of Professional Service Firms 
Figure 5 3 presents a model proposed for the mtemationahzation of knowledge 
intensive and people based professional service firms like engineenng consultancy 
service The model presents a holistic view of the process of internationalization of 
such professional service firms Also, the model presents a multi-factonal and an 
mtegrative view that is a closer representation of what is observed m the real world 
The key constructs that influaice the professional service firm 
internationalization process are (i) managerial factors; (ii) firm specific factors; 
and (iii) environmentel factors. These are fiulher narrowed down to three specific 
export triggers under the headings of (a) motivators; (b) information sources and 
(c) enablers Earners to export act like a moderating force on the decision to export as 
well as the export operationalization process The e?qx)rt process as such leads to 
different foreign market expenence outcomes 
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hirm specific factors include items like firm size, industry (in this case engineering 
consultancy service), years in business and firm's competitive advantage This 
research supports the contention that larger firms will have a greater propensity to 
export, whereas, firm age or years in business may not have a major influence on the 
internationalization of professional service firms (refer section 5 1 3 for the research 
conclusion) The variable, firm's perceived competitive advantages has not been 
considered in this research (refer chapter 1, section 1 5) 
Managenal factors include items like global mindset, nsk attitude, 
international expenence and entrepreneunal orientation Global mindset refers to the 
recognizing the benefits of exporting (growth opportunities, profitability etc ) and a 
general openness to serve anywhere in the world when there is an opportunity to do so 
profitably Exporting meuij^ers take a measured nsk while entenng international 
markets This research supports the contention that managers of exporting firms 
perceive the benefits of exporting to be higher and nsk / costs involved to be lower 
than the non-exporters (refer section 5 1 4 for the research conclusion) 
Environmental factors include items hke competitive intensity, cultural factors, 
country of ongm and government policies / mcaitives This research supports the 
contention that managers of exporting firms perceive competitive mtensity in the 
domestic market to be higher than the non-exporters finms (refer section 5 1 6 for the 
research conclusion) Also, this research supports the contention that Psychic distance 
(differences in language, busmess practice, culture etc between the home and export 
market) acts like a bamer to exporting (refer section 5 15 for the research 
conclusion) Country of ongin is an important vanable that may shape the customer 
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service quality perception and hence influence internationalization per se (refer 
section 5 5 8) 
The three specific triggers for export decision making are Motivators, 
Information sources and Enablers. This research studies the pnncipal export 
motivations (refer section 5 1 7 for the research conclusion) International business 
networks and social networks of senior managers are an important source of 
information about foreign market knowledge and specific business opportunities This 
research shows that exporting firms place greater emphasis on establishing and 
developing intemational business networks (refer section 5 11 for the research 
conclusion) Management commitment to exporting, financial resources, specialized 
personnel (human capital) and international partners are important enablers of the 
internationalization process 
The vanous outcomes of the export process may be increase m specific 
market knowledge (hence +), financial effect (profit or loss, hence ±), increase in 
business contacts (hence +), increase m cultural learning (hence +) and increase m 
export expenence (hence +) 
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5^ Research Implications and Recommendations 
5SA Emphasis on establishing and developing international business relations 
"Proactive intent' of the firms or the 'emphasis' placed on establishing and 
developing international business networks differentiates between exporters and non-
exporters of engineering consultancy services As concluded m earlier section (5 1.1), 
engineenng consultancy service exporters understand that international business 
network development is cntical to their internationalization Unlike non-exporters they 
invest greater time, effort and resources to develop international business networks 
and do so with a proactive intent, with an eye on future business opportunities 
Business networks improve understanding of new markets and how to 
overcome institutional and cultural barriers m order to conduct business there, 
contnbute to development of new knowledge and competencies and serve as badges 
to new clients / partners etc 
Therefore, it is important that firm's top management recognize that 
business network development must be an ongoing activity and a critical 
component of the firm's overall internationalization strategy. Figure 5.4 provides 
possible source of contacts for networking. 
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Important Managerial Implications: 
(i) Proactive intent or emphasis on building international business networks. 
Senior managers of the firm have to spend time, energy and resources to estabhsh and 
develop international business networks They need to actively develop and nurture 
networking capabilities that will allow the firm to exploit opportunities for 
internationalization For this senior managers need to regulariy visit foreign countries 
for business development (even though at present there ma> not be any revenue stream 
from these country markets), visit international industnal fairs & exhibitions, attend 
international conferences & seminars for networking, advertise m foreign journals, 
regularly communicate with potential international clients, scan foreign journals & 
trade publications for potential business opportunities source business intelligence 
from third parties and so on 
(ii) International Business Network Development should be an ongoing 
activity 
Secondly senior managers should recognize that international business network 
development has to be an ongoing activity Most senior managers recognize that 
building of networking capabihties can only be developed with considerable effort and 
over a significant time penod (Hayes et al, 1996) The process involves first buildmg 
networking capability and then, depending on strategic direction, reconfigunng, 
gaming or releasing resource combinations to the pomt w^ere they become tiie basis 
for firm's internationalization As an example I am quoting a senior manager of an 
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engmeenng consultancy exporting firm, i f you asked me could we do anything better 
in our business - I think even though we do have great relationships and good 
networks we probably don't work them as hard as we could . . the first thing we have 
to do is to make sure that at least once a quarter we get at least one or all of our senior 
staff on the road meeting with partners and customers, attending events" 
(iii) International business network development should be a critical 
component of firm's overall internationalization strategy. 
Thirdly, senior managers should recognize that international business network 
building should be a critical part of the internationalization strategy of the consultancy 
service firm A distinction is made between fundamental and secondary networks 
(Mort and Weerawardena, 2006) The fiindamental networks are those held by 
managers which are inhented by the firm at the time of inception and help the 
managers to identify and exploit initial global market opportunities Secondary 
networks are those vsiiich the managers build dunng the firm's growth process in order 
to exploit market opportunities and respond to market competition Both type of 
networks, especially secondary networks can certainly be 'strategically planned, one 
step at a time over time' 
(iv) Networking capalnlity has to be nurtured personally by senior managers 
to fulfill the firm's strategic vision of reaching foreign markets 
Mort and Weerawardena, (2006) idaitify tiiat networking capabihty is nurtured 
personally by Ae owner / manager of firm to fulfil the strategic vision of reaching 
global markets This requires the key decision m^er to actively develop and nurture 
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networking capabilities that will allow the firm to exploit opportunities for 
internationalization 
Some Novel Recommendations 
(a) Quid-pro-quo: sharing of business network resources 
The Latin word quid-pro-quo means more-or-less equal exchange of goods or 
services Engineenng consultancy service firms who are not direct competitors and 
whose lines of business do not clash can come to an understandmg to share their 
particular international network resources For example a civil engineenng and an 
environmental engineering consultancy firms can share tfieir network resources on a 
quid-pro-quo basis for their respective advancement of international business 
networks 
(b) Entry into country specific networks 
The Japanese word 'Keiretsu' means a grouping of companies with mterlockmg 
business relationships and shareholdings. Similariy, the Korean word 'Chaebol' 
refers to powerfiill business grouping of multinational South Korean companies 
'Guanxi' (meaning relationships and connections) is a unique phenomena embedded 
in the Chinese culture In contemporary business terminology it is used to refer to 
business networks or a grouping of businesses with strong networks Similar concepts 
in other cultures are 'Blat' in Russian culture, 'Wasta' in Middle Eastern culture, 
'Old Boys Network' in the western culture etc. Indian consultancy service firms can 
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endevour to get access to such country specific important business networks by 
establishing business links with some constituent part(s) 
(c) Indian Diaspora as a source of entry into country specific business 
networks 
The widespread Indian Diaspora (persons of Indian ongin or non-resident Indians) 
who are spread throughout d\e world can be a source of new network connections to a 
specific country's - business and (or) social networks An interesting example is the 
case of 'firms run by entrepreneurs of Chinese ongin spread throughout south-east 
Asia and are encompassed by different political and economic systems but are bound 
together by shared traditions and form a network of entrepreneunal relationships' 
According to Hiscock (1997) success m Asia depends on power, prestige, 
influence, favours given and received, family fortunes and connections Without these 
even the simplest deal can become unstuck for no obvious reason Hiscock suggests 
that there is networking on a grand scale as there are an estimated 57 million Chmese 
and 18 million Indians who are living abroad and provide the basis of the network 
5^.2 Social Networks and Personal Relationships 
Social networks and personal relationships contribute to the process of firm's 
internationalization in terms of access to privileged resources such as information on 
busmess opportunities and potential partners 
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it IS concluded m the earlier section (5 1 2) that managers within the exporting 
consultancy service firms are able to translate their micro social and personal links 
with managers in international firms (potential customers, partners etc ) into improved 
macro organizational performance (for e g international growth) Non-exporting firms 
possibly are not able to do this, mainly due to lack international personal contacts 
among their senior managers 
It is important that senior management of the firm recognize the need to 
'internalize new network connections' by acquiring additional team members 
who have particular network resources required for the internationalization of 
the firm. In other words firms should seek to hire those senior managers who by 
virtue of their international experience and contacts can help the firm to obtain 
international assignments. 
Oviatt and McDougall (1994, 1995) note that there are a lot of well-trained 
professionals who have had extensive experiences with international operations in 
otiier multmational companies These ejqienences are usefiil in assemblmg resources, 
gaining access to existing mtemational networks, and configuring firm's value chain 
Researchers (eg, Reuber aid Fisdier, 1997) have idoitified other benefits of 
international expenaice, such as gaining access to strategic partners This access is 
conducive to higher foreign sales 
According to Oviatt and McDougall (1994, 1995) pnor international 
expenence makes managers more aware of the ciiallenges associated with conducting 
businesses on a global scale Consistait with this proposition, McDougall ei al (2003) 
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empmcally find that international expenence is conducive to eariy 
internationalization No doubt some maiagers become aware of these issues and learn 
a great deal about the international business environment and how to structure their 
operations to create value 
5^.3 Firm Specific Characteristics 
As concluded in the earlier section (5 13), it seems that larger engineenng 
consultancy service firms have a greater propensity to export their services This may 
be because larger firms have greater financial resources and specialized human capital 
at their disposal which reduces the nsk associated with internationalization 
However, this does not mean all the smaller consultancy service firms do not 
export There are a number of smaller firms who are exporting These firms have 
specialized domain expertise and offer niche services, for example industnal design 
and consultancy services in specific product areas like aerospace, automotive systems 
etc 
The survival of smaller consultancy firms in the increasingly globalized and 
competitive environment suggests tfiat not only do they possess distmct competencies 
but also that they use them more effectively. One such distinct competency is the 
smaller firm's ability to establish and manage special relations with partners at 
home and abroad. Managing relations, for the most part, is not dependent on physical 
resources, but relies on entrqjreneunal traits, business networks and social capital 
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Another distinct competency that smaller firms can effectively use to compete in 
the international arena is in-depth knowledge and extensive experience about a 
particular field i.e. domain expertise. It is a well know practice in western 
consultancy firms to hire retired industry people who have deep knowledge and 
experience in a particular industry 
5.5.4 Managerial Attitudes towards exporting 
It IS concluded in the earlier section (5 1 4) that senior managers of the exporting and 
non-exporting consultancy service firms perceive the benefits and risk associated with 
exporting quite differently Consultancy service exporters perceive benefits fi"om 
exporting to be higher and nsk / costs associated with exporting to be lower as 
compared to the non-exporters 
Consultancy services exporters tend to view exporting as a potentially more 
profitable, a desirable task that is good for the firm's reputation / image, can make a 
major contribution to firm's growth etc However, exporters tend to disagree more 
with attitudinal statements such as 'exporting involves higher cost' and 'exporting 
involves higher risk' 
It is quite clear that consultaicy service firm's managemait attitude positively 
relates to its international activity When firm's senior managers are positively 
inclined towards international activity they provide the necessary impetus for the 
firm to internationalize. Managers in non-exporting firms are encouraged to view 
the benefits of exporting positively and take a measured view of the risk and costs 
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involved in exporting. Attitudes are shaped over time by a number of aspects and 
may be difficult to change. Perhaps senior managers from successful exporting 
firms in unrelated business areas can share their experiences and encourage 
managers in non-exporting firms to view exporting more positively. 
55.5 Barriers to exporting 
It IS concluded in the earlier section (5 1 5) that managenal perception of barriers to 
exporting differentiates between engineering consuhancy service exporters and non-
exporters Also, It seems senior managers of the exporting and non-exporting 
consultancy service firms perceive the barriers to exporting quite differently In 
general, senior managers of non-exportmg firms perceive the all the bamers to be 
higher than the exporting firms 
Items like political and financial nsk, adjusting to foreign business practices, 
high cost of international business development, legal difficulties, and different 
language & culture present the largest perceived obstacles for non-exporters and also 
show the widest difference between exporters and non-exporters 
It IS also concluded that 'psychic distance' is an important bamer to exportmg 
for engmeenng consultancy service firms Psychic distance refers to differences in 
language, education, busmess practice, culture etc between the home and export 
market 
Previous research shows that cultural issues such as langu^^e bamers, socio-
cultural differences, and differences m establi^ed busmess practices and customs, 
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have drawn significant attention in the so-called pure service industnes (e g 
consulting or legal services) in an international setting (Cicic el al 1999, Erramilli 
and Rao, 1993) 
It IS proposed by La et al (2005) that cultural sensitivity, i e "a general open-
mindedness with respect to different cultures and the willingness to understand the 
ways m which cultures differ" (Hanch and LaBhan, 1998, p 87), has an impact on the 
perceived performance of the service personnel This research suggests that 
engineering consultancy service firms should train and inculcate among their 
senior managers various facets of cultural sensitivity. This can go a long way in 
mitigating the effects of cultural differences between home and export markets. 
The Psychic Distance of managers i e mapping the perceived foreignness of 
mtemattonal markets - has been widely viewed as a high-quality indicator of foreign 
onentatton of managers (Dichtl el al, 1990) From a managerial point of view, the 
concept of Psychic Distance can offer a variety of interesting perspectives. For 
instance, Psychic Distance could be used as a selection criterion for export 
promotion schemes. DifTerentiatiiig between managers with high and low psychic 
distance could result in a more effective allocation and tailoring of export 
promotion programmes, since managers wifli lower psychic distance ratings are 
more likely to initiate export ventures than mana^rs with high psychic distance 
ratings. 
Moreover, the concept of psychic distance may be applied to country 
market selection during die internationalization process. Countries which 
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produce low psychic distance values among managers in charge could 
purposefully be targeted first Further applications of the concept might arise 
from using it to select managers for foreign assignments or even for the handling 
of overseas accounts from a domestic base (Dichti et at, 1984). 
The second largest group of perceived barriers for non-exporters compnse of 
Items like travel & work restrictions; lack of knowledge about business opportunities 
in foreign markets, lack of foreign contacts; lack of state-of-art technical know-how, 
restnctive foreign government regulations; lack of expertise to access foreign markets 
and prejudice against foreign consultancy firms. 
In order to induce more of non-exporters to export their services, trade 
promotion and facilitation activities have to address the market knowledge & 
information lacunae. Non-exporters themselves have to invest time and effort to 
gain country specific market knowledge and business opportunities. Also, non-
exporters may take the help of professional consultants in order to mitigate the 
export procedural barriers. 
The larger issues of restrictions i.e. travel, regulatory, legal etc. can be 
only taken up by the government and policy makers through bilateral and 
multilateral Free Trade Agreen^nts (FTA) with foreign countries or blocs. 
Finally, it all depends on firm's senior managers export commitment and 
motivations. When firm's senior manners feel the barriers are insurmountable, 
the firm is likely not to be involved in international activity. 
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5^.6 Domestic Environmental Factors 
It IS concluded in the earlier section (5 I 6) that managenal perception of competitive 
intensity in the domestic environment differentiates between engineering consultancy 
service exporters and non-exporters Also, it is concluded that consultancy service 
exporters m general perceive die competitive intensity in the domestic market to be 
higher than non-exporters 
Consultancy service exporters view competitive intensity in the domestic 
market to be comparatively higher and this may be one of the precursor for their 
motivation to export in search of growth, profitability and de-nskmg. Non-exporters 
generally perceive the domestic market en\aronment to be munificent and see good 
scope for further growth in the domestic market High competitive intensity in the 
domestic environment is found to have an impact on exporting in goods export 
literature (Morgan, 1999, Ali and Camp, 1994, Westhead, 1994 etc ) and also in the 
services exporting literature (Madsen, 1999, Winsted and Patterson, 1998, Patterson 
and Cicic, 1995 etc ) 
It is interesting to note the wide difference in the perception of competitive 
intensity for the same industry by the respondents in this research. Since, the 
firm's that perceive higher competitive intensity are more likely to export, policy 
planners and export promotion organizations may target their policies / export 
promotion incentives to these firms for greater effectiveness and success of their 
programmes. 
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5^.7 Export motivations 
It IS concluded in the earlier section (5 I 7) that export motivation elements for 
engineering consultancy service exporters consist of both proactive and reactive 
elements Thougji tfie number of proactive motivational elements are greater than the 
reactive motivational elements (ei^t against five among tiiirteen items), it is not a 
clear cut case of one being substantially more than the other Hence, the researcher 
feels the conclusion in this matter is equivocal and further empincal support is 
required to prove the case However, the research contends that market seeking export 
motivanons are stronger than client following export motivations 
Czinkota and Johnston (1981) and Katsikeas (1996) have investigated 
differences in export motivations between two distmct groups of exporters based on 
level of export development i e regular and sporadic exporters They suggest that both 
proactive and reactive elements stimulate the firm's decision to continue and maintain 
exporting Katsikeas (1996) reports that out of five export stimulus items held in 
relatively h i ^ regard by respondents three were proactive in nature and other two 
were reactive in nature 
Senior managers of non-exporting firms are advised to direct their efforts 
to enhancing the proactive stance of their company towards export marketing 
activities. In achieving this, more attention may be paid to: the firm's ability to 
adapt their present service offerings for export markets; the formation of 
favourable managerial beliefs about the vahie of exporting; management's 
awareness of national export programmes; developing business contacts in 
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foreign markets: training of personnel regarding export procedures, learning 
foreign languages, international experience etc.; and the development of specific 
service offerings for serving export markets. These are potentially important 
factors leading to an aggressive export behaviour, which in turn can facilitate 
export development and success. 
Secondly, senior managers of exporting firms are impressed upon to follow a 
market seekmg export strategy as opposed to relying only on a client followmg e>q)ort 
strategy In a client following strategy the fortunes of the consultancy service firm are 
tied to that of the client and hence an external un-controllable factor for the firm 
5.5.8 External Support Systems & Activities 
While ranking vanous external support systems by the consultancy services exporters, 
'Promoting the Indian service sector brand image', secures the top rank (with a 
mean score of 4 65 in a rating scale firom 1 to 5) According to La ei al (2005) 'a 
positive country of origin effect enhances the firm's image, which m turn strengthens 
perception of performance'. If country of origin or brand image plays a significant role 
in providing tangible cues to shape the service perception and to assess its quality in 
an international context, then Indian professional consultancy service firms may be at 
a disadvantage 
India as a nation is perceived by the worid at large, as a developing nation tfiat 
does not have access to state of the art tedmology and business practices On the other 
hand India has acquired an image of being service providers to the worid (mainly in 
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information technology areas) with a large pool of English speaking, technically 
qualified personnel 
The respondents peiiiaps wish industry bodies and government departments to 
reinforce the 'Engineered m India Proposition' similar to the one earned out by 
NASSCOM for software services and "Made m India" shows for manufactured goods 
by Confederation of Indian Industnes (CII) 
Ministry of commerce (Government of India) had introduced a "Served from 
India" scheme m October 2007 and set-up a Services Export Promotion Council 
Membership list of the Services Export Promotion Council shows, its members are 
dommantly Hotels & Tourism service providers. Healthcare service providers. 
Entertainment & Education service providers rather than consultancy service 
providers This may be because former sectors have practical utility of Duty Free 
Scrip against foreign exchange earnings to import coital equipment used in their line 
of business 
The second important support system ranked by consultancy service exporters 
is 'Foreign market intelligeace' (with a mean score of 4 24) Respondents feel 
accurate and timely foreign market mteihgence reports are important to spot potential 
business opportunities R may be not cost effective for mdividual firms to go for such 
market intelligence reports Reports by industry associations and export promotion 
organizations perh^s need to be reinforced by inputs from foreign industry bodies, 
professional consultants, market survey & research firms etc 
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The third important support system ranked by consultancy service exporters is 
'Financial support to bid for international projects' (with a mean score of 4 17) 
Respondents feel it is important to have access to financial support m order to bid for 
international assignments Institutions like Exim Bank, India provide financial 
guarantees to Indian companies who bid for international projects However, the scope 
and quantum of financial support (m the form of bank guarantees, lines of credit, 
working capital loans etc ) may not be enou^ 
The fourth important support system ranked by consultancy service exporters 
is 'Directory of Indian consulting firms circulated in foreign chambers of 
commerce' (with a mean score of 3 89) Consultancy Development Centre has started 
a web based database of Indian consultancy service firms m 2010 However, the 
directory is not specifically for engmeenng consultancy service firms 
The fifth important support system ranked by consultancy service exporters is 
'Mechanism for forming consortium to bid for specific international projects' 
(with a mean score of 3 85) It is possible that many individual Indian engmeenng 
consultancy service firms do not have the wherewitfial to bid for large international 
projects It IS a common practice for two or Ihree consultancy service firms to pool 
their resources (finanaal, manpower) and know4iow etc to bid for large intemational 
assignments However, forming a consortium is a difficult task due to regulatory 
clearances, financial and legal hurdles Policy makers and shapers need to look into 
and iron out tfiese legal and financial issues so as to ease the process of consortium 
formation 
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Another support system ranked b> consultancy service exporters is 'Strong 
association with Research & Development organizations' (again with a mean score 
of 3 85) State-of-the art know-how is an imperative to compete m international 
markets that too in a knowledge intensive service delivery like engineenng design 
Engineenng consultancy service firms need to connect and jointly work with institutes 
of higher learning and sponsor research programmes in areas such as matenal sciences 
(for e g application of new matenals in automobiles to reduce weight and improve 
performance), computer aided design & analysis (for reducing development cycle 
times) etc 
Other support systems not given as much importance by the exporters are 
advice from marketing & legal consultants (mean score 3 70), overseas business 
interface on a regular basis (mean score 3 65), export training programmes & 
workshops (mean score 3 65), apex rating body for Indian consultancy service 
firms (mean score 3 43), export incentives (mean score 3 43), and travel subsidies 
(mean score 3 30) 
5.6 Future Research Directions 
Future research could proceed m various directions One is to expand tiie analysis, 
theoretically and empirically, to examme other national contexts and to include other 
factors that were not included in this research, for example mtemational 
entrepreneunal culture of senior maw^ers of the firm, knowledge management & 
exploitation etc 
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Dimitratos and Plakoyiannaki (2003) suggest that an international entrepreneunal 
culture embodies various dimensions including (i) nsk attitudes, which refers to a 
firm's willingness and desire to undertake significant and nsky resource commitments 
in pursuit of new opportunities in foreign markets and (u) learning orientation, which 
centers on gatfienng, interpreting and disseminating intelhgence about foreign markets 
and the alertness to opportunities tfiat exist in these markets Perhaps these two 
dimensions of international entrepreneunal onentation may also explain differences 
between exporters and non-exporters of professional services and hence there may a 
need to empincally examine these factors 
The ability of a consultancy service firm to acquire knowledge from its 
expenences and manage knowledge i e exploit these knowledge assets effectively and 
gainfully to deliver client solutions rapidly is critical for the success of consultancy 
service firms in domestic and more so in the competitive international markets 
Professional consultancy service firms usually do not have any significant 
assets other than knowledge to explain their success Moreover, such firms can charge 
a pnce premium fliat cannot be explained simply by the accomplishments of their 
employees (sudi as educational degrees, tong industry expenence etc ) What these 
firms may do well is move knowledge around effectively, taking the companies entire 
accumulated know-how and gathenng it quickly at a single point to create a unique 
solution for the client However, this is easier said than done Valuable knowledge is 
tacit and customized to each chent's needs It will be interesting to see results of an 
empincal study evaluating whether exporting firms are more adept at managing and 
exploiting technical knowledge than their non-exportmg counterparts 
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It will be also interesting to see the results of an empirical study evaluating the 
'Direction of Causality', for e g a professional service firm keen on exporting 
overseas is more likely to invest time, effort and resources on establishing & 
developing international business relationships One can argue for a reciprocal 
interachon of the factors i e the availability of international business relationships 
could speed up its likelihood to export its services overseas Secondly, Management 
Attitude towards exporting may influence the firm's Export Motivations 
Alternatively, one can argue for a reciprocal interaction i e firm's Export Motivations 
influence the Management Attitude towards exporting 
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APPENDIX \: SURVEY 
QUESTIONAIRE 
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SDRVEV REGARDING INDIAN ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY 
SERVICE EXPORTS 
Dear Madam /Sir, 
I am conducting this survey to carry out academic research work in the area of 
"Internationalization of hidian Consultancy Service firms", for Ph D in Business 
Administration under the aegis of All India Management Association (AIMA) and 
Faculty of Management Studies, Aligarh Muslim University 
The research will empincally investigate in detail those factors that differentiate 
between engineenng consultancy service exporters and non-exporters Consultancy 
service export involves "all those business activities vAien your firm markets its 
services outside India" such as "an offshore consulting assignment", "a consulting 
assignment carried-out by your overseas branch office or jomt venture", "working as a 
subcontractor for an organization carrying out a foreign assignment" etc 
I would like to assure complete anonymity and confidentiality to your responses in this 
survey No firm specific sensitive information is required in the survey Moreover, if 
you are interested I can arrange to send you a bnef about key results of the research 
Appreciate your valued response and thank you 
Mr Anomitra Chakravarty 
E-mail anomitra@airtelmail m 
812 Devika Tower, 6 Nehru Place, New Delhi 110019 
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1) 
2) 
3) 
PLEASE WRITE YOUR RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING: 
The number of full time professionals employed by your firm 
The number of years your firm is in business . 
YES NO Has your firm carried-out any overseas consulting 
assignment till date'J' 
(If your response is NO please skip Question Nos. 3a, 3b, 06,09 and 10) 
3 a) The number of overseas consulting assignments earned out by your firm in the 
last two years . 
3b) Number of years your firm has been exporting its consultancy services 
4) Please circle the number (1 to 5) given against each statement that best 
describes your perceptions regarding export of consultancy services by your 
firm 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
Disagree j Neither Agree 
1 nor Disagree 
2 I 3 
Agree 
4 
Strongly 
Agree 
5 
Exporting is a desirable task for my firm 
Exporting involves greater risk 
Exporting is potentiaJly more profitable 
Exporting involves hi^er cost 
International client base is good for my firm's 
Image / reputation 
Exporting can help to diversify market nsk 
Exporting can make major contribution to my 
firm's growth 
Getting started requires higjh initial investment 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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5) Please circle the number (1 to 5) given below each statement that best 
descnbes your firm's emphasis on establishmg and developing international 
business relationships 
Never 
1 
Occasionally 
2 
Fairly many 
times 
3 
Very Often 
4 
Always 
5 
a) We visit foreign markets to access business opportunities 
1 2 3 I 4 5 
b) We visit industnaJ fairs and exhibitions in foreign markets to identify potential 
clients and business associates 
1 2 3 4 5 
c) We use organizations like chambers of commerce, industry associations, 
government organizations, consultants etc to identify potential clients and 
business associates in foreign markets 
2 3 4 5 
d) We advertise m foreign journals 
1 2 3 4 5 
e) We regularly communicate with our overseas clients / business associates 
1 2 3 4 5 
P T O 
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f) We assign responsibility for managing business relationship with foreign 
chents & associates to specific personnel within our firm 
1 2 3 4 5 
g) We attend technical conferences and seminars in foreign markets for business 
networking 
1 2 3 4 5 
h) We scan specialized foreign journals and trade publications to identify 
business opportunities and partners 
3 
6) When your firm gets an offshore consulting assignment, how likely do you 
think it IS as a result of referral by foreign business associates, individuals 
known to your senior managers, past clients or employees"^ 
Un-Likely(l) 
- (2) (3) ( 4 ) - (5) Highly Likely 
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7) Please circle the number (1 to 5) given against each statement that best 
describes your firm's perceptions regarding competition and change in the 
domestic environment. 
Low 
I 
Somewhat Average 
Low 
2 3 
Somev\4iat 
High 
4 
High 
5 
Intensity of competition between consultancy 
service firms in your sector 
Price competition 
1 
Service quality competition i 1 
Level of Differentiation between firms 
Frequency of new service introduction 
Rate of technological change 
Rate of service obsolescence 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5' 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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1) Please circle the number (1 to 5) given against each possible factor that has 
hindered your firm to export its consultancy services 
Not Hindered at 
all 
! 1 2 3 4 
Hindered to a 
great extent 
5 
Adjusting to foreign business practices 
Different language and culture 
Legal difficulties in overseas markets 
Political and financial risk in foreign markets 
High cost of international business development 
Lack of knowledge and expertise to access 
foreign markets 
Lack of knowledge of business opportunities 
t 
1 
. 
Lack of contacts in foreign markets | 1 
Lack of capital to finance expansion 
Inadequate commitment of resources 
Inadequate skilled technical manpower 
Do not possess state-of-art technical know-how 
Restrictive foreign government regulations 
Travel and work restrictions in foreign markets 
Foreign exchange controls in foreign markets 
Prejudice against foreign consultancy firms 
Competition form overseas firms 
Lack of government support 
Unstable demand 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 5 
P T O 
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9) Please circle the number (I to 5) given against each possible factor that 
motivates your firm to export its consultancy services 
Not 
Important 
1 
Ofhttle 
Importance 
2 
Moderately 
Important 
3 
Important 
4 
Highly 
Important 
5 
Availability of foreign market information 
Availability of information about potential 
business opportunities 
Business contacts in foreign markets 
Attractive export incentives 
Export promotion programmes 
1 
1 
Eased foreign government regulations ! 1 
Management's commitment to exporting > I 
To be known as an international service provider 
To meet management's expansion goals 
Saturated domestic market 
Intensifying domestic competition 
Opportunity to increase number of markets 
Transferable competitive / pnce advantage 
Attractive profit and growth opportunities 
Following our cliait base 
More of our clients are working globally 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
-> 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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10) Certain support activities / systems are mentioned below that may help your 
firm to market its consultancy services in the international arena Please circle 
the number (1 to 5) given against each to rate their importance 
Not 
Important 
1 
Oflittie 
Importance 
2 
Moderately 
Important 
3 
Important 
4 
Highly 
Important 
5 
Ratingofconsuitancy service firms by a national | i 
apex body i 
Mechanism for consortium formation by a group 
of consultancy firms to bid for specific projects 
Directory of Indian consulting firms circulated 
free of cost to the members of foreign chambers 
of commerce etc 
Financial export incentives by government 
Training programmes and workshops to make 
employees conversant with services e>q)orts 
Subsidy for travel to foreign trade fairs and 
exhibitions 
Foreign market intelligafice reports 
Arranging seminars and business i n t e r n e in 
important foreign markets on a regular basis 
Promoting tiie Indian service sector brand image 
Strong association wifli R&D organizations for 
acquinng state-of-art technical know-how 
Marketing & Legal consultants 
Support to get financial guarantees m order to bid 
for international projects 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
^ 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Thanks for your response aid spending time to complete this survey 
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LISTOFVARIABLLS 
No. VARIABLE 
VI Firm Size 
V2 Firm Age 
V3 Exporter = 1, Non-exporter = 0 
Managerial Attitudes towards exporting 
V4 Exporting is a desirable task for my firm 
V5 Exporting involves greater nsk 
V6 Exporting is potentially more profitable 
V7 Exporting involves higher cost 
V8 International client base is good for my firm's Image / reputation 
V9 Exporting can help to diversify market nsk 
VIO Exporting can make major contnbution to my firm's growth 
VI1 Getting started requires high initial investment 
Emphasis on establishing & developing Intl. business relationships 
V12 regular visits to foreign markets 
V13 visit industrial fairs and exhibitions in foreign markets 
VI4 Use third party organizations 
V15 advertise m foreign journals 
V16 regularly communicate with our overseas clients / business associates 
V17 assign responsibility for managing business relationship 
V18 attend technical conferences and seminars in foreign markets 
V19 scan specialized foreign journals and trade publications 
V20 Offehore consulting assignmait as a result of referral 
Perceptions regarding competition and change in domestic env. 
V21 Intensity of competition 
V22 Pnce competition 
V23 Service quality competition 
V24 Level of differentiation between firms 
V25 Frequency of new service introduction 
V26 Rate of technological change 
V27 Rate of service obsolescence 
-199 
Factors that hinder export by your firm 
V28 Adjusting to foreign business practices 
V29 DiflFerent language and culture 
V30 Legal difficulties in overseas markets 
V31 Political and financial nsk m foreign markets 
V32 High cost of international business development 
V33 Lack of knowledge and expertise to access foreign markets 
V34 Lack of knowledge of business opportunities 
V35 Lack of contacts in foreign markets 
V36 Lack of capital to finance expansion 
V37 Inadequate commitment of resources 
V38 Inadequate skilled technical manpower 
V39 Do not possess state-of-art technical know-how 
V40 Restnctive foreign government regulations 
V4l Travel and work restnctions in foreign markets 
V42 Foreign exchange controls in foreign markets 
V43 Prejudice against foreign consultancy firms 
V44 Competition form overseas firms 
V45 Lack of government support 
V46 Unstable demand 
Factors that motivate your firm to export 
V47 Availability of foreign market information 
V48 Availability of information about potential business opportunities 
V49 Busmess contacts m foreign markets 
V50 Attractive export incentives 
V51 Export promotion programmes 
V52 Eased foreign government regulations 
V53 Management's commitment to exporting 
V54 To be known as an mtemational service provider 
V55 To meet managemrats ejq)ansion goals 
V56 Saturated domestic market 
V57 Intensifying domestic competition 
V58 Opportunity to increase number of markets 
V59 Transferable competitive / pnce advantage 
V60 Attractive profit and growth opportunities 
200 
Factors that hinder export by your firm (Cont.) 
V6l Following our client base 
V62 More of our clients are working globally 
Support activities 
V63 Ratingof consultancy service firms 
V64 Consortium forming 
V65 Directory circulated free of cost 
V66 Financial export incentives 
V67 Training programmes 
V68 Subsidy for foreign travels 
V69 Foreign market intelligence reports 
V70 Business interface m foreign markets 
V71 Promoting brand image 
V72 Association with R&D organizations 
V73 Marketing & Legal consultants 
V74 Financial guarantees 
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EMPHASIS ON ESTABHSHtNG & DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS - MANOVA 
GLM V12V13V14V15V16V17V18 V19BYV3 
/METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
/INTERCEPT=EXCLUDE 
/PRINT=ETASQ OPOWER 
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
/DESIGN^ V3. 
Between-Subjects Factors 
V3 0 
1 
N 
113 
54 
Multtvariate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks' 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1742 
005 
53.132 
F 
134.095 
268 865 
521.359 
Hypotheas 
df 
16 000 
16.000 
16 000 
Error df 
318000 
316.000 
314 000 
Sig. 
000 
.000 
000 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
.871 
932 
Noncent 
Parameter 
2145.516 
4301.838 
.964 1 8341750 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1.000 
1 000 
MANOVA OF INDIVIDUAL FACTORS 
GLM V16 V17 V18V19BYV3 
Multivariate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks' 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1.557 
.019 
20.799 
F 
143.342 
250.140 
418.588 
Hypoltiesi 
sdf 
8.000 
8.000 
8000 
Error df 
326.000 
324.000 
322 000 
Sig 
.000 
.000 
.000 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
.779 
.861 
912 
Noncent 
Parameter 
1146.739 
2001.122 
3348702 
Observed 
Power 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
GLM V12V13V14V.15BYV3 
Multivariate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wills' 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1.395 
.044 
11.750 
F 
93.981 
152.589 
236.463 
Hwothesi 
sdf 
8.000 
8.000 
8.000 
Error df 
326.000 
324.000 
322.000 
Sig. 
.000 
.000 
.000 
Partjai 
Eta 
Squared 
.698 
.790 
.855 
Noncent. 
Parameter 
751.851 
1220.712 
1891.706 
Observed 
Power 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
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ATTITLDES TOWARDS EXPORTING - MAJNOVA 
GLM V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 BY V3 
/METH0D=SSTYPE(3) 
/INTERCEPT=EXCLUDE 
/PRINT=ETASQ OPOWER 
/CRITERIA=ALPHA( 05) 
/DESIGN= V3 
Between-Subjects Factors 
V3 0 
1 
N 
113 
54 
Multivanate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks' 
LamDda 
Hotelling' 
s Trace 
Value 
1 866 
001 
173 751 
F 
276 729 
695 462 
1704 927 
Hypothesis 
df 
16 000 
16 000 
16 000 
Error df 
318 000 
316 000 
314 000 
Stg 
000 
000 
000 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
933 
972 
989 
Noncent 
Parameter 
4427 657 
11127 398 
27278 830 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
GLM V6 V4 V8 V9 VI0 BY V3 
Multivanate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks" 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1 191 
014 
55172 
F 
47 742 
238 563 
882 746 
Hypothesi 
s d f 
10 000 
10 000 
10 000 
Error df 
324 000 
322 OOQ 
320 000 
Sig 
000 
000 
000 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
596 
881 
965 
Noncent 
Parameter 
477 425 
2385 634 
8827 460 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
GLM V5V7V11BYV3 
Multivariate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks' 
Lambda 
Hotellmg's 
Trace 
Value 
1 039 
015 
61 049 
F 
59138 
385 824 
1648 316 
Hypolhesi 
s d f 
6 000 
6(K)0 
6 0 0 0 
Error df 
328 000 
326 000 
324 000 
Sig 
000 
000 
000 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
520 
877 
968 
Noncent 
Parameter 
354 826 
2314 943 
9889 897 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
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PERCEPTIONS REGARDING DOMESTIC ENVIRONMENT- MANOVA 
GLM V21 V22 V23 V25 V26 V27 BY V3 
/METH0D=SSTYPE(3) 
/INTERCEPT=EXCLUDE 
/PRINT=ETASQ OPOWER 
/CRITERIA=ALPHA( 05) 
/DESIGN=V3 
Between-Subjects Factors 
V3 0 
1 
N 
113 
54 
Mulbvanate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks' 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1058 
043 
37 681 
F 
102 395 
440 916 
665 274 
Hypothesis 
df 
12 000 
12 000 
12 000 
Error df 
322 000 
320 000 
318 000 
Sig 
000 
000 
000 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
792 
943 
Noncent 
Parameter 
1228 742 
5290 996 
984 i 19983 283 
1 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
GLM V21 V22V23BYV3 
Multivariate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks" 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1301 
012 
56 980 
F 
101 813 
444 861 
153845 
Hypothesis 
df 
6000 
6000 
6000 
Error df 
328 000 
326 000 
324 000 
Sig 
000 
000 
000 
Pardal 
Eta 
Squared 
651 
891 
966 
Noncent 
Parameter 
610 877 
2669 167 
9230 705 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
GLM V25 V26 V27 BY V3 
Multivariate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks' 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
793 
836 
16 803 
F 
13 770 
23 481 
37 599 
Hypothesi 
sd f 
6000 
6 000 
6000 
Error df 
328 000 
326 000 
324 000 
Sig 
120 
120 
120 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
496 
811 
929 
Noncent 
Parameter 
322618 
1394 889 
4227 594 
Observed 
Powera 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
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BARRIERS TO EXPORTING - MANOVA 
GLM V28 V29 V30 V31 V32 V33 V34 V35 V36 V37 V38 V39 V40 V41 V43 V44 
V45 V46 BY V3 
/IVIETHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
/INTERCEPT=EXCLUDE 
/PRINT=ETASQ OPOWER 
/CR1TER1A=ALPHA( 05) 
/DES)GN= V3 
Between-Subjects Factors 
V3 0 
1 
N ; 
113 1 
54 1 
Multivariate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks' 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1 953 
000 
53 132 
F 
347 754 
1658 857 
1909 398 
Hypothesis 
df 
36 000 
36 000 
36 000 
Error df 
298 000 
296 000 
294 000 
Sig 
000 
000 
000 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
977 
995 
999 
Noncent 
Parameter 
12519 128 
59718 844 
280706 31 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
MANOVA FOR INDIVIDUAL FACTORS 
GLM V28 V29 V30 V31 V 32 BY V3 
Multivariate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillars 
Trace 
Wilks' 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1466 
010 
49.985 
F 
88 948 
285 504 
799.756 
Hypothesis 
df 
10.000 
10 000 
10.0(K) 
Enrordf 
324 000 
322 000 
320.000 
Sig 
000 
000 
000 
Partial 
Eta 
Scpiared 
733 
899 
.962 
Noncent 
Parameter 
889 476 
2855 036 
7997.563 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
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GLM V33 V34 V35 V39 V40 V41 V43 BY V3 
Multivanate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks" 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1 357 
008 
74 107 
F 
48281 
224 478 
836 345 
Hypothesis 
df 
14 000 
14 000 
14 000 
Error df 
320 000 
318 000 
316 000 
Sig 
000 
000 
000 
Partal 
Eta 
Squared 
679 
908 
974 
Noncent 
Parameter 
675 929 
3142 687 
11708 830 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
GLM V36 V37 V38 BY V3 
Multivanate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks' 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1 051 
055 
15 287 
F 
60 568 
177 591 
412 759 
Hypottiesi 
s d f 
6 000 
6 000 
6 000 
Error df 
328 000 
326 000 
324 000 
Sig 
000 
000 
000 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
526 
766 
884 
Noncent 
Parameter 
363 406 
1065 544 
2476 555 
Observed 
Powera 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
GLM V44 V45 V46 BY V3 
Multivariate Tests 
Effect 
V3 Pillai's 
Trace 
Wilks' 
Lambda 
Hotelling's 
Trace 
Value 
1 283 
037 
17 443 
F 
97 851 
228 630 
470 955 
Hypothesis 
df 
6 000 
6000 
6000 
Error df 
328 000 
326 000 
324 000 
Sig 
000 
000 
(K)0 
Partial 
Eta 
Squared 
642 
808 
897 
Noncent 
Parameter 
587108 
1371 778 
2825 730 
Observed 
Power 
1 000 
1 000 
1 000 
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EMPHASIS ON ESTABLISHING & DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS - PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS 
Rotated 
V17 
V16 
V19 
V18 
V13 
V15 
V12 
V14 
Component Matrix 
Component 
1 
872 
821 
817 
761 
258 
303 
546 
466 
2 
258 
354 
426 
327 
887 
837 
688 
609 
KMO and Barttetrs Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkm Measure of 
Sampling Adequacy 
Barttetrs 
Test of 
Sphencrty 
Approx Chi-Square 
df 
Sig 
735 
1203 293 
28 
000 
Scree Plot 
I i 
! 
-r -r 4 S 6 
Component Number 
-207-
Total Variance Explained 
Component 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Total 
5 352 
812 
732 
406 
306 
184 
154 
054 
nittal Eigenvalues 
%of 
Vanance 
66 900 
10148 
9 1 4 9 
5074 
3827 
2300 
1922 
680 
Cumulative 
% 
66900 
77 048 
86197 
91271 
95 098 
97 398 
99 320 
100000 
Extraction Sums of Squared 
Loadings 
Total 
5352 
812 
%of 
Vanance 
66 900 
10 148 
Cumulative 
% 
66900 
77048 
Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total 
3 3 5 3 
2811 
%of 
Vanance 
41912 
35136 
Cumulative 
% 
41912 
77 048 
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS EXPORTING - PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS 
ANALYSIS 
Rotated Component Matrix 
V6 
V4 
V10 
V8 
V9 
V11 
V7 
V5 
Component 
1 
900 
881 
860 
814 
721 
-550 
-160 
-407 
2 
-222 
-273 
-214 
-393 
-501 
490 
946 
803 
KMO and BartJett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of 
Sampling Adequacy 
Bartlett's 
Test of 
Sphericity 
Approx Chi-Square 
df 
780 
1253 849 
28 
000 
Scree Plot 
I I 
Component Number 
209 
Total Variance Explained 
Component 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Total 
5 390 
966 
700 
325 
234 
173 
149 
062 
ratial Etgenvatues 
%of 
Vanance 
67 374 
12 077 
8 753 
4 060 
2 925 
2 168 
1 866 
776 
Cisnulative 
67 374 
79 451 
88204 
92 264 
95190 
97 358 
99 224 
100 000 
Extraction Sums of Squared 
Loadings 
Total 
5 390 
966 
%of 
Vanance 
67 374 
12 077 
Ciffnulative % 
67 374 
79 451 
Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total 
4 002 
2 354 
%of 
Vanance 
50.025 
29.426 
Cumulative 
% 
50 025 
79 451 
2 1 0 -
PERCEPTIONS REGARDING DOMESTIC ENVLRONIMENT 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS 
Rotated Component Matrix 
V22 
V21 
V23 
V25 
V27 
V26 
Component 
1 
932 
914 
831 
080 
-139 
206 
2 
169 
253 
-274 
810 
790 
755 
KMO and Bartletrs Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of 
Sampling Adequacy 
Bartletfs 
Test of 
Sphencity 
Approx Chi-Square 
df 
Sig 
634 
515 367 
15 
000 
Scree Plot 
« 
3 
« 
m 
1 0-
0 0-
Component Number 
211 
Total Variance Explained 
Component 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
initial Eigenvalues 
Total 
2 592 
1888 
631 
501 
296 
093 
%of 
Vanance 
43208 
31460 
10 509 
8 343 
4 929 
1 550 
Cumulative 
% 
43208 
74 668 
85177 
93 521 
98 450 
100 000 
ExtradKX) Sums di Squared 
Loadings 
Total 
2 592 
1 888 
%of 
Vanance 
43208 
31 460 
Cumulative 
% 
43208 
74 668 
Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total 
2 463 
2017 
%of 
Vanance 
41.049 
33.620 
Cumulative 
% 
41049 
74 668 
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BARRIERS TO EXPORTING - PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS 
V41 
V34 
V35 
V39 
V40 
V33 
V29 
V43 
V28 
V31 
V32 
V30 
V36 
V38 
V37 
V45 
V46 
V44 
Rotated 
1 
.857 
.817 
.797 
.762 
.762 
.761 
669 
.571 
228 
148 
351 
513 
181 
326 
004 
181 
-331 
592 
Component Matrix 
Component 
2 
236 
281 
381 
017 
062 
412 
.608 
456 
.805 
.776 
.717 
.660 
097 
237 
288 
3 
-133 
107 
155 
494 
422 
257 
170 
321 
066 
284 
454 
082 
.860 
.838 
.781 
247 039 
294 1 301 
018 j 173 
4 
173 
068 
-010 
-157 
223 
186 
-090 
469 
365 
207 
218 
072 
266 
-124 
295 
.882 
.756 
.701 
Scree Plot 
> 
c 
m 
i2 4-4 
— J — 
'2 
Component Number 
'i 14 
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MOTIVATtONS FOR EXPORTING - PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS 
Rotated Component Matrix 
V61 
V58 
V57 
V62 
V59 
V60 
V51 
V50 
V52 
V54 
V53 
V49 
V48 
1 
951 
859 
828 
818 
810 
684 
221 
228 
113 
418 
361 
-163 
355 
Component 
2 
102 
309 
219 
247 
315 
522 
940 
928 
870 
780 
726 
-204 
185 
3 
078 
152 
-218 
-003 
133 
305 
-044 
-075 
-125 
054 
220 
812 
758 
Scree Plot 
> 
c 
« 
m 
-r 
10 
<3 
Component Number 
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RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
GET 
FILE='G:\ANOMITRA\Data.Sd\, . 
DATASET NAME DataSetl WINDOW=FRONT. 
RELIABILITY 
/VAR1RBLES=V4 V5 V6 V V8 V9 VIO VI1 V12 V13 V14 V15 VI6 VH V18 
V19 V20 V21 V22 V23 V24 V25 V26 V21 V28 V29 V30 V31 V32 V33 V34 V35 
v36 v37 V38 V39 v40 V41 v42 V43 \/44 "v45 V46 v47 V48 V49 V50 v51 V52 
V53 V54 V55 V56 V57 V58 V59 V60 V61 V62 
/SCALE( 'ALL VARIABLES' ) ALL 
/MODEL=ALPHA. 
Reliability 
Scale: ALL VARIABLES 
Case Processing Summary 
Cases Valid 
Excluded 
Total 
N 
167 
0 
167 
% 
100 0 
0 
100 0 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha 
867 
Nof 
items 
59 
Cronbach's Alpha value is reported for eadi individual Factor in the respective tables 
(Chapter 4 - Analysis & Interpretation of Results) along with the Pnncipal Components 
Analysis results 
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APPENDIX HI - BACKGROL'ND OF THE DOCTORAL CANDIDATE 
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Work Experience 
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Consulting and Intemationsd Tradmg organization Period 2001 till date 
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-1996 
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Work areas Project Planning & Implementation, Project Export, Industrial 
Consulting, Industrial Equipment Marketing, Technology Sourcing & Marketing, 
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Industries Plastics, Rubber, Automotive Tyres, Composite matenals. Speciality 
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Equipment 
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